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WRITE US TO-DAY FOR THIS NEW
FREE 1929 “WHOLE WORLD” CATALOG

DEXTERITY

Recently issued, this booklet will be of in¬
finite service to you in the selection of music

is necessarily the prime aim of the technical side of piano playing. The
perfect co-ordination, as well as the independence of fingers, wrists and
arms is indispensable to a comprehensive technique.

collections.

One of the most attractive cata¬

logues ever issued of standard music for
piano, voice, violin, organ and other instru¬

The ultimate in studies for dexterity has always been, and still remains
—“CZERNY.” But the intimidating length and drudgery of the old
Czerny Studies has been replaced by a new form, vitally fresh and
interesting.

ments.

Every book illustrated, and de¬

scribed, together with its complete contents.
If you are a teacher, student or lover of

“CZERNY”

music, he sure to write us today—a postcard
brings it.

As Attractive Piano Solos with Titles

(Not sent to Canada or European

countries.)

By John Mokrejs
The most interesting musical portions of the Czerny piano writings
have been combined and co-ordinated in various ways to form delightful
pieces of real charm. The technical value remains unchanged, and the
student will find a real joy in playing them.
In two Books—Each, 65c

The very young pupil must also have practical studies in elementary
tinger movements to lay the foundation for future dexterity.

THE LITTLE HANON
By Robert J. Ring
will establish correct finger action from the first. Its exercises are pre¬
paratory to, and patterned after, the "Hanon Virtuoso Pianist.” Diatonic
progression of the technical figure throughout the entire octave, avoids
the monotonous repetition of the old short finger exercises.
Summy Edition No. 100, Price, $1.00

THIS NEW FREE CATALOGUE CONTAINS
DESCRIPTIONS AND CONTENTS OF ALL THESE BOOKS
FOR THE OPERA LOVER
Grand Opera at Home .$1.25
Light Opera at Home . 1.25
Modern Opera Selections . 1.25
Gilbert & SuUivan at Home . 1.25

FOR THE PIANIST
Piano Pieces .
Modern Piano Pieces .
Light Piano Pieces .
Recital Piano Pieces .
Concert Piano Pieces (Paper)
Concert Piano Pieces (Cloth)
Schubert at Home

FOR THE VIOLINIST
.. $2.0
Modern Violin Pieces .
Light Violin Pieces . 2.0
Violinist’s Book of Songs . 2.0
Concert Violin Solos .
3.0
Standard Violin Concertos . 3.0
Operatic Violin Pieces. .
Encyclopedia of t1--e Violin..

Ballads Whole World Sings
Love Songs Whole World Sings .... i.sd
Songs Whole World Sings. 1.25
Sacred Music . 1.25
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
Children’s Plano Pieces.$1.25
Children’s Songs . 1.26
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS
Standard Organ Pieces (Paper) .... $3.00
Standard Organ Pieces (Cloth)
“ nn
*-— - pie—
. 2.00
e Album .
. 6.00
American 1
it direct on receipt

For Sale a

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers
429 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

D. APPLETON & COMPANY

A
VACATION
HINT

The Etude Music Magazine
The Ideal Monthly For All Music Lovers

Special
“Get Acquainted” Offer
To Music Lovers Not Yet Subscribers

3

35C

issues to any music lover not already a subscriber, for 35c. Think
of it! Three issues of The Etude bringing over $15.00 worth of
new music and innumerable helpful and delightful articles and
special features for less than half the news-stand price!

f

BOOK

i

S0RGS

known compositions, including classic, modern,
light operatic and sacred numbers. Ideal for the
average player, as it contains all the music which
could be played in years.
536 pages. Beautiful redcloth binding, *3.00. Paper
binding, *2.00.

The Child’s Own
Music Book

THE ETUDE To Your Friends

MC

The most complete child’s music book pub¬
lished, containing nursery rhymes, songs, games
and a series of piano pieces and duets for juve¬
niles. A book which can be used by children
of all ages. 536 pages.
Beautiful blue-cloth
binding, *3.00. Paper binding, *2.00.
For sale where good music Is sold. If your
denier cannot supply you we will send postpaid on
receipt of price. Money cheerfully refunded If
not entirely satisfled. (NOT SOLD IX CANADA.)
ON FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDER WITH CONTENTS

This Offer Expires August 31, 1929!

e enclosed 35c please

d the June, July and August

The Mnmil Publishing Co., Inc.
Book of a Thousand Songs.
1140 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Masterpieces of Plano Music.
Enclosed find *. for which
-----—
„ , Child’s Own Music Book.
please send the books checked.
( ) PAPER
( ) CLOTH
< ) PLEASE SEND FREE ILLUSTRATED FOLDER WITH CONTENTS.
Name .....
Address

When you write to our advertisers always mention THE ETUDE.

W

A collection of all the standard songs (words
and music) which everybody knows and loves.
Contains more than one thousand favorite home,
operatic, sacred, patriotic, sentimental, college,
plantation and many other kinds of songs. The
most complete collection in the world. 536 pages.
Beautiful green cloth edition, $3.00. Paper edition,
*2.00.

Masterpieces of
Piano Music

your friends v
e unacquainted
A MONG
A
w
c and fascinating articles. You would willingly spend r_.
times 35c to entertain any one of these friends. Here is an op¬
portunity to share your musical joys and afford hours of enter¬
tainment to a number of your friends for a few cents each. The
coupon below is for your convenience. Write additional names
on a separate sheet.

THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
— Theodore Presser Co., Pubs. —
2 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

1

THOUSflRD :

A Welcome Opportunity To Introduce

Order Now!

Add to your own enjoyment and
that of others by the use of
these World Famous CoUections
Book of a Thousand Songs

June, July and August Numbers

TOfluence
INTRODUCE and spread the delightful worthwhile in¬
of The Etude, we will send the June, July and August

35 W. 32nd Street

It Identifies yoi

.

e in touch with the higher Ideals of art a

the etude
Page JfSG
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Order Your Favorite
Magazines
The Popular, Money-Saving Way

Combines with The Etude!

Take
advantage of these popular bargain offers of your
favorite magazines combined with THE ETUDE anfl

YOU can secure that coveted Diploma or Degree right in your own home, as many other
established teachers and musicians have done by taking our Extension Courses. The following letters
are but a few of many thousands of similar ones in our files:

save 10 to 25% ! Subscriptions may be new or renewal,
may be entered at different addresses and may begin
with any issue desired.

ZAY RECTOR BEVITT

THE ETUDE Music Magazine $2.00 ,
Both
BALL'S.A00!- $2.35

PICTORIAL6 REVIEW05 .... ■ $1.0o|. $2.40

Regular

Will Conduct a

Special Summer Normal
Course
IN SAN FRANCISCO
July 8th to August 9th'

Author of
"Piano Playing by Harmony Diagrams’’

THE ETU DE Music Magazine $2.00 )
Both
PEOPLE’S HOME JOURNAL -50 l $2.25
Regular price
$2.50 ) Save 25c
THE ETU DE Music Magazine $2.00 v
Both
CHRISTIAN HERALD. 2.00 f $2.85
Regular price.$4.00 Save $1.15
THE ETUDE Music Magazine $2.00) Both
MODERN PRISCILLA.2.00 ( $3#Q0
Regular price-- $4.00 i Save $1.00
THE ETUDE Music Magazine $2.00 ) Both
YOUTH’S COMPANION.... 2.00 ( $3.25

)

FIVE WEEKS’ COURSE
in Class Piano Instruction
This is not a lecture series. It is a course of practical
lessons in modern piano teaching under an instructor
of national reputation whose success in both individual
and group training has gained the approval of our
greatest educators.

!.

delineator!Uy..■ • 1.00 l $2.75
Regular price
.$3.00 Save 25c

>

AMERICAN6BOVC.Ya'"Ki”€.S|.'00j. $|°()0

THE ETUDE Music Magazine S2.00\
Both
2.001 $3.00
Regular price.M.Ool Sa.eS1.00
THE ETUDE Music Magazine $2.00 i Both
JUNIOR HOME MAGAZINE 2.50 . $3.25
Regular priee
S4.50 i Save $1.25
THE ETUDE Music Magazine $2.00 t Beth
| COLLIER’S NATLW^^^.gg ^ $3.50 BOY S LIFE.$3.50
Regular price.$4.00 > Save 50c
THE ETUDE Music Mag
FASHIONABLE DRESS.
f $4.00
.$5.00 ( S?«!i525
Regular price.
Both
- £2.35 ;
Regular price . . .
THE ETUDE Music M
PATHFINDER. aaazlne. *1.00 j
- $2.35
Save 65c
THElETUDE Music. M agazinc $2.00 j Both

s$3.85g

Reguiar price , ,
NATURE MAGAZINI

to present

.^Oofs...25.

He Magazine $2.00,
i2C00°0)

1 00 |

Both
-

$4.25

Save 25e

SH H0MES AND GAR: .60 j $2.9(

: 1001 $3.2i

Special Scholarship Offer

MODERN PRISCILLA ....

P} $4.0(
00 J Saveli.
HEETUDE Music Magazine $2 00\
. .
ODERN PRISCILLA. 2!oO
. A"
HRISTIAN HERALD. 2.00 V $4 5Q

an added feature of the service offered ambitious earnest teachers.
Prepare to enter Advanced Classes in private study by getting

($1 for 3 Years COUNTRY GENTLEMAN

To A nv of the
ny * the
) Above Clubs

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE CANADIAN OR FOREIGN POSTAGE

RECTOR

BEVITT

the training through the Extension Course which means entering
Advanced Classes in the Resident School.

N*

- Theodore Pressor Co., Publishers

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers

Increases Her Class from 40 to 63 Pupils.
1 find that the satisfied pupil is the best advertisement I have. I am giving
better service to my pupils and that always brings a financial increase. The
fact that I have taken the Sherwood Normal Course after all my years of experi¬
ence, tells better than anything else my opinion of your Extension Courses for
an established teacher.
Jessie E. H. Pettersone, 28 So. Wellington St., Dundas, Ontario.
Band Takes Championship
You have always been anxious to hear what progress your pupils have made, so I
am glad to inform you that it was my band that took the National High School Band
Championship at Joliet, Illinois, in Class B. My success was due to a great extent to
your successful methods in the courses I took from your Conservatory. I completed
the Harmony and Advance Composition Courses and am now working on the History
Course, toward the Bachelor's Degree.
George L. Drury, Mus. Dir. at St. Marv’s Industrial School, Baltimore, Md.

--

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

today that you will achieve these worthy ambitions. For 25 years this great school
has been helping ambitious teachers and professional and amateur musicians
to greater success. You can safely follow the sure way that has been so well
guideposted by those who have given their testimony here.
Check the coupon and send it back to us at once. We will immediately send
...... fun details of our Courses and Methods, together with a number of sample
sons from the Course which interests vmi mn«t Tho*-<» w;ii k<> ~~ Aki:__
Write us a letter about y
wn musical problems—perhaps we can help you
solve them.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. B-36
Langley Avenue and 41»t Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Please .send me catalog, sample lessons and
ing course I have marked with an X below.
D Piano, Normal
□ Cornet, Amateur
Course for
□ Cornet, ProfesTeachers
sional
□ Piano, Course for
□ Organ (Reed)
Students
□ Voice
□ Public School
□ History of Music
Music
□ Harmony
Name.

Send Orders With ‘'Remittance Direct to

The Etude Music Magazine
1712-14 CHESTNUT STREET,

State License Granted
The State Department of Education, after receiving list of my credits which
you sent, gave me a certificate to teach bands in the Schools of Wisconsin.
Guy E. Welton, Twin Bluffs, Wisconsin.

A limited number of Scholarships are offered graduates of
Extension Courses who later come to Chicago for residential work.
Get information about this important announcement which is just

AMERICAN MAGAZINE"

A r\r\ f1 for 1 Year LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL )
A
L/lJj&forl Year SATURDAY EVENING POST!

136 Funston Avenue
San Francisco

Received Certificate for Elementary Grades
The record which you have sent of my credit in Public Schobl Music with
you was very gratefully received. I am very proud to tell you that through these
credits I have received from the State Department a Certificate to teach in the
Elementary Grades.
Leila H. Fahey, Stanberry, Missouri.

Needs the Bachelor’s Degree
1 received the Teacher’s Normal Diploma from your School in 1927. It made it
possible for me to have an excellent position last year. Now if 1 had the Degree of
Bachelor of Music I could make twice the salary. An excellent position is offered
me, but the requirement to head the Department is this Degree.
Lulu D. Hopkins, Normal, Alabama.

These teachers and musicians are but a few of the thousands who endorse and recommend our courses. The training and increased tnusical knowledge they
Extension Conservatory has meant higher standing in their profession, greater efficiency, and increased earning power. Your

i

eager and industrious students

ZAY

J. D. Shackelford, Director of Music, Waynesville, N. C.
Passed State Exam—Became Accredited Teacher
1 have successfully passed the State Board Examination and am now an ac¬
credited teacher in the State of Oregon. I owe this to your Normal Piano
Course, for I tried tojpass the examination before, but was not proficient in the
answers and failed. Then I saw your ad in The Etude and determined to try
this course. It has been successful and I am very grateful.
Lulu E. Diebel, Seaside, Oregon.
Increased Size of His Class
This will acknowledge my Harmony Diploma. At the commencement of my
studies with you I was a Violin teacher with plenty of time on my hands. My
class has grown (o three times that size. I command an increased fee and have
a waiting list.
Samuel Griffiths, New Bedford, Mass.

- $4.00

i americanEmagaz 1 IME

For teachers wishing to become, for a time,

For full Information, write

THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING!
Received Certificate and Raise in Salary
I am very proud of my Diplomas and have been helped greatly through the study
of Mrs. Clark's Public School Music Course. The State Department issued my “A”
Certificate. 1 have been granted the two years’ experience, which is everything in
full that I had asked for. This causes my rating to be much higher and gives me

full information regard¬
□ Violin
□ Guitar
□ Ear Training and
Sight Singing
□ Mandolin
G Adv. Composition
□ Choral Conducting
. Age..

Street No.

University Extension Conservatory

City ..... State...
How long have you taught Piano?.How many pupils have

LANGLEY AVENUE and 41st STREET

you now?.Do you hold a Teacher’s Certificate?.Have

you studied Harmony? .Would you like to earn the degree of
Bachelor of Music?.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing onr advertisers

CHICAGO, ILL.

TEE ETUDE

THU HTUDE
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FASCINATING PIECES FOR THE MUSICAL HOME

Music
Supervisors
FOR

Public Schools
Positions paying salaries

of $1,250

to

$2,500

yearly are practically assured to capable musi¬
cians

through

the

Placement Bureau

of the

College, when course is finished.

Charming and Amusing entertainment Material

PIANOLOGS and
MUSICAL RECITATIONS
There are many who have talent telling stories or giving recita¬
tions in addition to being fair pianists. Those who combine
such talents in the reciting of numbers to which they render
accompaniments on the piano can provide great
themselves and others using these pieces as Mop.
who wish to give delighting variety and novelty to ttieir
programs should work up several of these numbers as Musical
o provide
Recitations with the aid of a pianist to
provide the
the accompaniac
LITTLE CHINK By Helen Wing
Catalog No. 23225
Price 50c
This is one of those charming, cunning numbers
that is pleasantly amusing and always sure to evoke
applause when the reader gets through rhyming
Chink, Chink. Chink with think, think, think and
wink, wink, wink in the little Chinese girl s love song
to Chow-Chow, the clever Chink boy, with his dog
THE ESKIMO
By Helen Wing
Catalog No. 23226
Price 60c
Everything seems to get “Eski" in this tale of an
Arctic Avenue love affair between a little Eskimo and
his Eski-miss. Like all other lovers, he has many fine
promises, and although his Eski-miss does not kiss,
she loves the rubbing of Eski-noses.
SELL ME A DREAM
By Louis Victor Saar
Catalog No. 23411
Price 45c
The pathos of this 1 tie bit of verse with effect
THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD
By Phyllis Fergus
Catalog No. 22525
Price 50c

W. OTTO MIESSNER
Eminent Composer and Authority on Class Piano and
Public School Music now Director of
this Department.

FREE FELLOWSHIP
to student best fitted to become a Supervisor of Music.
Application blanks on request,

I WILL LIFT UP MINE EYES UN¬
TO THE HILLS By Phyllis Fergus
Catalog No. 22748
Price 35c
Phyllis Fergus brings home a greater significance

. _t about has you in t_____
short squibb gives you quite a laugh at Dad’s mis¬
understanding.
DON’T YOU? By De Loss Smith
Catalog No. 23647
Price 40c
A-Ji-’: favorably to a
weaknesses that a
serving ofajittle philosophy
whether you want to agree in

First Semester Begins September 9th
Complete Winter Catalog on Request

60 East Van Buren St.
A UNIVERSITY OF MUSIC
(NATIONALLY ACCREDITED
Established 1867

NEVER SAY DIE By Frieda Peycke
Catalog No. 23797.Price 50c
not do forVchurch entertainment; yet, it is so
gratifying to an audience that you may notice some
old “crusty" who has frowned disapproval on everyJUS’ KEEP ON KEEPIN’ ON
By Frieda Peycke
Catalog No. 23796Price 50c
This may prove a solace to some, a vindication to a

A STRAY LETTER By Frieda Peycke
Catalog No. 23794
Price 50c
Lots of grown-ups who start out complaining as
‘L '~ '
'
amusement end up by
finding that some of the to uble may be their fault
just as with this youngster
to Santa Claus should be giv
CUDDLES
By Clay Smith
Catalog No. 19743
_
The audience gets keyed up to an interesting love
story only to laugh ac their own disappointment
in the identity of Cuddles.”
FISHIN’
By Clay Smith
Catalog No. 19744
Price 35c
A cunning tale of three Fishers, one being Cupid.
The audience will laugh, but there will be some
FAIR WARNING By Jessie L. Pease
Catalog No. 16594
Price 50c
A small boy "tired of being bossed" asserts his
independence and gives “fair warning" to everything
and everybody. The dire threats he utters are very

FOOD FOR GOSSIP and
THE LOYALTY OF MEN
By Walter Howe Jones
No 17146
171 as.
price 40c
Catalog' No.
musical setting; the
“H* a dwell, amuc gui wuo is ramiliar with the tailing
beings to* one (ff riT lr l UStr^ing *he fi<Wity of male

STUDENT DORMITORIES

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE

SPRING GARDENING
By Frieda Peycke
Catalog No.f 23795 ^
^ xts ttbffound
in a musical recitation. There is opportunity for a
variety of effects and amplifications of the text with
facial expressions, leading up to the climax that stirs

A WISE BIRD By Thurlow Lieurance
Catalog No. 17054
Price 35c
Not the owl, as one might suppose, but the woodpecker is eulogized herein for extraordinary Intelligence.
A DEAR LITTLE GOOSE
By August Halter
Catalog No. 19980
Price 35c
futurtTyears even08
^so^^4u,2,nK on her

SEASON 1929-1930

Artistic and comfortable dormitory accommodations for men and wor
in college building. Piano furnished with each room. Prices
reasonable. Make reservations now.

HOW THE ELEPHANT GOT
HIS TRUNK
By Frieda Peycke
Catalog No. 23778
Price 50c
The writer of this entertaining text is quite a rival
of Aesop in the moral she points out with regard to

likely to be misled by the title of this

Fergus
lovable, kissable, lisping little sister who is wondering
if “Bruver” and she are the kind of kids that gets
FAMILY TRAITS By Jessie L. Pease
Catalog No. 23255
Price 40c
A short laugh-provoking bit of verse whirK in
philosophy reminds us of the truth of
mouth of babes,” and in
1 >r, the verity of
“Many a truth is spoken
Send fc

PAYING MORE FOR IT
r , M ,Ry Thurlow Lieurance
Catalog No. 17053
priCe 30c
Two short parodies about "the old woman who
lived in a shoe in which it is shown that the high
cc»t of everything has effected some remarkable
changes in living conditions.
PREDICAMENTS
f-.. ■ v, ,
Thurlow Lieurance
A musical monologue
U,984 in three
i
Priceparts,
35c
A
very short
describing in turn a funeral idiosyncrasy, thectmnanness of the world and the doctrine of good
Sm rl, °f WhKh “ a“omP'«>*d i" less thanto

tralAlb.

THEODORE PRESSER CO
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA PA
EVERYTHING IN MUSIC PUBLICATIONS-WORLD'S LARGEST STOCK

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing o

PARADE OP THE MARIONETTES
FREDERICK KEATS
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Larghetto amoroso
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In a very popularidiomflowing and melodious.
Grade 4.
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Professional
THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE

Directory

Founded by Theodore Presser, 1883
The Etude Music Magazine

“Music for Everybody ”

^

der the Act of March 3. 1879. Cop

New York, Riverside 01112._
Subscription Price
$2.00 a year in U. S. A. and Posse
-*•“- |f|jj H -1* Colombia.
Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
alvador, Guatemala, Mexico, NicaParaguay, Republic of Honduras,
, Price 25 c
Remittances

Renewals

5 not wish to
, the publishers
credit covering a year
beyond expiration of paid-up
fishing this will
iscontinuance.

SPECIAL NOTICES
AND

ANNOUNCEMENTS
PERSONAL FOR SALE
or WANTED
«a»tho—A second-hand set, in good
condition, of Miniature Scores of Wagner's
King Operas, published by .Schotte & to.
Ltd., of Loudou or B. Schotte's Kdhne Mainz
Reply to Etude—XV. stating price desired
WANTED—r>o„ „, ^ c c u .
man College Teacher, Organ and Tbeor.
1 subjects, Graduate New England C<
—~
’• —-e of Etud~
ANNOUNCEMENTS

; pupils, "Helen’s
.
<5* James Music Co., 414
., Indianapolis, - ’
MUSIC COMPOSED to your words—Melo¬
dies Harmonized—Manuscripts corrected and
prepared for publication. R. M. Stults, com¬
poser “Sweetest Story Ever Told” and 600
other tyorks, Ridley Park, Pa.
ranged.

George A.

'- Larson, 1155 Echo Park A

Piano players.

Weasner Music Co., Buffalo,

VIOLIN—OVERTONE

SYSTEM.

EDITORIALS^

adults:»M1£-

Contents for July, 1929
World of Music .
Editorials .
Parsifal (Pictures) .
Richard of the Footlights
.E. Schelling
.A. 31. Steeds
Well-Known Time Trouble;
Page Turning .
.31. Davison
I Want to Learn to Write a Song. .II. Dallam
Getting a Good Start.
.D. D. Little
Report Cards for Pupils.
. .. . W. II. Ilerndon
Playing with Weight .
.L. Srhauffler
Master Discs .
.P. II. Reed
Fashions in Fingering .
.G. Ernest
The Physically Weak Pupil ...
.E. Williams
Musicians, a Healthy Lot ....
.L. Ilreitmoser
Teaching the Alberti Bass....
S. Whitson-Holmes
A Musical Pilgrimage to Haiti.
.C. C. While
Musicians of the Month .
31. Bonner
Visual History Series—Great Symphoni
Teachers’ Round Table.’_C. G. Hamilton
Bands and Orchestras..'...V. J. Grab el
School Music Department.G. L. Lindsay
Substitutions for Orchestral Instruments.. O. McConoth/
New Etude Gallery of Musical Celebrities (Biographies)'.
Sew Etude Gallery of Musical Celebrities (Portraits)
Education Study Not
A. Barr
Singer's Etude .
What is Singing?.
. W. R. Clark
Organist’s Etude .
Popular History of the Organ
.31. A. Purnell
Organ Questions and Answers'
.II. S. Fry
Violinist’s Etude .
.R. Braine
Violin Questions Answered...
.R. Braine
Answers to Test Questions Cc
ing Symphonists....
Can You Tell?.
The Prima Donna’s Waist... .
. II. E. EIverson
Questions and Answers.
A. de Guichard
Musical Education in the Horn
.31. IP. Ross
Summer Practice.
.IP. Hanlon
Letters from Etude Friends..
•lunior Department.
Junior Educational Study Not
Answers to “Can You Tell?”..
Musical Books Reviewed.

.
■
I
1
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i
■
!
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l

n 8tr««,

ALBERT'
BECKER "fSna.aw
COMBS rra
DUNNING C*rr« Lonlae Donning78*w!5StfJjjy
GUICHARD
MUSIC0L0OIBT. LECTURER. 176
NEW YORK’
RIESBERG
lirnil

Cormponsen.r r,„

■i~:

.I'.hc. aTATiTEAcmaaOBiLgaroJir^i'.

VIRGIL “Tjya:

Music” of each of these states. There is a most interesting,
rivalry among '.he states, in miisic, partii;ularly sihce the ,N,atjohal,:
Federation of Musical- Clubs"provides! the arena for-.this form
of competition.. State pride, like state rights, survives every¬
where The, ire
: Southland
.Poor: is the n
te There is something .very
st mulatmg in 1
md claim that
Vermont, the orange groves
___
of Florida; the
. Mississippi; the; mountains of
Montana, the J one hundred'
per cent, sunshine of Gali- g
tor:.: -. or the Ranks ot the j V.
Wahadi" in Indiana What
a drear,’ place our :< .ray

■'

■
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MZfflSSEl

Whsting''vMasqn, fwiioJj^WodjicciTSuodcrn music, study1' into
Japan wfl&'-sehedl^tmisic is still' known as “Masonscng”;
LuthejfO. Emerson, church music composer; Dr. Albert A. Stap¬
ley,
le}-, |ong‘neaarojlong head of tne;-music:school
the Music School 01
of the University
university.™
of Michigan;
Micnigar.;,. 2
John Knowles Paine, composer and professor of music at Har¬
vard; Herman-KotKhmar„conduefor;;George W. Marsfon, com- ' Jr
‘ipoSer and teacher; Annie Louise Cary, famous singer; Lillian.'—;*
f- Kordica, famous singer; Emma Lames, famous singer; Charles
’Marshall, famous singer; Will C. Macfarlane; noted organist;
Mrs, G. A. Briggs (Cora,Briggs), composer; Henry T. Finck,
imusicologist; Frederick - :E, Chapman, educator; William
■ R.’Chapman,'e o>
RBmmmVMfltMSVtMfflMIVMINMRMmnV.: i nxil.iu.
at iuif
Charles Whitney
G 0 0 mb s,
composer; Cyrus H. K. Cur¬
tis, ; music patron;, BJancheDingley Mathews, educator;
Nathan Haskell, Dole, author;
Hallett: Gilberte; composer;
Emilio de Gogdfaa, singer;
Arthur Ilackett, singer; F
Addison Porter, teacher, ahd
composer,Walter' Rolfe,

1

CONVERSE COLLEGESH'S
PRINCE.:
CONSERVATORY

AMERICAN
ANNATOMLINSON (|.
BOYD
'
• ’ . ! . •

,
,

MUSIC
Fascinating Pieces for the Musical Home
Parade of the Marionettes.[,\ Heats
Romance of Old Vienna.//. Protixvinskn
In Lover’s Cove.TP. Rolfe
Twilight Reverie.//. TP. Chuter
Valse Marie.
y iy „
Classic, Modern and Contemporary Master Works
Koek-a-Bye. jj y Saar
Valse Nuptiale.".....Ed. Poldini
Serenade Mignonne. j g~uic
Rustling I .eaves..
Exoing
Danse Dircctoirc./. Sluder
M.nuetlo in G (Secolo XVIII).JSH, Century
Outstanding Vocal and Instrumental Novelties
Love’s Paradox (Vocal). .F.B.De Leone
Seek Ac First the Kingdom of God (Vocal)
Because of You (Vocal).q Eoberls
Scene Pittoresque (Ariolin and Piano)./-’ /) Williams
Country Darfce (Four Hands).. G Eqqelina
Harmonies du Soir./. r. Fry singer
Delightful Pieces for Junior Etude Readers
March of the Kewpies.j /j r>,
Pussy Mine..
II' / Tohnso ’’
Boys of the Nation (Four Hands)..
i "n.'fZ '■
Pretty Rosebuds.
Tr'v'rr
*

analysed technically and Inf crpr«>t lv(.|y *5 75 T
Summer Normal, Utilvemlfy Kxtenion ConJ.
tealy Hldg.. Chicago. 1 n ^on*

BROWN Sli
Suudg(rX^ltoyD

CHICAG0“u“>c°L-GE
CINCINNATI S
DETROIT:
knox
Collections Every
Organist
Should Know
AMERICAN ORGANIST,
Price, J2.0
Compositions by American composers.
The numbers are chiefly of intermedialti
*
practically all styles.
Cloth Bouijd.
THE ORGAN PLAYER,
One of the best pipe organ collections
obtainable There are very few Church
organ music racks upon which this hook
has never been placed. Cloth Bound.
ORGAN MELODIES,
pr Ce $1 5

flexible doth bound collection.
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Wagner’s “Parsifal” as Given at Bay*. :UTH
tires were secured for "The Etude Music Magazine’ through the permission and c urtesy of the composers son.
• Siegfried Wagner General Mfsstf director iflt Basreulh t

ACI I,; •!! ■ ru

■

-

ACT n, klincsor's magic garden

cosima Wagner j

P RICHARD/SyAGN'ER

^ACTp El,'..PILGRIMAGE TO-rHE GRAIL

A Personal -Visit to ■'Bayreuth
% Julia E. Schelling
MEMBER OF. T.HE.LEAGUE OF:AMKR!CAS PEN WOMEN/

lencef' E\cn a sigh or

Jllllgfj

ACT n, THE MEADOW

||I§f

' i

Iwn all encc..- The'dramatic purpose of file-per- interpretation of a great recitative. Wag“taken --with entire and/elab-' ner) sat before V little desk on the -stage
o^at9';V^ri9Hs^css.'As the sole, -purpose of: for'i.every rehearsal and, with score and
ipth 1 them the management 1 jealou for the libretto before him, directed and studied
.would^repufation of .Wagner."
every’movement of the actor
.
‘ ,
i
' • .' ' " .
The Music a Drama
The Orchestra.
CLAIMS that music is no: 'T'HE ORCHESTRA, consisting of one
hup arniediuin .of. dramatic .j hundred, and 'forty, musicians, sunk

An Interesting, Helpful Article ‘Directed toward ‘Precocious ‘Balladists

By Helen Dallam

H

OW OFTEN are composers and
teachers of theory approached, by
ambitious but musically over-zealous
would-be writers of song, for aid in cor¬
recting and assembling their efforts! Some
of these compositions are indeed frail
attempts, and usually they must needs be
practically rewritten by an experienced pen.
Many of these so-called melodies sub¬
mitted are almost unintelligibly written, so
that much must be taken for granted. For
instance, note the following fragment which
is quite typical of those offered :
Ex.

i 'the: wnr'rt outHils—and
Is respecteH to-,day, jh' ;
BAYREUTH FESTIVAL THEATER
stage At a second signal1 pieces of scenery
fl up down, off simultaneou ly, and th.
'done all as noiselessly as'is'the orchestra
when nuhlic tuning of instruments is for
bidden,'
' .
■1 The heaviest 'scenes are changed without
noise or confusion under, a moment of
"darkness. , The1' remarkable realism of
stage romance, brought atiotft by these
skilled mechanics, reminds one of a beautiful clock 'cqnptbcted-By the skillful hand
of, an artist, and that skillful hand behind
the beautiful clock is the hand and tireless
genius' of Siegfried Wagner worthy soil
of "Richard of the Foot-lights.”

■‘■■I a stimulate the child's imagination, tl
■ little exera e 1 called Hop .Scotch,
analogy that brings' the pupil’s • mind
familiar ground and connects the: must
difficulty with something he can' do «
pleasure and ease
Again, when first playing triplets, it si
plifies matters if the passage is couni
:oiie-ahdrd-(w\>-and-a-lhrec-aitd-a. In" it
way the pupil (ot rather, at .first,
teacher) makes a vocal sound for each:n
or time division of each group of tlu

ail in producing,th\last work of, the great
dead ma ter Siegfried Wagner
pn,
thirteen yearsjold, then, m a few simple
words, stifled with sobs, thanked the actors
personally, and 'all the childten shook
hands with them. The King, of Bae ana
charged :himself, with the education pf
Wagner’s son.”
>j ,
* A Dredvi of Peace
\)r rAGRER’S WIFE, Cosirna, the
VV ,daughter of Franz Liszt, still lives at
Wahtifried. She now is ill the, nineties
j£lxt, has retired from' the. world- Ff-om
her window over the imtsic room she can
see1’the'grave of her illustrious and wellJttches
1 beloved, husband, Richard Wagner (bom
Later oil, when the much n
ER ‘has carried at Leipzig,? Germany, May 22, 1813; died .We difficulty of two against
of hisUluS •'’Venice Feb&fy ,13 1883, find buried*

nndcrrt' eomnment ’■- 'Tlia traditions for hospitality -for which
tectrfoty at accost Wabnfried has always been noted still
'doit&s f Th4&Td,-!^nris'to',ts
aii.d
*trrange,;
id.fiV.a curtain'of. uomed now by Siegtned Wagurr and h*
sunsets and magic charming English wife, with, the sincere
light thrown uponJ atidflcmdly grace.wbich gave this home its
Wahnfried, a Dream of Peace.
____ „_
rnGumee^hfiaern 1 I" conclusion,We have..from.:Bernard :
1 2 345612846912346612 3 456
niSc’th'c Shaw’s "Perfect Wagnerite”:
youth and Teajtv‘hVtnre
us
■‘■'Those' who -go to Bayreuth never re- the counting in the slower tempos, should:
he T’estsoieTnaus* at fcnl it. it'V niiysafciy expect ohms
he it; sixes, to insure absolute accuracy. ;
;i * ■ Then as the rate quickens and such coiintoroniiecv: '‘Here tiofk of rfic season, in .strenuous artistic ing becomes physically impossible, the 1,
here let t rest pretentiousness, in Pious cont/tcMn that- 2a, 3 naturally take its place. The length
-s as long as tiie ,hc urork is of. such enormous importance oi time required to overcome the difficulty
ill l eveal itself, to ai tS be vrorth doing well at all. easts, the :0f playing three against two varies'greatly
a .d'lue
The Bayreuth .performances syll, desert e their with each pupil, being dependent largely on
for the-' Trilogy,” reputation.-”
:
,“
’ the mental grasp of the problem and oil the
tQ>which: "the -hanas/arc Uidependent.

ds floating’!
he glow iff;

T

' The St<Wj, 111 V3ff A
f-ir MAGfC STAjSEI considered by ,
many qrifics the greafast m tbe(world
is ninety, .feet wide, jltjlias a de«h" oi
seventy eight feet, with a] fo/tj* fg’pfc
tension available, makjng a g'rand tptal of,,
one hundred and eighteen' feet,„ JSIincw
feet lngh m the pi ear, tliere is a dejith of
thirty four feet below the -Stagcl with '
twenty-six feet above’-tile "flies,: making, a I
giand total of one hundred ahefifty feet;m height. This* mafiiifiiient |ipafe\isjai-£
tirely at tpe fiisposalj of aii army { ncchanics—artists from nielijiuh the sceiips of '
the great theaters of; .Vien , iW®®
Venice, Milaji. All dresfihg,roomsi prop¬
erty rooms -and sq(iipni^t for’ ligjitj are
concentrated into two huge wings oil either
side of the stage. The floor of the stage'
is a complex system of (raps, sinkS holes,
lifts, bridges, so that scones may he propped
into slits, or clouds and! Spectacular sunsets he
arc provided With prubber‘shoes;! pulleyblocks are oilpd like tile bearings of an
airplane and set to a nicety. It takes an
army of drilled workman topdresspandfin-1
dress this wonderful stake, "At a signal a

1

14

61

lips

iitnes'f, a presents • .sage and auditorium in the l estspielhaus
r.d'.w;drked so lmrd Vwopolitah' Opera House of Men Yorh
.!» H
2 Hqiliare the poetry and mustc related

‘Page 'Cuming
i.v;si:V:5::v ,-itV-: ::' °
°
.
By MARHNB DAVISON

tZEUH'J
ZltTplLd nfZ' fg^'^.^ow^much8 lMiroans^^^pSno
anker, Mr, Gross, led I cStspwlhausl
or organ accompanist! It is one of the
ip to the assembled
4. Give the: dimensions of the stage of big'little points to which he must give conname of their dead tl,c f citspiclhatr
sideration Every accompanist, no doubt,
issemlily for the care
5. Tell lomethim of the traditions pre- devises some way of his own to get the
cpended by each and served of. Bayreuth
pages turned one by one without loss of

By including in tile child’s-scale work
an exercise of the chords on each degree
of the scale the problem may Unsolved of
regulating the .child’s early use of the
pedal. For,: after the child gets a definite

-p
moves his foot in .these at
' This satisfies the desire,
for some time and gives
idea of, the purpose of tl:
Then, too, when the puj

1

people, seem to think melodically only,
whereas the correct way to imagine a com¬
position is to hear harmonies and figura¬
tions simultaneously with the melody. True,
changes may be and often are made, upon
working over and polishing the idea ex¬
pressed ; but, in order to be a real expres¬
sion, melody alone is not sufficient any more
than are the bare branches of a tree to set
off its real beauty.
The next example is given, first in its
bare aspect as submitted:
Ex. 3

Chil-dren love

to

hear each night,

There is neither time nor key signature
nor even measure indications. In fact some
of the notes have been sadly, neglected in
-ers sooth-ing song; Tell-ing them o
the matter of stems. It is almost unbeliev¬
able that anyone could manufacture such a
vague expression as that given above.
What would the average musician do
an-gels kind, Guard-ing all night long.
with a “tune” which is so “tuneless” and
entirely liereft of rhyme and reason ? Many
Many different harmonizations may he
interpretations might he made from those
conceived for the above melody. Let us see
few draggling notes, but what was in the
what we can do in the way of dressing it
mind of the writer may be left to pure
up, so to speak. We may consider just a
conjecture. This style of writing suggests, simple setting:
as a parallel condition, the stringing to¬
gether of words having no bearing upon
nor connection with one another. For in¬
stance : "The iconoclastic memorandum of
the heterogeneous similarity is constantly
rigorous of thematic generalities.”
Each word in this sentence is very ex¬
pressive in itself. But do these words
have any bearing on each other? Each
note in the aforementioned “tune” is per¬
fectly legitimate, too. But is there meaning
in the whole ? Doubt that such unscholarly
material is seriously written may be ex¬
pressed. Yet experience is proof that
similar meanderings have often been sub¬
mitted to publishers. Again, the budding
song writer brings in an effort in which he
has essayed the manufacture of both lyric
and setting. It appears something like this:
Ex.

2
Love

for you is sweet,

I 1 r f I r
How

I

wish

s

My dear

J I

that you were here;

It is easily perceived that the strong ac¬
cents of the lyric are absolutely unrelated
to those of the music. The art of scanning
poems upon perusual for musical setting is
evidently a closed book to the individual
who would venture to express such a song
as that projected above. If asked to read
the poem its author would no doubt do the
correct thing in the matter of accent, but
it is a sad truth that among most musical
aspirants the instinctive feeling for thesis
and arsis does not exist.
It is not to be supposed that all material
brought in for correction is as faulty as
are the two examples given. Once in a
while a struggling expressionist conceives
the seed of an idea but is unable to cultivate
this seed into a bloom. Perhaps the melody
is good, and, in the case of a song, the

4>-|»
p
^ Moth - ers

f—~p
sooth - ing

4X4 * -S--«r
"1

While this setting is theoretically correct,
it is not very interesting either harmoni¬
cally or pianisticallv. The true possibilities
of this naive little melody have scarcely
been touched in this first harmonization.
Let us try again and see if this fragment
cannot be made more attractive:

tion, that the accompaniment does not so
closely follow the voice as it does in the
first version. In other words it is morfe
artistic because less obvious. A great many
popular and semi-popular songs are written
in the former way for the reason, no doubt,
that the average singer with an untrained
ear must have aid in hearing or detecting
the tones and intervals. But it is conceded
that the most interesting and effective re¬
sult will be obtained by allowing the accom¬
paniment to deviate from the melody ex¬
cept, perhaps, in the matter of the cadence.
However, this is at the option of the com¬
poser as there is no particular set rule
governing this phase of accompaniment
writing. In fact there are no rock-bound
rules and regulations covering this subject.
If there were, how very unoriginal and
tiresomely similar would all compositions

Suffice it to say, however, that, upon
comparison of modern art songs and those
of the past, it will lie found that methods
of accompaniment obviously differ, chiefly
due to the fact that the former are more
daring harmonically as well as melodically.
As to obvious intent there is less left to
the imagination in a Brahms song than
there is in a Hagcman. In the former,
the melodic line is more straightforward
and the accompaniment is treated as one
would expect it to lie—naturally and
simply in most cases—while in a H ageman song the harmonies are constantly
changing, the use of altered chords is
very much in evidence and the singer must
shift for himself as far as any aid from
It will he noted, in the second harmoniza¬ the accompaniment is concerned.
Often, in modern song writing, the voice
and the piano are not on speaking terms;
each goes his own way, agreeing as they
do so and yet not endeavoring to travel
the same path. Hence, the modern song
is often more difficult to sing than is the
older style for the very reason that the
singer must be quite sure of his independ¬
ence.
The modern method is conceded
in most instances to be quite artistic. At
any rate it cannot be accused of being
monotonous.
Therefore, when it is stated that an ac¬
companiment written in the best taste, as
it were, does not religiously follow the
voice, it is not meant that it has lost all
touch with the voice. One must be a judge
of the type of song involved. Needless
to say, however, that in cases in which
the melodic line is unvaryingly followed,
monotony is apt to result.
There are almost as many methods of
writing an accompaniment as there are
stars in the heavens above.
Here are a few common methods of
enhancing a tune:
By plain, unadorned triads, seventh and
ninth chords, or by breaking these same
chords into either traceries or arpeggios—
that is, by the use of triplets (three against
one), double triplets (six against one),
plain diatonic or chromatic scale runs,
syncopation, double syncopation. The fol¬
lowing
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triads and seventh and ninth chords.

And

There are countless chords possessing
C Major
"A” involving altered chords and thus af¬
fording many transitional and modulatory
changes. If this one scale tone belongs to
so many chords, it will be seen that there
is practically no limit to the variety obtain¬
able in other natural or altered scale tones,
as the case may be. If one wished to use
Dominant seventh chords
every tone in the chromatic scale ii
astonishingly have Phased the public:
position, there would be
wide choice of settings.
Ex. 11

Here is. an example of the chromatic
scale beginning and ending on C. If each
In arranging popuiar so„gs for the i.
nearly
of these tones is required in the making of ,)crjence(j
* all
1 of
a composition and each has as many possi- |hese harmonic treatments are expected to
bihties as or more possibilities than the he interpolated into the accompaniment, as,
the orchestration of such numbers, this
so-called “close
r.
..
.
^e.W Choices
so-cauea
Close harmony”
narmuny is
i especially
figuration as given, it cannot be denied that ad taWe for the saxophones.
there is muunited variety of expression.
-It seems that just now it
- is
- the vogue to
Very often the song writer thinks of a end a composition with the dominant
chord which sounds pleasing to the ear; seventh or dominant ninth of the sub¬
but, when it comes to putting it down on
dominant :
paper, the “spelling” is wrong. How can
Ex. 18
he expect to be a composer if he does not
F Major
know the rudiments of his subject?
This aspiring composer, then, records his
thoughts crudely and peddles them to “one
who knows,” who corrects the manuscript
to prepare it for the scrutiny of the public
eye. But the amateur composer of this
work does not know why his “G Sharp”
v? of i
should be an “A Flat” or vice versa, where¬
forms of cadences introduced
as, if he were willing to apply a little study
the average popular song, with shifting
and find out for himself, he could learn to of accents into syncopation and double synexpress
.
.his ideas without aid. This
copation, have established a new' mode of
satisfaction that should be quite valuable song writing which the populace expects in
o the embryo writer.
these outpourings.
It will be understood that a real composer
Popular songs change just as do milady’s
the plain diatonic scale runs are used i
t know thoroughly his harmonic vocab- gowns. At present "baby songs” are those
measure one, and, in measure two, the plain ulary as well as good followings and of the moment, “baby” "being,indie vernacchromatic scale runs. In the following combinations of chords. Of course, in the ular
-term of- endearment. “Blues,”
popular songs of today, certain trite and “rags,” sunset songs and “heart-broken”
expected progressions are satisfactory to songs, depicting disappointment, are still
the average public e
Some of the best holding their own, but the favors of to-day
known of these a
the progression of a seem to be awarded to the baby utterances.
second dominant formation to a dominant In a month, or perhaps less, some other
formation to tonic. Thus :
subject will probably usurp this coveted
l^ace*
Many are striving, today, to write “best
these same chords are broken into arpeg¬
gios, in measure 1, triplets or three against
one being used. In measure 2 traceries
are employed. Here
Ex.8 .
C Maiot

sellers,” and best sellers are almost inevi¬
tably songs.
The moment a song has been arranged
and the face of the so-called melodist has
lit up with pleasurable enjoyment over the
result of the achievement which another
person has accomplished with his em¬
bryonic musical idea, he immediately sees
“his song” in print with his name em¬
blazoned on the cover.
Questions then come pouring in reveal¬
ing the song writer’s lack of knowledge
on matters concerning publication. How
much will it cost to print his song? Should
he print himself or send it to a publisher?
If he sent it to a publisher, would not
the editor steal the precious song by
changing a note or two here and there,
bringing it out under a different title? He
need rest assured that his fears arc
groundless on this phase of the matter,
for reltable publishing houses do not pract.ce plagiarism. They don t want it... I hey
glad to have worthy
submitted to them.
This would-be song writer know- per¬
fectly well that he can sell enough copies
to his friends and acquaintances to pay
for all the expenses attendant upon this
venture—and then some! He has faith in
his own composition after some i else
has written it for him.
The few statements of fact contained in
this article may lie revelations ' many
•who essay the making of fortunes from
compositions, but they are off.
with
the idea of saving them frt
appointments and, i
c of
time, energy and expense.
When they learn to write the
companiments, to set their lyri
way, the budding compos
be dependent upon “the man higl
to write their expressions for them
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON lIISS
-..
DALLAM’S
ARTICLE
1. What added difficulties appear :
words at well as music are attempted'/
2. Define thesis and arsis.
3. What is the tendency in mode
nigs
as far as harmonic treatment is concerned?
4. Name four methods of en/u
w a
tunc through the accompaniment.
5. What is “close harmony” in a . >ng?

Helps for the Nervous “Musician
By Lucille Nancy Wagenfeldt

measure 1 presents syncopation and meas¬
ure 2 double syncopation.
These are a few methods of rhythmic
procedure necessary in utilizing the chords
or harmonizations already chosen. Also,
much may be said about the many different
plausible harmonizations. These, of course,
are almost endless. In fact, where there
are only a few methods of rhythmic differ¬
entiation to any given melody, there are
myriads of possible harmonizations. While
it is impossible to project all these ways
and means, a few hints are herewith offered.
Let us suppose that we are writing a
composition in the key of C major,
one of our melody tones being “A” which
is the sixth tone or submediant of the given
key. How many chords, altered or other¬
wise, may be fitted to “A”? Some hints
are hastily jotted down:
A—C—E—Submediant
A—C#—E—G—Dominant seventh
of the supertonic
A—Cb—Eb-—Gb—German sixth of
the flatted mediant
A—C—Eb—Leading tone triad of
subtonic
B—D#—F#—A—Dominant
sev¬
enth of the rfiediant
D—Ft—A—C—Second dominant
seventh

ponu
Another sequence usually found
.‘Jitv
Jar literature is the super-tonic tonality
immediately following the first phrase
the tonic, as in the following example:

°Nt: of the most provoking things for a
musician or any one who performs in publie is stage fright” or nervousness. So
powerful is its influence, over the performer that he is unable to do justice to himself. What is it that a person can do to
overcome this enemy?
The first thing is to be sure of the selection he is going to play or sing. If he
knows it forwards, knows it backwards,
knows it so well that he will be able to
begin it in the middle or any other part and
play it at any time and place, he has the
greatest weapon with which to battle staee
fright.

calm as possible. He should take In time
and do everything deliberately.
If the
piece he is playing is in a slow tempo, he
should keep to that time and not hurry it
*n the least. If it is of a rapid, brilliant
Ape, and he finds himself becoming
nervous and losing control of his fingers,
should slow down on the tempo until
,le *las aga,n gained confidence. It is better ?° err ‘n Paying ’ too slowly than in
pIaymg t0° quickly. A slow, clear and
a^urate Performance is much more enjoy3" audle,K'c than one that is played
W
’
, care,ess,y and inaccurately,
hese rules will not, indeed, cure the

On the night of the performance the
player should keep himself as cool and
1
3 C001 and

hTwiV^r"®58’ ^ f°1,™ing,;hemj
i will never lose control of himself and
hls Performance will always be creditable.

Getting a Good Start
By D. D. Little

Progressions of dominant ninth chords,
s in the following, are very common:

Nine questions should be asked about
6-What key r
- •
lt written in?
-, . piece which is opened for study
7 What time signature is it ?
for the first time.
8—Does it start slowly or quickly?
1— What does the title mean?
9 Do runs or chords or any particular
2— Who composed the piece ?
mechanical features predominate ?
3— Where and when did he live ?
10—Can you define all the marks of
4— What are names of some other com
expression
?
positions by the same person?
With these questions answered a good
S What type of piece is it? Military'
foundation may be laid for intelligent
Dreamy? Lilting?
practice.
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“‘Playing 'With Weight

”

P>y Lawrence Schauffler

T

HE TERM, “weight playing” or
“playing with weight,” is rightly
accepted as describing a distinc¬
tively modern and valuable development in
piano technic. Yet, how seldom do we
hear it accurately explained! It is too
often enshrouded in mysterious phrases
which may mean something to the person
writing them but can hardly shed much
light on the subject for anyone else.
As to the way in which weight should
be used, there are, of course, differences
of opinion. As to the explanation of its
use, there can be only the correct or the
incorrect. Our endeavor in this article
will be to explain clearly and simply the
facts of weight playing, as well as its best

We can move any part of our body only
by contracting or shortening the proper
muscle. The muscles which move any
one part will be found in an adjoining
part. Thus, muscles in the upper-arm
move the forearm; muscles in the fore¬
arm move the hand. Muscles are always
arranged in pairs, one for causing one
movement and the other for causing the
opposite movement. This is a fortunate
arrangement. Otherwise we might be. able
to open our hands but not to close them
again or turn oiir head in one direction
and not be able to get it back again.

Four Ways for Muscles to Act
N GENERAL, there are four ways in
which the muscles can act to control
The action of the clavichord and of the
the speed of the various levers in playing
early pianos was very light.' Not much
the keys. Take the fingers for example.
energy was required for depressing the
If we raise a finger above a key, we may
keys. Finger-action by itself was entirely
suddenly relax the muscle which has raised
adequate for all passage work and, at least
it and let it fall of its own weight. In¬
in the clavichord, wrist-action or “handstead of a sudden relaxation, we may re¬
touch,” was adequate for all chord playing.
lax the muscle gradually, in which case
The same thing is true of the modern or¬
the finger falls at a slower speed. We
gan with electric action, except that the
may relax the muscle suddenly and at the
organ action takes always the same amount
same time contract the opposing muscle
of energy to play whether for the full
which moves the finger .downward, in
organ or for only one stop. The term “en¬
which case the finger will move at a
ergy” is used here, of course, in the mean¬
greater speed. Finally, we may move the
ing of “applied” energy, that is, the
finger downwards, at any speed, keeping
amount of energy necessary to play a key
all the time a greater or less contraction
for any given result. In the piano, the
of both muscles. This gives the condition
volume of any tone depends on the speed
we call stiffness and makes for awkward,
with which the hammer is made to strike
slow movements using up a great deal of
the string. Thus the louder the tone the
unnecessary energy. The same is true for
greater the amount of energy required.
all hand and arm movements.
As the piano gradually developed in size
We are now ready to make a few ex¬
and volume of tone, the action also neces¬
periments in weight. Sitting at the piano
sarily became heavier. More and more en¬
ergy was needed to play. As the fingers and
the hands became more and more inadequate
for the new demands made on them the
forearm was used to help them out. Then
came the discovery,( about which we are
writing, of “weight” playing—a quite dif¬
ferent use of the arm. Various “schools”
and “methods” of playing developed. Some
emphasized one thing, some another. Only
in recent years have we come to see pretty
clearly the relative value of each method.
This has enabled us to develop an adequate
technic in a shorter time than formerly—
a technic which gives the greatest possible
speed, power and delicacy of control.
The Levers
T X PLAYING the keys, our fingers,
1 hands and arms act as levers. Each one
of these levers has a different weight or
“mass.” Thus in one sense (although not
in the sense of the term we are describ¬
ing) every tone played on the piano is
played with weight.
To do any work, a lever must be mov¬
ing. Thus every tone played on the piano
is played by means of a moving lever or
weight. The amount of work which a
moving lever can do (in this case the speed
with which it can make the key and ham¬
mer move) depends upon how heavy it is
(its mass) and how fast it is moving. If
a ten-pound weight and a one-pound
weight are both dropped from the same
height at the same time, they will reach
the ground at the same instant; but the
ten-pound weight will make a much bigger
hole in the ground than the one-pound
weight. In other words, it will do ten
times as much work. If the one-pound
weight were a bullet and were shot into
the ground at ten times the speed with
which it had fallen of its own weight, it
would then do an amount of work equal to
that of the ten-pound weight.

in the normal playing position with the
hand over the keys, we lift the second
finger so that the tip is about two inches
above a key. Now we relax the finger
so that it falls of its own weight. It will
not have developed sufficient momentum
to enable it to depress the key.
Now we lift the whole hand from the
wrist so that the finger is at the same height
above the key as before and let the hand
fall of its own weight. The combined
weight of the hand and fingers falling the
same distance will enable one finger to play
a key and produce a soft tone but will be
insufficient for two fingers to play two
keys. (It takes, of course, twice as much
energy to play two keys as it does to play
one, the speed with which each key is
played being the same. Just put a ruler
across the white keys and sec how much
energy it t^kes to play all the keys under
it!) Hand weight, then, is negligible.
The Arm to the Rescue!
EEPING the second finger amt wrist
firm, we raise the forearm and hand
from the elbow so that the finger is again
two inches above the key, and then release
the forearm. The resulting tone will be
forte. In each of these three cases the
finger has moved through the same dis¬
tance and at the same speed, but only in
the last case was there any considerable
energy developed. Here, then, we have a
most effective lever—the heavy weight of
the forearm. We may now define weight
playing as that playing which makes use
of released arm weight.
We come now to the upper-arm. As a
lever, the upper-arm is awkward and in¬

effective, besides being entirely unnecessary.
As we shall sec later, when we want
greater power than released forearm
weight can give, there is a much better
way of getting it than by adding the
weight of the upper-arm. Let us see why
the upper-arm is a poor lever. We can
move a piano key only vertically down¬
wards in playing it. Consequently a force
moving most nearly in this vertical line
will be most effective. A force moving
horizontally would be least effective, being
unable to move the key downwards. A
force moving at an angle of forty-five de¬
grees to the key would be fifty per cent,
effective.
The levers which we have so far consid¬
ered, the fingers, hand and forearm, can
all move very nearly in this vertical line.
So in this respect they are one hundred
per cent, effective in playing the keys. Not
so the upper-arm. In the normal playing
position, the upper-arm is hanging relaxed
at the side of the body. In this position
any movement of the elbow would be very
nearly parallel to the keys and so could
be of no help in playing them. To use the
upper-arm as a lever or weight, it must
first be brought forward and then allowed
to fall back to the body again. This pulls
the forearm and fingers back towards the
body, also, and so applies the energy to
the keys at an angle of forty-five degrees
or even less, instead of vertically.
Such a use of energy is very inefficient
and makes control over the resulting
tones more difficult. Also, the combina¬
tion of the fingers, hand, forearm and
upper-arm makes a very long and awk-.
ward lever which cannot possibly give as
fine control as the fingers, hand and fore¬
arm alone.
The use of upper arm weight is some¬
times advocated in a way which permits
the force to be sent vertically downwards.
We are told to hold our fingers, hand,
forearm and upper-arm- firm, in the playing
position, so that they make one, solid lever.
Then, by shrugging up our shoulders as far
as we can and releasing them, we cause
the whole' arm to play the keys in a
direction vertically downward.
In such
playing, however, the lever is quite as long
and as awkward as in the method just
described, and fine control is even more
difficult.
Body'Weight
' I 'HE BODY, like the upper-arm, is in
-*■ a more or less vertical position and
so can have little direct effect as a lever
in playing the keys. One attempt to play
in this way should show its absurdity. To
the already long and awkward lever of the
fingers, hand, forearm and upper arm
we now add the body moving from the
waist. To make these parts into one firm
lever, we must hold the fingers, wrists,
elbows and shoulders tense. In this con¬
dition, with the hands over any chord, let
the body fall forwards. This will hardly
give enough power even to play the chord
very softly and, if it does, the chord .will
probably sound uneven, some tones being
louder than others, and some not sounding
at all. It is perfectly evident that the dif¬
ficulties of controlling the tone have been
enormously increased. A great amount of
energy has been used also, but only a very
small amount of it has been applied to the
keys. If thi^ is a wrong way of attempting
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to use body weight, there is, however, a
other and right way which we shall me

the level, of the keyboard.
Since the
fingers and hand cannot bend back any
farther, they have now become one solid
piece or lever with the forearm, and the
energy which the forearm developed in its
The “Dead"-Weight
ET
ET US ascertain in what ways fore- ^ad madt’ them play the keys. To let the
armt weight
weieht mav
may he
be used. In the exex¬ wrist drop far below the key-level in playample, we held the wrist and second finger mg would be very awkward and unnecessary. All that is needed is to press down
firm and let the forearm drop s
the finger struck the key. Even'this" short with the hand and fin&ers (a contraction
drop developed considerable power. Now of the hand and finger flexors) at the
it is quite obvious (and a good many P°lnJ> m the droP of the wrist, suitable for
pianists have, unfortunately, made much P'aymg the keys.
use of the discovery) that a longer drop
trough practice we learn just how
HE RECENT major releases that have
will produce greater power. Thus the much t0 contract these fingers and hand
engaged our attention present a veri¬
hand and forearm are raised to any de- muscles for whatever amount of energy
around the, map,
" c “dead” weie-ht we are going to develop with the forearm. table
- journey
3 —.
,, y for„ they
sired height and let fall
, of we;iL This contraction makes the fingers, hand exPlo‘t composers from a half-dozen Euroon the keyboard Such a use ot we.gnt,
- J. forearm
We/which
Pcan muntrirs
countries as well as America,
America. The
° ’ and
_ firm
11_ ‘ ’_
_:_i_ nean
the
i 2£,«
‘h'» 2SZC “ h
JSS- S3 "'«*»• M*
«- compositions,
taSTtcte The S. i„“7IW the forearm ha. developed. XhtrT onl, , both f.ntili.r „,d nnf.milinr, skilfully
iiaWvS itSt^ also unnecessary as we shall
sliSht ^ aad hand Pressure will and artistically recorded to be reproduced
presently see It makes both control over be needed if the ^earm (at the wrist) through the body of a modern phonograph
the le uhing tones and accural il strik- dr°l» only a short distance of its own m a manner to disarm the most captious
nig the rich? kcys diffillt lt adds au un
The resulting tones will, of tistener.
pleasant noise to the tone and in so doincr course> be soft. The fingers and hand
We begin our musical journey with an
uses up some of the energy of the stroke! must lx: relaxed during the drop of the American composition-an exceptionally
If the hand is weakened also hv heintr *orearm> with the fingers always touching brilliant recording of George Gershwins
held in a stretched position a’good deal the ke>'s- Tbe instant after the keys are “An American in Paris” performed by Nat
more power is lost 1
'
*
played, the wrist begins to rise again in Shilkret and the Victor Symphony on
Occasionally someone discovers a sim- ordcr to prevent any unnecessary pressure discs Nos. 35963 and 35964. This musical
pie remedy for overcoming this last diffi- against the key-bed and to get in position tale we found typical of the new symphonic
culty. We are sometimes told that we for tbe next stroke- If the keys are to jazz—bright, snappy and full of exubermust hold our hand relaxed while it is be held down, only enough weight must be anee. Those who have enjoyed “The Rhapfalling and then, just the instant before
aSa,1,st them to prevent them from sody in Blue” will unquestionably find.“An
American in Paris” equally entertaining,
t reaches the keys, we must open it out ns,nBIn a medley of brilliant sound effects Gerd its proper position for playing. Un¬
The Melodic Passage
fortunately, the difficulty is now, if any¬ E'OR SINGLE tones, as well as for shwin gives us1 a clever impression of bis
thing, increased.
The hand position, A chords, where the speed of the pas- first visit to Paris. It all starts with his
initial
stroll along the boulevards, where
whether it is taken sooner or later, will be sage is
too great, the “up-and-down”
-V,,,.: ..
. .
he discovers he is lonesome and blue—but
just as weak, and accuracy will be
of control For meld’ e gieatest degree somewhat amused at the French taxi horns,
more difficult.
of control. For melodies or passages where Passinj, a gay cafe he becoraes interested
forearm weight must be added to finger
its music. Then a lady of leisure tries
action to get greater power and where
A Correct Observation
interest him in a sentimental flirtation,
“RUT,” SOMEONE now remarks, “I the sPeed of the Passage is too great
but he passes her by. Thereafter he meets
° have seen many fine pianists drop alIow time for a separate drop of the
a
friend
from home and “things pick up.”
their hands from a considerable height over for
““ each
U *tone, the arm weight, in what- Just what happens after this becomes en.*er degree it is used, necessarily becomes
the keyboard in playing and still get beauti¬
tirriy conjectural, although there can lie
constant pressure against the fingers.
ful results.” The observation, we shall have
With the up-and-down wrist movement no doubt that the two thoroughly enjoy
to answer, is entirely correct. The actual
get also great power and with themselves.
use of energy, however, is not in most
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Fashions in Fingering and (Common Sense
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theories of playing
watching the movements of players and
we can send it down with great speed
then wrongly interpreting them or imitat¬
ing some mannerism in the hope of getting through this short distance by a sudden
contraction of the biceps muscle in the
the same result! Here the explanation is
This reciuires a rorresnnnrlsimple. Although the player’s hand mav .
- - - ie-■fiand and
have dropped onto the keys from a consid'- 'ngly grcater contraction of the hand and
an
erable height so that he appeared to be bnfers' For stl11 raore Power we can add
striking them, actually he controlled the , y weight. As .the stroke is being made,
drop of his arm so that it developed very the body moves forward from the hips and
little momentum. The amount of percus¬ adds its momentum to that of the forearm.
sion which his fingers made when they
came in contact with the keys was very
small. How, then, did he get such power?
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MR
Simply by a very quick added forearm
SCHAUFELER’S ARTICLE
impulse after his fingers had reached the
1. Why is “weight playing” a theory of
keys or, at least, were very near them.
The long drop itself was unnecessary and comparatively late development?
2. What type of muscular movement is
was not used for gaining greater speed.
To understand this more clearly, let us required in weight playing?
... we
___,1
Why is greater weight required for
discuss, very briefly,*what
shall call the
“up-and-down”
movement. In the paying chords than for playing single
playing position, let thet hand hang relaxed
as far as it will go, with the fingers just
4. IIow may the upper
touching any white keys. Now let the
weight playing?
forearm drop suddenly so that the wrist
5. Describe the “up-and-down” ivrisl
falls from its high position to one below
ovement.

Scales at the First Lesson

T

From the music of Bohemia we pass over
the music of Germany chosen from
veral periods. On Odeon disc No. 5161
e discover a superb performance of the
Overture to Weber’s “Der Freishiitz”
d«C«d b. Dr. W.is.m.n,, of the Berlin
State Opera. As we teen to the m„„e
„f this justly popular overture we remcmher that it was created nearly one In,mired
and ten years ago and real,ze anew the vitality and freshness of its concept. Victor
Album Set C 3 introduced us to "An I lour
of Schubert’s Music” with the popular t, nor.
John McCormack, as soloist, arranged and
performed in a new and modern in,inner
somewhat reminiscent of the movie-th ;it< r.
After the Schubert venture we m .
a
happy discovery through Columbia's VIbum Set No. 106 wherein we find a
,mtifully interpreted recording of Sebum urn's
“Fourth Symphony” conducted by ilia
mirable musician, Bruno Walter.
a timely and welcome addition i
music library—because recording ha
last reached a state of perfection v,
permits it to do justice to Schunia
music. It will be recalled that much
been said about Schumann’s inabiiiu
score well-but for all of that his
phonies have found a favor which ;
assuredly they deserve. After all. u
we hear them interpreted by an on In
and conductor of the right kind ami
recorded as in the present case tin i
would seem there was nothing really r
tally wrong with his instrumentation
all.

Achievement Following on Jo\
CCHUMAXN’S “Fourth Syn!;
_ was written, to quote a conteni:
“just after the crown had been pul
his jv,,
joy by his marriage,
aKc, which
which cearn
,je remembered, after many tribulations.
Jhe work as a whole is closely knit and
intended to be played without a pause;
f°r the thematic material heard in the
opening measures is repeated in diiierent moods in all four movements. There
js a “chivalric quality" and a “fine n.'bil-j
lt>’” 'n this work which commends it most
favorably to every music-lover's attention,
After Schumann we made another fcli-|
citous discovery on Columbia disc No.
1745D. Here were two of Brahms' ties
sung hy the Russian bass, Alexander Ripn's> >n a manner thoroughly artistic and
Bohemia
/!aag'Ug' ^ne. song’ Sapphtsche Ode, is
EOGRAPHICALLY it may not be a though
lnterp.reted b-v a. maM al‘
VJ ]one iournev tn
fWely ?a,ns ,n poetlc beauty
long journey to Bohemia, but what a when sung by a'voice‘as richly resonant as

Columbm s Masterwork Album No. 108 a
Sp!fndldly
a'u ,rfco/ded c«ncert
^'‘e from ManUel de Fal a s ballet, ‘ Love,
the
“lc Magician.” This
mis music becomes
Becomes a ver(table joy, for de Falla’s purpose is absolute
whether it be in rhythmic vitality, harmonic
invention or poetic, romanticism. Unquestionably his creative genius represents the
highest development of the new spirit in
Spanish music. This ballet tells a story of
two gypsy lovers who cannot “exchange
the kiss of perfect love” because the spectre
of an old love intervenes. By a clever ruse
they are able to rid themselves of his evil
influence, and all ends happily. The story,
though interesting, is really unessential for
the cnjoyment of this colorful musit.

Sn'Hr-

Album No.
which presented
” 107
d
Kirchhofe likewise seems enhanced by Kipattention Smetana’s piano Trio in G Minor, nis’ interpretation.
played by the Malkin Trio, a well-known
From the music of Germany we come
concert group composed of three brothers!
next to the music of Russia via Victor
This Trio and the String Quartet in E
Album No. M48 which brought us the
Minor entitled From My Life are two
Tourth Symphony” of one of the greatest
musical poems of tender and intense beauty
musical humanists of all times, Tschai-

By Edna Kalisch
From
L ttaught
ht
Tlj°r SCalThMay Vye"
be
be taugh at the first lesson. The teacher
should play the scale slowly, through one
oc,„, only, and h.vo tt. p.pil play i,

Next’ the P°sitioa °f his hands should
be shifted one or two octaves higher, then
lower, so that nearly the entire keyboard
rf,
bit
i Ihe playlag “(
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father’s grieT^It w'af creat/d"7’°" ^ & ,PhiI,^cielphia Symphony. We believe that
ory to ?hf comUser’s eld^ H" T"'
‘'u 3Verage masic-lover the last three
Frederica Ih TZ
dai’fh‘cr, symphon.es of Tschaikovsky need no inate^jT,,,
•»
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(Continued on page 539)

HE TIME SEEMS to have come
when some of our notions on fin¬
gering should be overhauled. We
have got too much in the way of making
rigid rules of fingerings which originally
were quite properly introduced for use in
special cases.
Or, we insist,* with the
avowed purpose of avoiding mistakes, on
fingerings which are most likely to lead
to mistakes.
Now there are two points to which I
should like at this time to draw attention:
the use of the thumb, and the way of ex¬
ecuting repeated notes.
The Thumb
T T WILL be known to most of our
I readers that for a long time the thumb
was not counted as a finger at all, the
forefinger having been at that time called
the first and the little finger the fourth
finger. At the same time both the thumb
and the little finger were but little used in
playing. The fact is that, the keyboard
being placed much higher than the seat of
the player, the player’s elbows were so much
lower than his fingers that the latter could
not hut assume a perfectly straight posi¬
tion, which again made the use of the
shorter thumb and little finger almost im¬
possible. In A mmcrbach's Organ and In¬
strumental Tablatur (1571) the following
lingering is given for the scale;

Gustav Ernest

however, by sheer force of necessity, the
rule was relaxed.
The marvelous changes in pianoforte
technic, which were brought about by the
works of Chopin, Schumann and Liszt,
and which were the result of a much
more complicated and difficult style of
writing, made it absolutely necessary to
employ every makeshift which might
help in mastering the new difficulties.
That gave the thumb its chance; and, in.
fact, there are a plenty of passages in the
works of the masters which would be al¬
most impossible unless the thumb were
employed on the black keys. Certainly the
execution is made much easier by so doing.
Here are two cases in point; the first
from the Scherzo in B-fiat Minor by
Chopin;
Ex. 3

—J

A 8J

J

However, because such employment of
the thumb undoubtedly facilitates the exe¬
cution of certain passages, to make it a
special point of pianoforte study that the
This fingering, which to us seems to thumb shall be used with the same ease on
make rapid and smooth scale playing ex¬ black as on white keys seems to be utterly
cessively difficult, remained in use till the beside the mark. As useful as it is to
days of the two great masters of the pi¬ practice the first study in dementi's “Graano, Couperin (1668-1733) and Johann Se¬ dus ad Parnassum” with Tausig’s finger¬
bastian Bach (1685-1750), both of whom ing^ which makes no difference whatever
permitted the employment of the thumb between the use of the thumb and of the
and little finger. This change had become other fingers; still it would seem just as
necessary because in the meantime the wasteful of time and energy to study Berposition of the keyboard had been made inger’s otherwise very useful exercises acmore convenient and the instruments had
been perfected to such a degree that they
vere capable, of producing a bigger and
more varied kind of tone. These improve¬
ments necessitated a different position of
the linger, which, being now rounded,
gained much in strength and flexibility.
Besides, since the tips of the thumb and
little linger were now in line with those
of the other fingers, the use of them was
made comparatively easy.
Couperin now gives the following fin¬
gering for the sGale, which the reader will
easily perceive to be'a curious mixture of
old and new ideas. In it 1 indicates the
Ex. 2

Tn time the thumb and little finger were
allowed, by both Couperin and Bach, on
the black keys also; though Bach used
to advise his pupils to make use of this
license only when no other fingering was
to be found. His son, Philipp Emanuel,
insisted even more strongly that the thumb
should be used on black keys only when
absolutely necessary. For a long time this
rule was rigidly observed.
Among Schumann’s writings there is an
article on studies by Hummel, in which
he (Schumann) in the disguise of Florestan
apostrophizing his other self impersonated
as Eusebius, says that his remarks reminded
him of the time when the pupil inevitably
received a box on the ear, if he dared to
put the thumb on a black key. Gradually,

cording to their author’s wish, which is
that every exercise is to be practiced with
the same fingering in all the keys.
Now the outcome of such study is fre,quently—as the writer has had occasion to
observe—that the students begin to think
it a great thing to introduce the thumb in
passages which could be played as easily,
or more so, without it. Even if von Bil¬
low—in his preface to Cramer’s studies—
demands of a virtuoso that he should he
able to play Beethoven’s F Minor Sonata
(Appassionato), without preparation, as
easily in the key of F-sharp minor as in
the original F minor (the idea being that
the same fingering should be used in both
cases), one does not see that the gain
would he in any way proportionate with
the time spent on the preliminary work for
the accomplishment of such a feat.
It is well to mention here another case
of a somewhat similar nature. There are
certain passages where it becomes neces¬
sary to pass the fifth u^ider the fourth
finger, as, for instance, in Chopin’s A
Minor Stithy or his Nocturne, Op. 15,
No. 2:

position. No. 2, where the third and second
fingers could be put on the “A” and “A-flat”
quite as well ? If we remember that this
is one of Chopin’s easiest pieces, and one
which usually is given to quite young play¬
ers, it becomes at once apparent how con¬
fusing it must be for one who is just be¬
ginning to grasp the rules of a natural
fingering to he confronted suddenly with
one which is anything but natural.

Changing Fingers on Repeated 7^,otes.
'THE RULE, that if a certain note be
repeated a number of times a differ¬
ent finger should be used each time, is
founded on the fact that, if this were not
done, there would be danger of the finger
not letting go of the key quickly enough
each time, the outcome of which would be
that the hammer would refuse to act and
the even succession of notes would be
broken. Of course, if the tempo is not too
fast, a similar or even better effect might
be produced by Striking the key from the
wrist, employing always the same finger.
When, for instance, in the twentieth meas¬
ure of the first movement of the Appas¬
sionato, and the ten measures which fol¬
low, von Billow puts, throughout, the first
and second fingers together on the E-flat,
there can be no doubt that the passage
gains much in dramatic force.
If, on the other hand, the repeated “E”
in the twentieth measure of Mozart’s Fan¬
tasia in D Minor is played with the fourth
and third fingers alternately, as indicated
in the Peters Edition, it is clear that the
effect will not be anything so powerful as
if the key were always struck from the
wrist with the third finger, thus bringing
Beethoven’s famous “Thus raps fate at
the door” to mind. We have here a case
in which the observation of a rule is con¬
sidered as of greater importance than the
effect produced. But if, even when the
tempo is fairly slow and the repeated
notes are marked staccato, or separated
by rests, a change of fingers is insisted
upon, a wholly unnecessary difficulty is
created. This is true for weaker players
in particular, who, if the same finger is
used all the time on the note, feel much
surer of it.
If we look through the fingered editions
of the works of the masters we come con¬
stantly across passages the execution of
which is made unnecessarily difficult by try¬
ing to enforce the rule of changing fingers.
Take these simple measures from Chopin’s
Polonaise, Op. 26, No. 1, in the Steingraber
Edition:

While the upper fingering offers no dif¬
ficulty, considerable practice will he re¬
quired liefore a firm hold is secured on the
lower one. (It goes without saying that
consideration is here given to the weaker
players—the good ones would not look,
anyhow, at the fingering in a simple pass¬
age like this.)
Of course, there will always be raised
the objection that, with the upper finger¬
ing, there is always the danger of the
repeated notes not being properly sounded.
But is this danger any. less where, four
measures later, a change of fingers is
impossible ?

e nowadays employing different
fingers oil repeated thirds and other simi¬
lar combinations, foo (Ex. 9a) ;
Ex. 9

a practice against which nothing is to be
said, except that, since repeated chords
(Lx. 9b) must and can he played prop¬
erly without change of fingers, the same
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To call attention to one more case, there
should be possible with thirds, too. In
fact, if the wrists are properly raised and is no good reason why it should be neces¬
spontaneously act when required, as in the sary to use, in a simple combination like
the following one:
case here, it is quite possible.
Finally, a word about the fingering for
Ex. 12
the mordent, both ascending and descend¬
ing. Since the days of Liszt, and, more
particularly, of von Billow, it has become
. the rule not to play its first and third the fingering provided by von Biilow. If
notes with the same finger, but rather as the fingers do their work in the manner
here shown:
of the previous paragraph, the natural
Ex. lO
fingering, || £ should answer quite as
well.
In conclusion, it is trusted that the read¬
ers will catch the gist of this writing. Both
a rule which is generally adopted with
such excellent results that there is nothing the use of the thumbs on black keys and
to be said against it; except, again, that the changing of fingers oil repeated notes
have, no doubt, their advantages. How¬
equally good results may be gained with¬
ever, these advantages should in the main
out the change of fingers, by using such
consist in simplifying the execution from
combinations as 343, 242, 232, and so on.
One of the greatest pianists of modern a technical point of view. But, to insist
times, and one,'moreover, who, in brilliancy, on'them, even if by so doing we create un¬
necessary difficulties for the player, seems
clearness and evenness of technic, has
to be against the most ordinary principles
hardly ever been surpassed, Ferruccio Bu¬
soni, was a decided opponent of the system of common sense.
The primary law, in all teaching and
of changing fingers; and that not only in
playing,
should be that technic is a means
cases like the one just mentioned, but also
in simple repeated notes, too. Moreover, to an end, the end being the rendering of
he found a powerful ally in Eugen d’Al- the music in the most musical and most
adequate manner. The way by which we
bert.
As already indicated, all depends upon reach this end with the comparatively
the training the fingers have received. If greatest ease and certainty should always
be
the one selected, no matter whether it
they do their work properly, which means
that the one always rises with automatic be according to the rules or not!

;

[

precision the moment the next one de¬
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MR.
scends, the upper movement of the one and
ERNESTS ARTICLE
the downward movement of the other tak¬
1. With what composers did the thumb
ing place simultaneously, there can be no
difficulty in playing mordents and similar come into general use on the piano?
2. Which composers made it necessary
combinations without changing fingers.
Just so, the following from the Impromp¬ to use the thumb on the black keys; and
tu, Op. 90, No. 4, of Schubert, can be exe¬
3. When should the thumb be used on
cuted, even in the fastest tempo, with the
the black keysf
fingers indicated.
4. What is the best rule to follow for
changing fingers on repeated notes.?
5. What should be the primary law in
all teaching and playing?

Tohe Physically Wea\ Pupil
By Estelle Williams
Wrist movements, as requiring less phys¬
ical strength, may well be engaged in by
the physically weak pupil. Studies and
pieces that contain ponderous chords and
long octave passages demand too much
force from the arms. Also pieces of great
length are taxing. There should be instead
pieces that are easy and attractive, for
thqy, while keeping up good technic, also
stimulate interest.
The lesson must never be too long. The
pupil should be rested when she arrives and
should depart unexhausted. The teacher,
should endeavor to make the lesson period
an interesting one. She must be careful
not to burden the pupil with too many
technicalities and try also in every way to
lend vigor and freshness to the hour.
If the teacher desires success with a pupil
who is physically deficient six must inves¬
tigate her home conditions. Short study
periods, with exercise in the fresh air be¬

tween times, are beneficial. There are
certain finger gymnastics that are splendid
for strengthening the fingers and develop¬
ing the pupil’s hand.
The study of music can in truth become
a source of health, first, through supplying
an incentive for accomplishment without
physical fatigue, second, through insisting
on complete relaxation of tense muscles
and nerves, and third, through providing
openings for the contemplation of the
harmonious in nature. Extreme neurotic
cases have been helped by music. How
much more sanitive will its effects be on
those whose only ills are bodily and who
can therefore concentrate fully on the
creation of beautiful sound!
Ingenuity on the part of the teacher
can keep the pupil progressing as well as
prevent her from becoming discouraged
because she cannot do the work of the
stronger pupil.

L.

Breitenmoser

T he idea that genius likes to dwell in an
unsound mind and a weakly body is utterly
fallacious, according to Dr. James F.
Rogers, hygienist of the United States
Bureau of Education, who has made a
statistical study of the lives and health
of several hundreds of them who lived
between 1700 and 1900. He writes: “There
is a common belief that great men are
abnormal in both body and mind, but
nothing is further from the fact. The
great man, as a rule, is of superior
physique and vigor; and the greater the
man of genius he is, the more regard he
has fo_ the physical foundation upon which
his work depends.”
He cites assertions 'from the “Daily
Science News Bulletin” (Washington) ;
“For every delicate Keats or Chopin or
Stevenson there are many such robust
specimens as Goethe, Browning and Rubin¬
stein; and such physical giants as Handel,
Bach, Brahms and Beethoven are first
among the great musicians. Wagner stood
on his head at sixty for sheer joy of show¬
ing off to his friends. The musician
Brahms was never sick in his life and
could sleep anywhere, anytime and any
place he pleased.
“The old idea that performers on wind
instruments are especially subject to tuber¬

culosis is unfounded.” Dr. Rogers says,
"as well as the theory that these performers
are liable to injure their lungs. The
average life for the trumpet and cornetplayers was sixty-nine and one-tenth years;
and of all wind-instruments these two
demand the greatest lung pressure.
“Clarinet, horn, bassoon, oboe and flute
players are all comparatively long-lived,
the clarinetist claiming most years and the
others following in the order given,
The group of players who develop the
least pressure in the lungs are the lowest
on the longevity scale of wind instrument
players.
“The average length of life a century
ago was only thirty-nine years as compared
with about fifty-six years to-day. There¬
fore all musicians, whether they blew,
scraped or pounded keys, lived to a com¬
paratively ripe old age; for their average
length of life was greater than that of the
rest of the population.” This should be an
incentive to take up music.
While Dr. Rogers found no statistics for
singers, he believes that these fall in a
class with the wind instrument players and
that the professional singer cannot devote
himself to training for the season and then
fall from grace between times. Singing is
one of the most healthful of exercise;.

eBeaching the Alberti Bass
By

Stella Whitson-Holmes

is a process both simple and fascinating
to the musical child. On the other hand
nothing is more difficult to the unmusical
child. Unless he has a watchful and in¬
ventive-minded teacher, he may labor
through it for months without its becom¬
ing an unconscious performance to him.
This difficulty is due mostly to the fact
that the unmusical child does not possess
the natural tendency to “pick out” chords.
The harmonic structure of a piece must
therefore be pointed out in every instance.
If the Alberti bass appears, the child must
be made to understand it consists of forms
of the fundamental chords.
There is the case of the little fellow
who found difficulty in playing the Al¬
berti bass of Lawson’s May Blossoms:
Ex. 2
May Blossoms
Lawson

It could be seen at once that the n t - in
their relation to one another meant nothing
to him, since he played each note as a
separate musical thought instead of each
group of four notes as a unit. However,
being an intelligent child, he at once found
analysis interesting and helpful. He saw.
immediately that each group of ; uii
eighth notes could be played together as
a chord and was pleased to go through
the first page combining each group of
four into its proper chord formation.
Striking the first four notes together he
had a triad, a “one-three-five’' chord,
which, in the Alberti bass, was rendered,
“one-five-three-fivc,” or “first-last-middlelast.”
To make certain that this idea had been
driven home in shape to be remembered
and applied in future instances the child
was allowed to build some three-tone
chords of his own and then divide them
to make an Alberti bass.
Provided with such analysis a child finds
the study of the Alberti bass fascinating
and the execution of it comparatively easy.

Pogus Pinners
By June M. Baldwin
By being familiar with the pupil’s instru¬
ments as well as his own, the teacher can
find one more way of checking up on the
pupil's progress.
Although it is unnecessary that she actu¬
ally choose the tuner to tune the piano,
it would be worth while for her to know
that the work is being done by one com¬
petent to do it, since there are many in¬

competent tuners who prey on people with
little or no knowledge of the piano. Many
a third-rate tuner, after charging entirely
too much, has left the piano in worse shape
than before.
Incidentally, why should not teachers
know the pianoforte mechanism? It is
always interesting to students to know
something of the instrument they study.

“It is quite true that the more we know of the

„
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rhythmical and harmonic effects of music, and 'wTcZTcSSthis In
stmcUve reaction to a high degree. Some of us are ZuralN , ,
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HEN.ONE goes into a virgin field
Since that time there has been such a music loving people, has produced only Haitian popular music. It is called the
in search of folk music “one seems long struggle of internal strife through three outstanding musicians, namely Justin ‘Maringioin’ drum. It is a rectangular box
to go back to the very beginning of revolutions that the native has never been Elie and Ludivic Lamothe, pianists and about forty centimeters long and twelve
things, long before literature existed.” For¬ able, in a large degree, to concentrate upon composers trained in the Paris Conserva¬ centimeters wide, with its opening turned
tunate it is to find in this day a few primi¬ any of the liberal arts, especially musical toire, and Occide Jeanty, the very able towards the ground. Upon the bottom of
tive folk who have not departed from natu¬ art. But although the Haitian people as a leader of the fine Gendarme Band who is the box there is fastened a reed cut in the
ralness and who still hold fast to racial whole may be lacking in the lyric element, also a product of the Paris Conservatoire! shape of the arc of a circle. It is kept in
characteristics. A visit to the island of
they nevertheless do have a national music, However, the country has produced a sur¬ this position by the help of a string tied
Haiti proves even more enlightening in this
namely, their simple “Festivals” which are prising number of gifted poets and writers to a sounding board of wood or tin.
regard than the study of folk songs and
“By raising the string lightly with the
and several excellent architects. It is of
dances of our own Negro folk in the mostly rhythmic.
interest to know that the present president left hand and picking it with the right hand
American Southland. It was indeed with
of the country, M. Louis Borno, besides it becomes tighter and a tone higher in
When Birds Ceased Singing
the keen anticipation of a “Musical Colum¬
bus” that the writer journeyed to Haiti, /"\NE DOES find, however, “songs in being a great statesman, is both a poet and pitch. If it is let down a little with the
the island of beauty and mystery, in search '-^memory of a departed one,” that is, musician, having written the words and left hand, the tone becomes lower. By
this method the virtuoso composes a rhap¬
of musical material to be found during a “wake songs,” a few political songs, dance music of the national hymn.
sody which approaches the descriptive effect
summer’s sojourn.
songs, work songs, a very few religious
The Peasant of the flight
Using the beautiful and quaint city of songs or chants, some children’s songs, lul¬
desired and gives the illusion of the buzzing
Port au Prince (the capital) as a point of labies and the like; also love songs and TN HAITI there are two types of peasant, of a mosquito. It is as if one "were hear¬
departure one is surprised to find the in¬ some patriotic songs growing out of the
the peasant of the day and the peasant ing a rather ancient attempt at program
habitants divided into two classes, the cul¬
revolutions. An interesting fact is that, of the night, physically one and the same music. Ofttimes a scale is produced which
tured French or Creole element of the cities
although Haiti is a tropical country, one is but mentally and emotionally two separate is one of the rare traces of the Indian who
who go to France for training and the
beings. The characteristically staid peasant at an earlier period inhabited the island.”
peasant element of the country, not far surprised to find no singing birds there,
by day sheds his dignity under the moon
The only wind instrument found in Haiti
removed from all the influences of their due, perhaps, to the almost continual war¬
fare covering so many years of the coun¬ and sings and dances with abandon to the is the warlike “Lambi” of the “Cacos,” the
African ancestry.
barbaric pulsing of the “tambour.” The mountain tribe of peasants.
Thus in order to get what is most desired try’s history.
The Haitian peasants assemble often in
One finds the folk music of Haiti close “tambour” or voodoo drum is played by
niie has to make many excursions into the
interior across the beautiful mountains to its African origin even after centuries staccato beats produced by the heel and the country where they organize dances
which give the island its name. Here one of absence from the “home-land.” Devieux fingers of the hands beating on taut goat accompanied by singing. It is not unusual
skin.
One
of
the
favorite
rhythms
is
as
to
meet as many as two hundred of these
is immediately transplanted as if by a says, “When the Africa which sleeps in
peasants taking part in a “wake” or a
magic carpet into the most primitive Afri¬ each one of us awakes, then it is that we follows :
can surroundings, a land of superstitions remember the songs, the sad songs, of
wedding feast. They often pass the entire
Ex. 1
with voodoo festivals and mysteries which idolatrous Africa.”
night singing, and all the guests participate
beggar description. Here one gets back to
in the festivals either with songs or with
As a study of folk music must come from
the very beginning of things and imbibes close association with the peasant no at¬
their drums. One notices that the Haitians
the feeling that it may be true after all tempt is made here to describe the life,
Lamothe, the Haitian musician, says: “I f sing in unison and make no attempt at
that music is moving in a sort of circle.
musically or otherwise, of the elite. How¬ one wishes to study Haitian music even in harmony. There are usually two or three
For here one finds at first hand snatches of
ever, in passing, it is of interest to record a superficial manner, one must cast a glance drums or “tambours” of different dimen¬
melodics and rhythms quite akin to modern
that in most of the large cities, especially over the popular songs which form the base sions which take the place of alto, tenor
in Port au Prince and Cape Haitian, one of our music, the old Creole airs which and bass parts. These drums are played
finds club houses of attractive architecture, have been able to contribute to the forma¬ by tireless drummers who “see visions and
History that Slips from the Scene
make music.”
pretty villas with beautiful gardens, good tion of our melodies.”
D EFORE going further it may be well
The absence of “harmony singing” is
hotels with a hospitable and delicious table,
Speaking of instrumental music he says,
to record something of the historical
European in style but with tropical addi¬ “In Haiti there is no pierced reed capable moreover surprising since the generallybackground of this magic Isle. Blair Niles
tions, and cultivated conversation in Pari¬ of exercising any influence whatsoever accepted opinion is that the Negro is en¬
;o beautifully expresses it in “Black Haiti”
sian French. One also finds professional even upon our popular melodies. Haiti dowed with “polyphonic” singing. How is
when she says: “The loveliness of Haiti is
schools. But there is not a school of music possesses among its native instruments one it then that these descendants of Africans,
extraordinarily out of key with the cruel
in the entire land.
having a single string. Although extremely unquestionably loving music in an extraor¬
horror of its history. In the austere beauty
Haiti, although essentially made up of a primitive, this seems to have influenced dinary degree, have not a single harmonic
of the Andes it is easy' to visualize the
manifestation of even two parts? It would
Conquest, but in the soft loveliness of
lie interesting to trace the influences which
Haiti's hills and verdant valleys her history
have brought about this condition.
has a trick of slipping out of the scene.”
When the average American hears of
How Jazz Sprouted
Haiti he may have to consult his world
map. Then, having found the island in the
A FTER A study of Haitian music one
Caribbean group, he is more than likely to
wonders if the cultivation of rhythm
forget that it is one of the two. Negro
to the detriment of harmony is not the
Republics in the world with an area of ten
Haitian’s idea of musical progress. One
thousand and two hundred square miles and
Haitian gentleman remarked to the writer
a population of approximately two and a
that this rather disorganized element in
half millions.
rhythms is born of the Haitian custom
It is safe to say that no country in the
which allows one in an assembly to do what
world, civilized or uncivilized, has had
pleases him without bothering about his
within the same space of time a more
neighbor. We wonder if this after all was
dramatic or more distressing history. On
not the birth of “jazz” as we first knew
this beautiful island Columbus made his
it here in America.
first landing in the new world in 1492.
Unquestionably the! most outstanding
Prior to the final independence of the island
clement in Haitian music is rhythm. One
in 1804 it was ruled over by both Spain
is positively shocked to find incorporated
and France. During this-period there was
in one dance the rhythm of the “tango,”
the inauguration of the slave trade and
the rhythm of the so-called “Charleston”
many bloody uprisings of the Blacks which
and a wild African syncopation which
finally ended in their driving out the Euro¬
beggars description. In the same com¬
peans, establishing their own independence
position far above the din of all comes
and giving to history the names of Tousthe piercing “Chant” of a tune closely
CLARENCE CAMERON WHITE AT THE STATUE OF TOUSSAINT L’OUVERTURE AT
saint L’Ouverture, Dessalines and Chrisakin to one we have associated with the
tophe.
PORT'AU'PRINCE, HAITI
streets of Cairo.
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Many of the songs of Haiti have African
words whose significance has been lost in
. the passing generations. I f a traveller us¬
ing American methods visits a peasant

church service in search of beautiful sing¬
ing of melodies akin to our “spirituals”
he is doomed to disappointment, for he
hears only the unison singing of the Catho¬
lic or Episcopal church service in thin, reedy
and decidedly unmusical voices. So it is
that .he must get this material on the cof¬
fee and sugar plantations or among the
road workers. When one considers that
over seven hundred and fifty miles of
highway have been built since the Ameri¬
can Occupation one' can readily see that
many native workers assembled thus would
cultivate this kind of “work singing” just
as their American cousins are wont to do
in the road gangs of our southern states.
Practically no published folk music is
obtainable in the island. One finds upon
investigation less than a dozen and most
of these are meringues (national folk
dances). Only in the Dominican half of
the island quite recently a native musi¬
cian, Julio Arzeno, has compiled a num¬
ber of folk songs and dances, Spanish in
character. In Haiti proper, nothing of this
kind has been attempted.

Music in the Cities
TN THE CITIES one finds a decided
1 effort to cultivate European music. The
splendid "Gendarme Band,” made up of
nearly one hundred native musicians and
conducted by a trained native, gives con¬
certs every Sunday and Thursday evening
in the Champ de Mars. These are largely
attended by all classes in much the same
manner as are the American Band Con¬
certs in Central Park, New York. Their
programs are excellently played and are
made up of standard compositions. One
hears really fine interpretations of Bee¬
thoven, Schubert; Strauss, in fact many
arrangements of classical music together
with the latest popular music from both
Europe and America. It is a fact worth
recording that these concerts which have
for many years been an important phase
of Haitian mass culture are still encour¬
aged and fostered by the American Oc¬
cupation.
Even though the Sans Souci Palace
of King Christophe at one time rever¬
berated with French minuets and the like,

Haiti of today, so far as the masses are
concerned, clings to the folk songs and
dances of the "tambour” and the “Me¬
ringue.” In recent years a score of books
on Haiti have been written yet there still
remains to be penned the complete story
of this island of mystery, superstition and
beauty. The writer ventures to say that
'nowhere else in all the world can one find
such simple dignity and graceful body
movements in both walking and dancing
as among.the Haitian peasants.
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MR.
WHITE’S ARTICLE
1. Give, briefly, the history of the Hai¬
tian Republic.
2. What two Haitian composers have
risen to distinction?
3. In what way may one account for the
absence of birds in Haiti?
4. How is pitch regulated on the Maringioin?
5. Why arc the drums indispensable to
the Haitian "band”?
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Visual History Series * JNo.i Thirty Great symphohists
Charts tell a story in the swiftest possible maimer. Big business, long ago recognizing this fact, has made
constant use of them in matters relating to publicity. Pedagogy also has employed them with immense suc¬
cess. In the study of the appreciation of music, however, few instances of their use occur. Here is the first
of a series of "Visual History" charts. It portrays the comparative life-spans of thirty of the greatest com¬
posers of symphonies, symphonic poems, and symphonic suites. It will make definite for the student the inter¬
relation in time of these masters; and the eye-impression gained from a careful study of it will inevitably and
permanently transfer itself to the mind. For review purposes at the end of a semester such a chart is especially
serviceable.
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The Etude resumes, by special request, after many years, the following calendar of birth
months of musicians. This will hereafter prove to be a monthly feature in our journal.
Day
1— John
Barnett (1) b. Bedford,
piano. In composition his works fea¬
fame. Many successful tours. Con¬
England, 1802; d. Cheltenham, April
ture many instrumental arrangements
ductor of an American orchestra
17, 1890. Called “the father of Eng¬
of folk-songs.
1918-22; returned later to live in Bellish opera.” Many successes in this
9—Constantin Sternberg, b. St. Peters¬
field, as well as in Musical Farce.
burg, Russia, 1852; d. Philadelphia, 17— Ignace Leybac (li-bakh), b. Gamb2— Christoph W. von Ritter Gluck, b.
March 31, 1924. Pianist and composer
sheim, Alsace, 1817; d. Toulouse,
Weidenwang, Germany, 1714; d.
of chamber music, piano pieces. Also
France, May 23, 1891, Prominent
Vienna, November IS, 1787. His place
a musical author.
French pianist and the composer of
is among the masters of dramatic 10— Henri Wieniawski
(vyen-yahf'more than two hundred piano pieces
composition. A reformer in opera.
skee), b. Lublin, Poland, ’ 1835; d.
of quality.
3— Rafael Joseffy (yo-sef-fy), b. HunMoscow, Russia, March 31, 1880. 18— Antoine Francois Marmontel, b.
falu, Hungary, 1852; d. New York
Noted violinist and composer, largely
Clermont-Ferrand, France, 1816; d.
City, June 25, 1915.
Pianist and
for violin and orchestra.
Paris, January 17, 1898. Composer
teacher, with important methods and 11— Liza Lehmann, b. London, England,
and teacher of piano with many fa¬
piano pieces to his credit.
1862; d. there, September 19, 1918.
mous pupils.
4— Stephen Collins Foster, b. Pitts¬
Distinguished concert singer (so¬ 19— Lambert Joseph Massart (masburgh, Pennsylvania, 1826; d. New
prano), also wrote many choral works.
sar'), b. Liege, Belgium, 1811; d.
York City, January 13, 1864. One of
The song-cycle In A Persian Garden
Paris, France, February 13, 1892.
the foremost composers of American
is one of her best-known compositions.
Prominent violinist of his day, and a
folk-music. Creator, words and music, 12— Karl Edmund R. Alberti, b. Dan¬
teacher of the instrument, with dis¬
of such much-loved songs as Old
zig, Germany, 1801; d. Berlin. 1874.
tinguished pupils.
/■oiks at Home, My Old Kentucky
Theologian and musician. He wrote 20— Ernest Hutcheson, b. Melbourne,
Home.
many books relating to the art and
Australia, 1871; settled in New York
5— Jan Kubelik (koo'bel-ik), b. near
science of music and biographic
City in 1914. Concert pianist, artistPrague, Austria, 1880. Bohemian vio¬
sketches.
teacher and composer in large forms.
lin virtuoso of world renown. A 13— Frederic Fleming Beale, b. Troy,
21— Victor Schoelcher (shel'shar), b.
master of his art. Also a composer of
Kansas, 1876. Eminent music peda¬
Paris, France, 1804; d. there, Decem¬
violin music.
gogue in state universities, organist
ber 24, 1893. Piano performer, col¬
6— Carl Engel, b. Thiedenwiese, Ger¬
and composer. His songs are his best
lector of musical instruments and
many, 1818; d. London, England, No¬
recognized works.
writer. The biographer of Handel.
vember 17, 1882. Organist and music 14— Jacob Stainer (sti'ner), b. Absam,
22— Count Geza Zichy (zitche), b
writer with much excellent music lit¬
Austria, 1621; d. there, 1683. The
Sztara, Hungary, 1849; d. Budapest!
erature to his credit as composer.
first and greatest of German violin
January 15, 1924. In hunting accident
7— Gustav Mahler, b. Kalischt, Bo¬
makers. Genuine Stainer violins are
lost his right arm but became a lefthemia, 1860; d. Vienna, Austria, May
highly valued.
handed
pianist of prestige.
18, 1911. A symphonic composer and IS Heinrich Esser, b. Mannheim, Ger¬
23 Arthur Bird, b. Cambridge, Massa¬
conductor who did much to broaden
many, 1818: d. Salzburg, Austria,
chusetts , 1856; settled in Germany in
the symphonic form and raise its
June 3, 1872. Conductor and com¬
1887 and died at Berlin, December,
standard.
poser whose numerous songs, some
1923. Organist and composer hi
8— Percy Aldridge Grainger, b. Brighton,
forty books, are -the best known
large and small forms. Many piano
Australia, 1882; has made his home
among writings in all forms.
pieces.
in the United States since 1915. One •16—Eugene Ysaye (ec-zah'ee), b. Liege,
24—Adolphe
Charles Adam, b. Paris,
of the outstanding virtuosos of the
Belgium, 1858. Violinist of world
France, 1803; d. there, May 3, 1856!

Qan You Answer Tohese
15est Questions?

A famous composer of Opera Comique,
also ballet music of pleasing style and
quality.
25— Agostino Steffani (stef-fah'rxe,, b.
Castelfranco, Vcnetia, 1654; d. Frankfort-on-Main, Germany, February 12,
1728. An early composer of great
originality, and a prolific producer in
diverse forms with many operas.
26— John Field, b. Dublin, Ireland, 1782;
d. Moscow, Russia, January 11, 1837.
A great revolutionist of music. Crea¬
tor of the Nocturne and a compo r in
other forms.
27— Vladimir de Pachmann (de pahk'man), b. Odessa, Russia, 1848. One
of the most distinguished of piano
virtuosos, whose playing has won
world-wide fame and favor.
28— Giuditta Grisi (gree'zee), b. Milan,
Italy, 1805; d. Cremona, May 1, 1840.
Famous mezzo-soprano singer.
Giulia Grisi, b. Milan, 1811; d. Ber¬
lin, Germany, November 29, 1869.
Dramatic soprano. Sisters of musical
renown.
29 Enrique Granados (gra-nah'dos). b.
Lerida, Spain, 1867; d. Steamer Sus¬
sex in English Channel during World
War, March 24, 1916. A composer of
chamber music, piano pieces, opera,
and other forms that attest worthily
to his creative force.
30—Anton S. Arensky (ah-ren'shkee), b.
Novgorod, Russia, 1862; d. Tarioki,
Finland, February 26, 1906. Pianist
and a composer largely of orchestral
and opera works.
31 Jean Robert Planquette (plahnkett), b. Paris. France. 1848; d. there,
.January 28, 1903. Writer of concert
music and opera. A general favorite
being Chimes of Normandy.

The answers will be found on page
539 of this Etude
How many symphonies did each
of the following composers write:
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert,
Schumann, Mahler, Brahms, Franck?
2. Gan you name four symphonic
poems of Richard Strauss?
3. Who composed the suite “The
hire Bird” (L’Oiseau de Feu) ? What
is his nationality?
4. How many movements are nor¬
mally to be found in a symphony?
How many are there in the “Unfinished
Symphony”? Who wrote this work?
5. What do you know of the life
of Karl Goldmark?
6. Who composed the “1812 Over-

1.

7. What orchestral work by Franz
Liszt is perennially popular with audi¬
ences the world over?

JUIS2T (l6l 1-1886)

'RlflFF (l82 2-1882)
FRANCK. (1622-1890)
'BRU CfCA/ER.
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O&33-1897)
.MOUSSORGSKY (.ws-isa.)
SAINT-SABNS

(mbs-,.*.)
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(.84o-.8«0

DVORAK. (.841-1904)
GcRIEGc (843—007)
•RIMSKY-KORSAKOV Oe-w-isos)

BENDY (.as.
ELQ/IRr (l857
MriHL.ER,

(i860-i9i 1)

MAC DOWELL (isoi-isos)
DEBUSSY (1664-1918)
STRAUSS C186*
SIBELIUS (lets
SCRIABIN (lari I9I5)
VflOQHAN-WILLIAMS (urn

Glorious July, the month of rich fruiting, of bursting opportunity! Students, who avail themselves of the summer months ar h W
complements are far more gratifying than those who habitually cut down their working months year after .ear
great master interpreter are oblivious to weather conditions.
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CLASSIC, MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY MASTER WORKS

Tb he

Teachers’ Round Table
ROCK-A-BYE

(Conducted by
Prof. Clarence G. Hamilton, M. A.
PROFESSOR OF PIANOFORTE PLAYING, WELLESLEY COLLEGE
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LOUIS VICTOR SAAR
Op. 127a

WIEGENLIEDCHEN

Avery novel slumber song. Dainty and exquisite.
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SERENADE MIGNONNE

An exotic modern gem. Grade 5.
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RUSTLING LEAVES
No. 1 from the Suite “Water Colours” Grade 34

MONTAGUE EWING

<;i'l».y i iglit MOMXX by Reid Bros. Ltd.
Copyright for all Countries
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OUTSTANDING VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES

CECIL EAdNNING

LOVE’SPARAD OX

VERNON SHANNON

FRANCESCO B. DE LEONE
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loved you less I could not love you
he loved and the powVs of love to
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SEEK YE FIRST THE KINGDOM OF GOD
FRANKLIN RIKER
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BECAUSE OF YOU
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wor-ry me,
Sun will shine a- gain.
ev-ry-where, Brook-lets nev-er still.

m

Smil - ing at the storm-clouds,
Trip-ping o’er the mead-ows,

11
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Ev-’ry day I’m hap - py,
All my hours are gold-en,

M
Laugh -ing at
Dane - ing on

the
the

rain,
hill,

Trou - bles nev - er
Flow - ers blootn-ing

=a

Nev - er sad or
Skies are all-ways

Copyright 1929 by Theodore Presser Co.
In broad singing rhythm

Words and Music by
GEORGE ROBERTS

Allegretto

Moderate

3M"r J|J-

blue,— Life is
one long hol-i-day,
blue,— All theworld’s a

British Copyright secured

SCENE PITTORESQUE
T. D. WILLIAMS
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VIOLIN
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COUNTRY DANCE

A viriJe number reminding one strongly of some of
Schubert’s idealizations of the German Laendler.
Allegretto M. m.
144

J=

SECONDO

GEORG EGGELING Op 229
’
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—The—
Gracious
Influence
of Music

Educational Study KIotes on 'Music
in T3his Etude
By Edgar Alden Barrell

p'

Parade of the Marionettes, by Frederick
Keats.
The rhythmj^

J J J is the basis of the first

hand notes, E-G, for:
appoggiatura—sometl
as terrifying as it sol
H. W. Chuter is ai

section of this quaint march. Marionettes are
puppets such as one used to see in Punch and
Tudy” shows. They are manipulated by means
—=■-<-;—-■ — of a series of cords and thus are made to go composer-teacher has r<
through all sorts of realistic motions^ Withal, 1

There is no thought or
emotion that has not its
musical expression. Music
holds closer kinship than
any other art with every
form of mental growth.

e is his ample
t key. They

phasized in picturing then

commences we are ready for it. The rhythmic
material of the first part of the valse is
I
When playing these sixteenths, do not ^ay them
must be absolutely distin
Romance of Old Vienna, by Hans Proi specifically
that 1
tiwinsky.
ewhat
The broken chords

That is why music is so
necessary a part of cultural
home life. And piano mu¬
sic is the basis of all musi¬
cal study.

Musical Dictionary, Student’s Edition.
Wiegenliedchen, by Louis Victor Saar.
:e of this most appealing piece, you
The German word for “lullaby” is “wiegenlied”;
: words una corda and tre corde.
ined by these
letitions. With ty
_P-.icy, Mr. Saa, ies this repeated-nt
frequently in the ci :e of the lullaby.
this will require a slight knowledge of
Measures 15-23 are in E minor. Yo,
■ nstruction which, if the teacher lacks it, that there is no modulation to or fro
In ‘.. vers’ Cove, by Walter Rolfe.
if., is the analysis of Mr. Rolfc's attrac
coni'.. . tion in barcarolle style:

The

y the le
“helps o
i/ust preceding^the return of the G tr

A good legato and very even rhythm are
le with elaboration in accompaniment) this composition °StThe eighth 'mlTIm-Tom
there are three notes in ’one hand end is particularly cl
.
■ notes in the other, be sure that the style. In the sixth n
ruck simultaneously. Not to do this
to beats
"ragged” effect which will detract a
lelody is
ped, i:
eight the right hand has two nearly
identical phri
lished workmanship fori:
1 color, just as one generally does in (
theTaseof™ repetition of phrases. In the present ]
econd phrase is rather like an echo. (
lnTheCmaln
the aimless and enjovab
ir whom—as everyone 1
round is the shortest vt
:tion in the contrasting k
a the copy.
ilar character,
referred to as Valse Nuptiale, by Eduard Poldini.
nt piece of salon music,
tinguished contemporary ,yEu°r"1
It has two themes; the

Twilight Reverie, by H. W. Chuter.
This is an unusually melodious valse, and so
easy to play that wrong notes are inexcusable.
Measures 9-14 are sequential in effect and are
particularly charming.
The sectond theme is a bit livelier than the first.
Notice the good accented passing note, D-sharp,
in measure three, right hand, of this second part.

THE

bolder
: of r
original type. These two themes a:
with rare skill. The first is in A-malo
in E-major. Then, after a first end
(.Continued on page 535)

PUPPET

DANCES

Did you ever, when you were a child, long to have a little theater
ell your own? Perhaps you were like Robert Louis Stevenson or
Johann Wolfgang Goethe, or thousands of others who have had little
theaters, in which you began to study the game of life, by inducing
little puppets to play their roles upon a miniature stage. Just as a doll
endears itself to a girl, so have vast numbers of boys become enthusi¬
astic over toy theaters. There is something very human about it.
The puppet theater, or the marionette, has survived through the
centuries and is still popular in many countries. It is a most amusing
thing in Paris to stop along the Champs Elysees and watch the little
shows put on at the children’s puppet theater under the trees, “Le Petit
Theater Guignol,” The audience, composed of babies and their nurses,
who for a few “centimes” enjoy the delight of the drama, is hardly
to be compared with the various adults who linger outside of the ropes
and enjoy the performances quite as much.
All over Europe there have been famous marionette theaters.
Prince■ Esterhasy, on his estate at Esterhaz, had the joyous Haydn
write operas for a puppet theater. Once Empress Maria Teresa was
so delighted with Haydn’s opera “Philemon und Baucis” that she had
the whole theater moved to Vienna to entertain the court.
The “Teatro dei Piccoli” of Rome, which has given an opera called
the “Sleeping Beauty,” by Respighi, and the opera by de Falla, “El
Retablo,” has attracted great attention abroad.
In America, Tony Sarg’s marionettes have amused thousands;
hence the picturesque cover on The Etude for this month.
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The degree to which music enriches and brightens family life
is clearly reflected in the seventy-two-year record of the

KIMBALL
PIANO
Many thousands of homes have learned from this great instru¬
ment that “the richest child is poor without music.” And child¬
hood will be all the richer if training begins early, when minds
are responsive and alert.
Not only the glorious tone, but also the exterior beauty of the
new Kimball designs is an inspiration to the young student—
classic-modern and period grands, and uprights in varied ar¬
tistic styles. The prices are exceedingly moderate, and among
them you will find just the instrument that suits your needs.
Catalogs on request. If you are not conveniently
near to a Kimball dealer, we can supply you direct.

W. W, KIMBALL COMPANY
(Established 1857)
Department KE, 306 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Harmony Book for Beginners
I AN IMMEDIATE I
SUCCESS

I

By PRESTON WARE OREM
Price $1.25

I ADMIRABLE FOR I
|
SELF-HELP
|

Brief, Simple, Vital, Practical, New and Distinctive
Lays a strong foundation for future musicianship by giving the main essentials of the subject in such
simple, understandable and interesting manner that it will prove invaluable in the class or for self-help work

Theodore Presser Co.
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What is Singing1

WITH

55he SINGER’S ETUDE

T

HIS THING we call the voice has
grown in importance with the ages.
It comes more nearly revealing the
entire man than any other means of com¬
munication, and doubtless that is why so
much time and effort are given to per¬
fecting it. This has brought into being the
term, “Voice Training.”
Just when this began we do not know
-but there is ample evidence that its origin
is in a remote past. We are told that four
thousand Levites were on the pay-roll of
the Temple in Jerusalem. They constituted
the choir and their voices were carefully
trained. A brass band of considerable mag¬
nitude also took part in the services. Hence
we may properly infer that each of these
Levitical voices must have been able to bal¬
ance the sound of a trombone. Otherwise
it would have contributed little or nothing
' to the general result.
All down the line of history we find the
voice becoming of more and more impor¬
tance in the religious and social, life of the
race, until it has now become an absolute
necessity and its training a great industry—
a profession, if you prefer.

(S

European Basis
T NASMUCH as our country grew out of
A Europe we find our art, literature and
language deeply rooted in those older coun¬
tries. In the past it has been considered al¬
most a necessity for an American voice
teacher to have European training. Public'
favor demanded it. While this is no longer
obligatory, it still ..obtains to a considerable
degree.
The Italians to whom we have gone in
greatest numbers for our voice training had
as nearly the correct system as has yet been
devised. The principles according to which
they worked were a trained ear, a knowl¬
edge of beautiful tone as tone, a quality full
of sympathy and emotion and one which,
with no evidence of interference, could be
produced with ease and comfort. To this
they added a marvelous technic. The re¬
sult was the production of singers who
could execute all manner of musical com¬
plexities with ease and accuracy. This re¬
quired no little time, anjd those Italian sing¬
ers who found their way into the musical
histories used from six to ten years as a
period of preparation.
The old Italians demanded tone that
satisfied the trained ear, and when their
pupils produced such tone they were satis¬
fied. They were more deeply interested in
the quality of the voice than in the way it
was produced. They were adamant on the
proposition that when it sounds right it is
made right. The scientific mind writhes at
such assertions. It is primarily interested
in how the thing is done. But if results,
finished products, count for anything, it
must be admitted that there is much to' be
said in favor of the old Italian method of
procedure. This, however, must not be
overlooked, that at'the time the old Ital¬
ians were producing such famous singers
the scientific world had not yet attacked the
voice. No one had ever seen the vocal
mechanism in action. Voice training was
still, perforce, a question of ear rather
than eye.

Edited, for July by

D. A.
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r IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VOICE DEPARTMENT
“A vocalist’s MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF."

(Changes in Methods of Voice
draining in the Last
Fifty Tears
Read before the Annual Convention of the Music Teachers Rational
Association at Cleveland, Ohio, December 27, 1928
them did they begin to think of matters
In the meantime a remarkable thing
had happened. Early in the nineteenth
century a wave of scientific investigation
and invention started around the world,
which has been gathering force ever since.
The aim was to discover the origin, the
what, why and how of all phenomena and
make practical application of the discovery.
This resulted in a multiplicity of useful
inventions—the steamship, railroad, tele¬
graph and telephone. The immediate ef¬
fect of this was to throw all of the men¬
talities of the world into daily and hourly
contact and to cause a mental fermentation
which is directly responsible for modern
art, literature and music.
About this time the scientific world
turned its attention to the voice. It said,
"Here is a phenomena worth investigation.
We must see how they do it.” (1 may add
that the examination is still in process and
bids fair to continue.)
When Garcia
(1805-1906) invented the Laryngoscope,
the scientific world shouted, "Eureka!”
and at once began to devise further ma¬
chinery to observe and record the voice
in action. But—and this I believe to be
true—as interest in watching the voice
grew the interest in listening to it dimin¬
ished. The vocal profession became ob¬
sessed with the idea that, if it could but
learn how the tone was produced and
could point out just what each part of
the mechanism was to do in production,
it would be far easier and require less time
to master the vocal art. How much easier,
for instance, than developing that intangi¬
ble something called tone concept. The
tendency thereafter was to ignore the
aesthetic side of tone production and make
it entirely anatomical.
Garcia said the Laryngoscope taught him
nothing. It merely confirmed what he
had always believed. And though he soon
saw where it was leading members of the
profession he was unable to restrain them.

Sleeping Dogmas
DEOPLE WITH a smattering of anatA omy and physiology but as barren
of musical instincts as it was possible for
nature to make them began training voices
according to the scientific method, and
the thyroarytenoid muscle which for thou¬
sands of years had been functioning per¬
fectly without any one knowing he had
The Golden Age of Song
such a dangerous looking thing in his
T~\URTNG THIS golden age of song in throat, was exposed on all occasions to
Italy'—the seventeenth and eighteenth the vulgar gaze, while each student was
centuries—there was practically nothing told how he must make it and a number
accomplished in voice training in America. of other muscles perform in order to pro¬
Our small population was extraordinarily duce beautiful tone. The fact that this
busy “digging in,” so to speak, and only wonderful little instrument had been pro¬
after this was in some degree accom¬ ducing good tone for ages without con¬
plished and they had time to look about scious direction was not considered.

When the writer began the study of
singing in the late eighties the scientific
idea was flourishing. One who did not
teach the “scientific method” might as
well take down his sign.
I recall very distinctly my first voice
teacher. In explaining to me the scien¬
tific construction of the vocal instrument
it was her custom to place her fingers at
the base of her ears and slowly draw
them down toward the collar bone, say¬
ing as she did so, “There are two cords
in the throat called the vocal cords.”
From her description one would think they
had their origin in the mastoid process
and were about eight inches in length.
Another famous teacher with whom I
studied in my early days insisted on hav¬
ing everything above the waist line held
in a certain position, no matter how rig¬
idly, before beginning the tone. In get¬
ting me ready for an attack at the dia¬
phragm, his instruction was so learned, so
involved and at such length that I, stand¬
ing there holding my breath and expecting
every instant the signal for attack, would
sometimes lose my breath entirely and
have to start all over again. He once
wrote me a four-page letter on how to
prepare the diaphragm for attack. Un¬
fortunately the letter is lost.
Another teacher with whom I worked in
the nineties always insisted on my having
my jaws a certain distance apart, the base
of the tongue depressed as far as possible
by yawning, the larynx held firmly down.
Under such conditions the soft palate
would of course be raised. The conditions
were then held to be right for the produc¬
tion of pure tone. Nothing was said or
done to help me to form a mental picture
of a pure, sympathetic tone. As I recall
those days there was not much time given
to explanation of the elements of musical
tone. The main thing was direct control
and plenty of it.

‘By
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(Continued from June Etude)
with John Howard. All of his books are
in my library. John Howard knew probab¬
ly as much about vocal anatomy as any
of his day, but in his teaching he
seemed t» forget that voice training had
any relationship with music. His mind was
concentrated on the machine and usually
on some one particular part of it. He was
likely at any moment to yell to the student
to tip the cricoid cartilage downward, or
some other suggestion equally simple.
Howard, like most extremists, was entire¬
ly lacking in the synthetic idea. He could
work but one idea at a time. If he under¬
took to develop power he would carry it
as far as was humanly possible. That it
sounded like Satan was a mere incident
which disturbed him not in the least. If
he undertook to extend the compass no one
could carry the voice higher. That the tone
was as hard as nails and as unsympathetic
as a cut-throat corporation did not dis¬
turb him.
All of these things which are drawn
from my own experience were offered tu
the singing world as pure science and with
tremendous assurance of success. This
much must be said—that the public rushed
to embrace the idea and followed it as
long as it had any voice. The wreckage
during the last quarter of the nineteenth
century was appalling.
I could hardly
overdraw it if I tried. But it is best for¬
gotten. That such stupid mechanics bear¬
ing no relation to science, and still less, if
it were possible, to artistic singing, should
have had such a hold on the public is in¬
credible.

The Last Thirty Tears
D UT HAVE THERE been any improvements in methods of voice training in
the past thirty years ? I am inclined to be¬
lieve there have, and I reach this conclu¬
sion from reading most of the books on voice
training which have been published during
this period. When one puts oneself on
permanent record in book form it may be
safely accepted as one’s confession of faith.
It is true that the books disagree with the
nature and function of practically every
part of the vocal instrument. We are not
of one mind on whether the vocal cords
are strings, single or double reeds, or the
lips of the horn player. It is asserted by
some that the vocal cords have nothing to
do with tone production. We are still far
apart on the falsetto. We have not reached
an agreement on methods of breathing, and
there is considerable divergence on the part
that the head plays in forming tone quality.
We have reached no one conclusion on why
one voice is contralto and another soprano;
and, in regard to discovering the functions
of the sinuses and the infundibulum
canal, we are, to use an astronomical term,
several light years off.
But the necessity for certain knowledge
Hobbies to Ride
on the subject is not nearly as great as each
AS MIGHT be expected the scientific one of us thinks it is. It is really only sec¬
■O*- method led to all manner of hobbies. ondary in importance.
But, notwithstanding this seeming lack
Oftentime a whole system was built
around one idea. It might be a peculiar of unanimity, I believe our lines are con¬
way of placing the tone or holding the lar¬ verging. The failures made during the
ynx, or doing something with the frontal last quarter century have forced many to
sinuses. In each case a single idea was a see that perhaps after all the mind of
certain panacea for all vocal ills inherited the student is more important than his
or acquired. I recall that during those days throat, that it is his mind that is musical
there was a magazine published in New or unmusical, not his body, and that the
York which devoted all of its space to tell¬ first step in mastering any subject is to
ing how to gain control of every muscle learn to think rightly about it. It is the
in the vocal instrument, no. matter how mind of the race that grows, develops and
small, remote or apparently insignificant, manifests itself in a higher civilization
by direct effort and held this to be the and a better and purer art. I believe that
only logical method of scientific voice more of us are beginning to understand
production.
that direct, conscious control of the vocal
During my student days, I was acquainted
(Continued on page 531)

in the realm of music, religion, economics,
Gluc\’s Operatic Credo
O Mores! Is there or where not. New ideas are not always
nothing new under the sun? Is it worthy ones; but the worst thing about
possible that such things as Gluck men¬ them is that they make us think, and that
tions existed a hundred and fifty years is a most disturbing process. Our mental
ago ? Listen again; “Furthermore, I have placidity we simply will not allow to be
not thought it right to hurry through the broken. Gluck’s companion operas, the
second part of a song, if the words hap¬ "Iphigenies,” proved, to all open-minded
pened to be the most important of the musical and literary people of the time, not
•whole, in order to repeat the first part reg¬ only his superiority to Piccinni but as well
ularly four times over; or to finish the air the superiority of his theories over then
where the sense does not end in order to accepted Italianisms. However, this is not
allow the singer to exhibit his power of saying that the Gluck theories have gener¬
varying the passage at pleasure. In fact, ally prevailed. They have not. The Gluckmy object was' to put an end to abuses Piccinni controversy is still with us.
We have, whether we know it or not, a
against which good taste and good sense
Gluck or Piccinni on every concert stage, in
have long protested in vain.”
The italics are not Gluck’s but are intro¬ every studio, in every practice room. What
duced in these quotations for purposes is music, after all, but a vehicle for indi¬
which the reader will readily understand. vidual greatness? What is a song but
They are so very relevant to the matter in something for me to use for the purpose
hand. Gluck’s own common sense and dra¬ of exhibiting, first, my wonderful voice, a
matic fidelity prompted him in these theo¬ strange mysterious thing—a gift—and next
ries; but, in truth, he had the support of my marvelous ability to do charming things
the early French writers, particularly Ra¬ with my voice. Here we have Piccinni and
meau, as well as that of even the beginners what it meant, both as to music for the
of opera who were themselves Italians. voice and how the voice came to be re¬
Naturally Gluck caused quite a commotion garded. Gluck was only reminding him¬
among musical folk, and the Gluck-Pic- self and the world of what a song is, re¬
minding us of the “interpretation of text”
cinni controversy ensued.
in singing. Consequently he was decried
and scoffed at, branded as an innovator
The n.eu> Disturbs
and guilty of vile uncouthness in his writ¬
HINGS that “aren’t done,” and no¬
ings.
tions that do not commonly prevail
(Continued on page 553)
are simply not to be abided, whether it be
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Attention, Piano Teachers!
(Changes in Voice VYCethods

METRONOMES
An Invaluable Aid in the
Training of the Piano Stu¬
dent. Gives the Correct
Tempo and Teaches an An.
preciatlon of Rhythm.
Our Metronomes are

(Continued from page 530)
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i the wrong method of ap- speaks so directly to the soul of the hearer
in- that all appearance of artfully prepared
direct control, that we play upon the vocal effect is absent. Warren Shaw in “The
instrument with ideas and that only when Lost Vocal Art” says, “The science of
there is an automatic response to the psychology is shown to be the real sci>me. at the theatre, while shopping
aveling, or if you find yourself in
right idea of tone and interpretation can ence on wh;ch the old school stood and on
there be beautiful tone and artistic sing- which aU rea]]y successful schools of voice
I pungent fragrance of Crown Lavender
Smelling
Salts clears the brain, steadies
ing. I am strengthened in this conclu- culture must stand. The old masters
aware of the scientific soundness of
and comfort.
ort. Sold everywhere. Schieftheir position. Empirical instruction was
Co*t 16-26 Cooper Square,
the only kind that was recognized or used.”
'What Other Singers Have to Say
Elbert Hubbard, that all-around thinker,
SPARE TIME WORK
Piano Tuning pays easily $2 to $4 an hour. Requires
once
said:
"The
best
way
to
cultivate
the
HOMAS FILLEBROWN in “Reso¬
about 90 minutes to tune average piano. Pay
nance in Speaking and Singing.” voice is not to think about it. Actions
to prevent the hair fn
, “The process of singing is psycho- become regal only when they are un- My methodlg the ont
allowed
t physiologic.” In the “Common- conscious.
If the
Get our free book-“Piano Tuning j
places of Vocal Art” Louis Arthur Rus¬
sell says, “If the mind be occupied with take
the thought of how the physical condi- soul,
HARMONY BY MAIL
The American Academy of Teachers of
tions are being operated, the art work is
defective, because of mental distraction, Singing, of which 1 have the honor to
Small monthly payments.
Piano, Band, Orchestra and Octavo work. We
Send for Prospectus and Rates. Mss. corrected
but it may devote itself entirely to the ex¬ be a member, in its outline of vocal the¬
specialize in book work; also engraved titles.
Music composed, send poem for estimate.
pression of the thought, and this can never ory says, “Good vocal tone depends upon
Send your mss. for estimate.
occur unless the physical means of ex¬ a concept of beautiful sound and upon a
OTTO A. C. NULSEN,
pression be, so to speak, self-acting, auto¬ sensitive and educated ear,” and adds as
P.O.Box 774
124 Government Place
Cincinnati, Ohio
further requisites, “Tongue, palate, lips and
matic.”
pronouncing, withClara Kathleen Rogers in “The Philos- jaw, all freely active
ophy of Singing,” speaking of the Italian out rigidity, and with d locally specialized
Have You Obtained Ymr Copy?
singers of a century ago, says, “They were effort for suppressed aid to the tone.”
PIANO DELIGHT
not
troubled
by
the
thought
of
how
singthe
general
attitude
toward
Also Self-instruction system for ad
ntains 47 Full-Page Excerpts of Pia:
Learn 358 Baas Styles 976 J
B
done nor had they even any ab- training in the past thirty-dive years, 1
>ieces in Grades from 1 to 5. selected
of Trick Endings, Hot Rhythms, Si
stract knowledge of the vocal processes, believe there is a tendency to consider
Dirt Effects: Sympho-J" —J *"■
in latest Radio andd Record
R
Style. Write fc
and local or di¬
but meanwhile they sang,” and in the same the
volume she says, “To relax all unnatural
control less. Some of us, at least,
tension and thus bring the body to pas- believe that all vocal action
sivit'y is to wipe the slate clean. When tomatic to produce artistic effects, and
5 done everything is possible to the that we retard this automatic action when
make the singer acutely conscious of
singer who may then trust
:rgize the every part of the vocal mechanism by
soul’s desire for expression
localized effort. As the vocal cords re¬
ENGRAVERS*™ LITHOGRAPHERS
will.”
Emma Seiler in “The Voice in Singing’ spond automatically .to the thought of
I PRINT ANYTHING IN MUSIC- EY ANY PROCESS |
“The. old Italian method of pitch, so every part will respond
I WE PRINT FOR INDIVIDUALS
instruction, to which vocal music owed thought of beautiful tone, if not prevented
ed 187c REFERENCE ANY PUBLISHER
purely empirical.” by muscular contraction. When habits of
s high conditions,
‘The Psychology of freedom are firmly established and all
David C. Taylor
Singing” commits himself unalterably response is automatic, the difficulties of
to indirect' control and says, “Perfect ' :e voice training disappear.
ertisers always mention THE ETTD
It identifies yon as one in touch with the 1
When yon write to c
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F ALL the musical instruments that
are demanding the attention of the
public, the organ is among the fore¬
most. Combining as it does the greatest
possibilities of tone color, of intensity of
sound, of facility of execution, the modem
pipe organ has been justly termed “the
king of instruments.” Not only is it one
of our most popular instruments, but it
is steadily gaining in popularity. More and
more have the mass of the people come to
love the wonderful music which the organ
has made possible, the soft, delicate shad¬
ings,' the half-perceptible melodies, the
thundering chords, the magnificent climaxes.
Vet how few of us have anything more
than the vaguest notions about the develop¬
ment of this marvelous instrument, while
that knowledge which we do possess is
scarcely arranged in logical fashion. There
is a reason for this. Strange as it may
seem, the extent of our information con¬
cerning the development of the organ is
very limited.
Most of what we know about ancient or¬
gans has been gained from a few treatises
by classical authors, coins, vases and dis¬
coveries of archeologists. A few obscure
manuscripts are the chief sources of in¬
formation concerning mediaeval organs,
while here and there are records by histo¬
rians. But there are comparatively few.
As we carefully review what material
we do possess, however, we will find
that the evolution of the organ naturally
falls into three great periods. These more
or less overlap, as is true of any of the
artificial divisions of history; but neverthe¬
less they may be fairly clearly separated.
Each period has certain characteristics
which distinguish it from the others, cer¬
tain developments which are peculiar to it
, alone. The first period concerns the devel¬
opment of the ancient organ from earliest
times to the eleventh century; the second,
the development of the medieval organ
from the eleventh century to the middle
of the fifteenth, and the third, the devel¬
opment of the modern organ from the
middle of the fifteenth century to the pres¬
ent day.
The first period is one of beginnings, of
crude attempts, for the evolution of the
organ is a very gradual one extending
over several thousand years. No one
knows just what set of circumstances
started the history of the organ, but it is
very probable that the sound of wind as it
passed over the open ends of some broken
reeds by a river bank gave man the first
idea of sound produced through a pipe.
He found that a number of these reeds
made in different lengths and tied together
produced varying pitches and that, when
they were blown upon and the ends 6f
those which the player wished to be silent
were stopped with the fingers, agreeable
melodies could be produced. In its more
rustic form this instrument was the syrinx
of the Greeks. Later, from a connection
with an old Grecian myth, it became known
as Pan’s Pipes. In a slightly modified form
it has been handed down to us in the form
of the mouth organ.

Eminent Specialists
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS ORGAN DEPARTMENT
“AN ORGANIST’S ETUDE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF”

Popular History of the Organ
By Mildred Ayars Purnell
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Tbhe ORGANIST’S ETUDE
however, seems absurd, since keys were
not invented until a thousand years afterThe hydraulic organ was very popular
for a time and was used extensively,
especially in the private homes of the
wealthy Romans and in the temples and
circuses. Nero is said to have had sev¬
eral in his palace. But the popularity of
the hydraulic or water organ was short¬
lived largely because those things which
at first were thought to make it superior
to the old organs were found to be un¬
satisfactory. The dampness caused by the
water and the great weight of the organ
were serious hindrances. A return was
therefore made to organs whose bellows
were filled with air by manual labor. This
organ, known as the pneumatic organ,
superseded the hydraulic about 350 A. D.
An excellent copy of an organ of this
period is found on the sculptures of the
obelisk at Constantinople, erected by Thet >
dosius.
Probably the greatest impetus given to
organ building and the event having the
most far reaching influences on its de¬
velopment was the introduction of the or¬
gan into church services by Pope Vitaiianus I in 666 A. D. It was some time
before organs became common in Europe.
Gut from the very beginning they played
a most important part in interesting the
laymen in organ music and the church
authorities in its construction.

with a beak-shaped mouthpiece identical of feeds very similar to the Pan’s Pipes.
with all the flue pipes of the organ. Due Here, too, even as with the pastoral
to its limited compass soon two flutes a Greeks, it is used by those men living in
bee or “mems,” as they were commonly wild, lonely places to while away the long
called, were played at the same time.
The Chinese invented a wind instrument
As the number of pipes increased man
found that human breath alone was not
sufficient to supply the pipes, and that it
rdlCWJjtfSbl HAPHUMCA KAMPOCb moA'uCK
uema-KoB'/tti Bcee\ a n/tnKojsecV swipawas almost impossible to keep silent by
stopping with the fingers all those pipes
crriAonnZnA'mpM HorneK'jwabai>«akhi
wliich were not desired to speak. Among
np°«tecrndioou. H nhtxi paja'dalua ficii
the Cilician antiquities brought from Syria
ntfEH € [A.& * € npb(>Orecmou>oa.ip«
ABA'b mere
H pooefi’b ib'Ba.yav
is a portion of a figure playing upon a
ci.srsNi>l,MiopWoRQ_r«.Hbin
m
musical instrument of singular curiosity.
noweem
The pipes are inserted into a small air
chest. The right hand operates a kind of'
cushion or air chest by which the per¬
qwciBAhbi
former forces air into the pipes. The in¬
strument is still on the breast of the player,
but he no longer operates it with his
mouth.
Charlemagne and the Organ
Father Kircher in his Musurgia (liber
ii,> P. S3) gives us a drawing of an in¬ TN 757 a great organ with leaden pipes
strument which prevented the simultaneous A was sent on request into France by the
sounding of the pipes. A slider (now Byzantine Emperor Constantine to Pepin
called a “valve”) placed under the aperture (the father of Charlemagne).
Charle¬
of each pipe either opened or stopped magne himself introduced the organ into
the entrance of the wind into the pipes. German worship after he had conquered
There remains one other connecting link and forcibly converted some of the fierce
between the Pandean organ and the first tribes living in the great German forests.
organ operated with bellows. This was The first of these organs was constructed
AN EARLY RUSSIAN ORGAN
the Mashrokitha d’Archin, a Hebrew or¬ by an Arabian, Giafar, and was sent by
gan still later than Mashrokitha. Here the caliph Haroun Al-Raschid. Accord¬
called the tscheng which was capable of
producing most beautiful melodies and had again an enlarged leather bag was filled ing to Walafrid Strabo the tone of this
all the fundamental principles which form with a continuous supply of wind from organ was such that a lady of the court
the
bellows-. According to an old story, died oil hearing it unexpectedly!
the structure of the modern harmonium.
In early times the eastern and Medi¬
Contrary to the usual method, the perform¬ in the temple at Jerusalem was to be found
er drew his breath in instead of blowing an organ of this type, which, when played, terranean countries were noted for their
outward. What seems so amazing to Euro¬ made a tone so loud as to be easily heard organ builders. Venice acquired special
from
the
Mount
of
Olives.
fame
during the early part of the ninth
peans is that the Chinese, even while on the
No definite date can be given for the century. But in later years their eminence
threshold of a great discovery, possessing
as they did what was in reality a small invention of the organ, but we can easily, passed to the French and Germans. Even
portable, organ with a hollow gourd for see that in the crude instruments of the the English at an early date took an activeair chest and bamboo pipes with tongues ancients existed the skeleton of the modern interest in organ construction, and some
of copper or gold, should have left to an¬ organ. To this period, then, and some claim from the writings of Bishop Oldhebin
other people the perfection and development years before the birth of Christ, we may that the organ was introduced into this
country during the seventh century. The
of larger and more perfect organs—and that ascribe the invention of the organ.
famous Bishop speaks of it as “a mighty
at a period more than four thousand years
later.
instrument with innumerable tones, blown
Hydraulic Organ
with bellows and enclosed in a gilded
Considerably later the Hebrews had
an instrument known as the Maslirokitha A BOUT THIS time, too, appeared the case.” Considerably later we find Chau¬
first hydraulic organ. While some cer in The Nun's Priest’s Tale saying.
(sometimes called hiudraulis or ardablis)
which differed very little from the syrinx scholars give the credit for the invention His voys was murier than the murie orgon.
of the Greeks. It consisted of a series of of this instrument to the early Romans, it On Masse dayes that in the churche gon.
Nevertheless, in spite of the advances
pipes of various sizes fitted into a kind of is generally acceded that Ctesibius, a natwooden chest open at the top but at the tive of Alexandria in the time of the made during the last part of the first
bottom stopped with wood covered with second Ptolemy Euergetes (250 B. C.), Penod, the organ was in a comparatively
oxhide. Wind was conveyed into it from invented the first organ with bellows oper¬ primitive stage of development. Little
the lips by means of a pipe fixed to the ated with water pressure. Its mechanism had been done as to size and mechanical
Egyptian Mems
chest. The pipes were of lengths pro- was exceedingly complicated and difficult to improvements. Harmony was unknown.
QTHER PRIMITIVE beginnings are portioned musically to each other, and the understand; in brief, levers operated in
(Part II of this article will be in the
to be found still earlier among those melody was varied by stopping and un¬ such a way as to keep a continuous supply August Etude.)
The air
peoples who show evidences of an advanced stopping the ends of the pipes with the of air in the air cavities.
was forced into the tubes and further
type of civilization before the dawn of his¬ fingers.
compression sent it through apertures into
tory; but these beginnings had less influ¬
“The outstanding difference between an
the channels beneath the pipes, while water
ence upon the later organ and consequently
Forced Air Pipes
organ and an orchestra is in the funda¬
are of less importance. The flute a bee ' I 'HERE ARE still today certain bar¬ pressure kept the air supply even. There mental diapason (or sir-called “cathedral”)
is
considerable
controversy
as
to
whether
(flute held sideways) was common to the
tone, found in no other instrument or com¬
baric tribes in the South Sea Is¬
Egyptians. This instrument was straight lands which have formed a combination this instrument was played by means of bination of instruments.”—Edwin H.
keys or levers. The former supposition, Lemare.

A SELECT GROUP
OF NEW NUMBERS FOR
THE BUSY ORGANIST

Clement Antrobus Harris
PART III

Providing for a Door
F THE shelves are to be provided with
doors, allowance' must be made for the
jamb plus the thickness of the door, as
these will take off from the width of the
opening into the shelves or compartments
at the left and right-hand sides of the
cabinet. I have known two whole vertical
rows of pigeon-holes rendered almost use¬
less by forgetfulness of this fact.
There is, however, a great deal of organ
music published which is below normal in
size and of various dimensions, most of it
wide but some of it high. In a cabinet
already constructed, shelves shortened by
the jamb may be utilized, for music of this
type. In a new one, one or two smaller
shelves may be provided for music of these

or at his church, concert hall or picture
palace, depends so much on local cir¬
cumstances that little can be said about it
here. The writer has found it best to have
shelves in both house and church.
If music is to be carried to and fro, a
strong leather case full-music-sise must be
provided. The smaller kinds which ne¬
cessitate the rolling up or even doubling-up
of the music tend to destroy copies very
quickly. The music very often will not lie
open on the desk. Besides, such cases will
not hold bound volumes.

Arrangement of Music on Shelves
S FAR as possible there should be
shelves to correspond with each main
division of the contents table. But as mu¬
sic of different types is sometimes con¬
The height of the shelves is a matter of tained under one cover, a strict classifica¬
personal preference. The writer has found tion can be carried out only in the cata¬
three inches a good working measurement logue. In the shelves, as already suggested,
—?o much so that he has several times a great deal will depend on the size and
doubled the number of shelves so as to shape of the copies and on whether they arc
reduce the space to this dimension and at sheet music or bound. Still, music under
the same time increase the opportunity for one cover generally consists entirely either
of original compositions or arrangements,
classification.
<■
All shelves containing sheet music and and I have found this a very convenient
bound volumes should be clearly labelled. classification in arranging shelves, the in¬
The labels should be put inside the shelves. itials “O” and “A” standing respectively
For. if put between, they will be clearly for the two classes of music on the labels:
associated neither with the shelf above or thus, “Marches, O”; and “Marches, A.”
In case the shelves already existing are
below them nor with the shelf at the right
not large enough to allow for placing mu¬
or left hand of them.
sic cross-wise, the different sets on one
Bound Volumes
shelf may be distinguished and kept separ¬
OUND volumes of music may either ate by putting in every alternate set back¬
be laid flat on a shelf or placed wards and one an inch out of alignment,
vertically, as are the contents of an ordi¬ thus:
nary bookcase. The normal or vertical ar¬
rangement has the great advantage of the
titles of all the books being seen at once,
and any volume being easily withdrawn
without first removing the others. Its dis¬
advantage is that when two or three vol¬
umes are taken out at once, the remaining
Reference has already been made to the
ones are very apt to fall sideways. This,
sizes in which organ music is published—
however,.can be avoided by having vertical
more varied, I think than is the music for
division boards at frequent intervals.
any other instrument. It need hardly be
The measurement, front to back, should
added that when music of different sizes
be the same as in the shelves specially pro¬
has to be placed in one pile the biggest
vided for upright sheet music—sixteen
should be at the bottom, for one can see
inches if a two-inch outer margin is to be
enough of a large piece under a smaller
allowed. Thus a cabinet of this size, front
one to be able to recognize it.
to back, provides the best accommodation
The making of a catalogue and of suit¬
for all full-sice types of music. The
able shelves and the proper arrangement
height of the shelves should be twelve
of music thereon take considerable time.
inches.
It is sometimes difficult to draw
But this will be as nothing to the time
out vertical volumes when closely packed.
which will eventually be saved. Nor is
This is best done from the top, and the
this all. Much forgotten music will be
perpendicular foot allows two inches for
brought to light. There will be less play¬
this.
ing of one or two pieces almost constantly,
to the neglect of others. The owner of the
Cases for Carrying Music
library will likewise have an increased
TTTHETHER THE shelves are to be sense of its value, and will take pride and
* * erected in the organist’s own house, pleasure in his possession.

-Adaptation of‘Piano VYCusic to the Organ
By Henry Hackett
Arpeggio passages are generally un¬
suited to the organ, and organists should
remember that, unlike the piano, the organ
possesses no sustaining pedal, so that what
might prove effective on the former by its
skilful use needs different treatment when
transferred to the organ.
The final movement of Mendelssohn’s
First Organ Sonata will show any young

organist how to adapt' arpeggio passages
to his instrument.
Accompaniments to sacred songs rarely
have an effective part for the organ, and
the repeated notes ' and chords frequently
found call for more sustained treatment
when played on that instrument.
—Musical Opinion.
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GU1LMANT
ORGAN SCHOOL
DR. WILLIAM C. CARL
Director

A thorough systematic training for
serious organists who wish to become
expert organists.
FREE
SCHOLARSHIPS
Write for Catalog

FALL TERM
OCT. 8th
17 East 1 Ith St., N. Y.

VERMOND KNAUSS
SCHOOL OF ORGAN PLAYING
210 North Seventh St.

Allentown, Penna.

for lessons and practice. Part Scholarships available.
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Here is a choice list of recent
publications for the Pipe Organ,
in which may be found numbers
to meet all the demands placed
upon the modern organist.
Price
Cantaline in BBy E. S. Hosmer.
Catalog No. 24497.35
Moonlight on the Lake
By J. C Marks. Catalog No.
24522 .40
Badinage. By W. T. Timmings.
Catalog Na 24435.
50
Grand Choeur Solennelle
By Frederic Lacey. Catalog No.
24393 .60
Souvenir Romantique
By Gordon B. Nevin. Catalog
No. 24407 .SO
Allegretto. By E. Commette. Cata¬
log No. 24433.50
Sonatina. By James H. Rogers.
Catalog No. 24337.80
Blue Danube. By Strauss-I.enmare.
Catalog No. 24229.70
Entree du Cortege
By E. A. Barren, Jr. Catalog No.
24390 .50
Estrellita. By Ponce-Kohlmann. Cat¬
alog No. 24385.35
Idylle. By C. E. Overholt. Cata¬
log No. 24357.40
By Harrison-Barnes. Catalog No.
24342 .40
Minuet (from String Quintette)
By Bolzoni-Barnes. Catalog No.
24340 .
40
Postlude March. Bv G. S. Schuler.
Catalog No. 24336.40
Short Prelude. Op. 123, No. 1
By H. P. Hopkins. Catalog No.
24334 .35
Short Postlude, Op. 123, Nb. 2
By H. P. Hopkins. Catalog No.
24335 .35
A Song to the Stars
By Ralph Kinder. Catalog No.
24383 .50
There is a Green Hill
By Gounod-Barnes. Catalog No.
24343 .40
To Spring.
Grieg-Barnes. CataThe Village Chapel.
By H. P. Hopkins. Catalog No.
24353
40
Plaint. By Parke V. Hogan. Cata¬
log No. 24136 .
.50
A post card request will bring you our
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712-1714 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Westminster Choir School
John Finley Williamson, Mus.D., Dean
Beginning September, 1929, this famous Choir School (formerly Dayton,
Ohio) will become one of the group which forms The Ithaca Conservatory
and Affiliated Schools. Three
and four year courses preparing students for responsible
church positions as . . .

MINISTERS
MUSIC

of

These thorough courses include
both private and class instruc¬
tion beside sixty credits of col¬
lege cultural subjects. Degree
of Mus.B.—also possibility of
going on tour with the inter¬
nationally known Westmin¬
ster Choir now on tour of
three months in England and
throughout Europe.
18 build¬
ings: dormitories, gymnasium,
concert hall, infirmary. Fall term
opens September 19.

Address, 701 DeWitt Park, Ithaca, New York
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ORGAN AND CHOIR QUESTIONS -ANSWERED
By

Henry S. Fry
Former President of the National Association of Organists,
Dean of the Pennsylvania Chapter of the a. w. u.

and

Orchestra

Department

(Continued from page 509)
all orchestras maintaining a standard rep- notable examples of melody playing for
the drums. The creation of a seventyUnlike their more aristocratic sisters in four-year-old composer, the Sinfonietta is
the symphony, the kettle-drums have had altogether modern in orchestration and
employs
the timpani with the bass trum¬
few eulogists, and such biographical treat¬
ment as they have received is of some- pets in contrapuntal melodic effects. For

are forcing theatre organists to be of feature
calibre as never before.
Instead of accompany¬
ing pictures, organists in sound-equipped houses
must now be prepared to make the organ yield
its full value as an entertainment unit.

Positions paying salaries of $50 to $150
weekly are so many that finished players
are practically assured of engagements
through the College. The talkies have
not reduced the call for well-equipped
organists.

CHARLES H. DEMOREST and HENRY FRANCIS PARKS
Famous Theatre Organists

SEASON 1929-1930
First Semester Begins Sept. 9th

FREE FELLOWSHIPS
to talented students.

Application blank on request.

COMPLETE WINTER CATALOG ON REQUEST

CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE
60 East Van Buren St.

(coiu/^Bulidi^)

Chicago, Ill.
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Robert Braine
CORRESPONDENT writes: “How
about playing by ear part of the
IT IS THE AMBITION OF THE ETUDE TO MAKE THIS VIOLIN DEPARTMENT
time? Is it so awful as parents and
“A VIOLINIST’S MAGAZINE, COMPLETE IN ITSELF.”
violin teachers say it is? My mother says
she will whale me good if she ever catches
me playing even one note by ear.”
(Signed) Young Violin Student
Well, “Young Violin Student,” the harm
it might do you depends very much on
how much of this “ear playing" you do
and on whether you study your exercises
and pieces from the music faithfully and
accurately, in addition to amusing your¬
self part of the practice time in trying to
play by ear pieces you have heard or in and is more apt to cause laughter than great men did. Many of the most famous
admiration.
compositions had their origin when the
improvising. .
In the same way the violin player who composers’ fingers were wandering idly
There is a great deal of misinformation
relies entirely on his ear for the reproduc¬ over the keys of the piano or strings of
about “ear playing.” Many a parent
tion of a melody and who has no technical the violin: Afterwards these compositions,
reaches for the hair brush or the razor
foundation in violin playing may be able born in this manner, were written down
strop if he finds Johnny (or Sally) letting
to produce a crude imitation of what he and elaborated. Every musical student
his fingers wander over the violin strings,
wishes to express, possibly enough like it
will recall the astounding feat of Mozart,
playing anything which comes into his
to give the hearer an idea of it at least. in retaining in his memory and afterwards
head without his eyes being glued to the
But he cannot possibly play the composi¬
playing, a mass which he had only heard
printed music page. The parents call it
tion accurately or artistically. So far the
once, and written down in a fragmentary
“just foolin’ round.” They have visions
parent who objects to his children doing
manner. Bach was famous for his skill in
of seeing their son in the class with the
ear playing is entirely correct.
old chaps who figure in the old fiddlers’
improvising, and Beethoven achieved as¬
However, if the violin pupil devotes the,
tounding feats in extempore playing. The
contest, fiddling Money Musk, Turkey in
proper amount of time to learning techni¬
the Straw, and the Irish Washerwoman
lives of the great are filled with stories
cal works, exercises and pieces accurately
for dear life, with bow held eight inches
of their cleverness in improvising, com¬
from the music, there is not the slightest
from the frog and feet “stomping” like a
posing and playing the compositions of
doubt that he can also get a great deal of
others, never having seen the printed
threshing machine.
advantage from spending a portion of his
Now let us have the truth in this mat¬ time in improvising and playing by ear. music.
ter. There is some sense and also much This develops his musical hearing and
The Improvising Gift
nonsense in this strenuous objection to al¬ talent to a remarkable degree. And if
lowing a violin pupil to do even the small¬ he goes to a concert and listens with such A T ONE of his piano recitals I recall
having heard the late Raoul Pugno,
est amount of violin playing by ear. It close attention and deep concentration to
will be readily granted that the violin pu¬ the music being played that on coming famous pianist of the Paris Conservatoire,
pil who plays entirely or even largely by home he may play part of what he has ask his audience for a theme on which to
ear will get nowhere in mastering the in¬ heard, the endeavor is bound to help his improvise. Several themes were handed
strument. His playing will always be full musical talent and his musical memory.
over the footlights by members of the au¬
of inaccuracies and crudities and, when he
dience. Pugno glanced at one of these
plays a composition, it will be at best but
themes, and, with these few melodic notes
Listless Listening
a clumsy imitation of how' the piece really
as a basis, proceeded without the slightest
ought to sound. He will never learn • to CO MANY musical students hear music delay to construct and play a tremendous
read music well, and, as a musician, he ^ in such a way that it goes in at one ear fantasia with an elaborate introduction, the
will be in the same class as people who are and out of the other. Not the slightest given theme, several brilliant variations
illiterate, not knowing how to read or trace remains. Others can go'to the opera and a difficult finale. No thinking things
write. The violin student who does all or to a concert and, after they get home, over, no hesitation—the whole thing
or most of his playing by ear can never play more or less of what they have heard, worked out before our eyes and ears
become acquainted with the literature of with considerable accuracy, although prob¬ without a moment’s delay. Similar inci¬
the violin, because he cannot read music ably not with the original harmony. This dents could be cited of the powers of other
power of reproducing music by ear is great musicians.
fluently.
Lord Bacon, in his famous essays, says, more or less a natural gift, but it can
There is no doubt that much, improvis¬
“Reading maketh a full man.” It is the be cultivated to a considerable degree if ing, playing by ear and extempore com¬
same in violin playing. The violin student the hearer concentrates intensely on what posing, engaged in by great musicians from
who has a good technical foundation, is he hears, with the intention of being able their earliest periods of study, had much
industrious and can read music accurately to reproduce it. Talent, like every other to do with the greatness they afterwards
will in a few years become an educated musical faculty, is capable of being devel¬ achieved.
violinist, familiar with the best which has oped and improved to a great degree. The
To sum up—it is my firm belief that the
pupil who spends a portion of his time in violin student should devote the major part
been written for his instrument.
improvising and trying to play by ear of his time to faithful, accurate study
pieces he has heard will sharpen his musi¬ from the music of the leading technical
The Road to Knowledge
cal faculties immensely. Besides, a cer¬ and expressional works of the literature
FAMOUS litterateur has said, “Read tain amount of improvising and playing of the violin, but that he can also greatly
constantly, anything and everything, by ear is a great relaxation from playing develop his talent and musical hearing by
just so that it is good literature, and you from manuscript or strictly memorized ma¬ doing a certain amount of improvising,
will in time become an educated man, terial. Seeking to compose music also playing by par and trying to invent original
whether you have had a college education greatly developes musical invention.
melodies and compositions extempore.
or not.” The man who can neither read
Every musical student who has read This leads to technical facility and thus
nor write is doomed to remain an ignora¬ much of the lives of the great musicians greatly increases the ability to play from
mus all his life. Just so, in learning the has been struck by the great amount of the printed page as well as to commit
violin, the violin student must learn to read improvising and playing by ear which these pieces to memory.
music accurately, for this is the key to the
vast storehouse of music which has been
written for the violin. The violinist who
understands the principles of music and
"I would exclude modern music from the early education of children.
the correct technic of the violin will be
By 'modern music’ I mean music which is ultra-modern in conception.
able to play a composition according to the
Make them acquainted with simple classics and the works of the seven¬
ideas of the composer.
teenth and eighteenth century masters. Let them hear, and if possible
When a good artist paints a picture of a
play, the easier works of Purcell, Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Schubert,
horse, it looks like a horse. When some¬
and Mendelssohn; and later of Beethoven, Schumann and Brahms. When
one without any artistic training tries to
this is accomplished, pupils have a magnificent foundation to work upon.
do likewise, he produces something which
They can study the modern masters and will be in a better position to
looks like anything but a horse. It will
appreciate them and to form a correct estimate of their intrinsic worth
all be bad drawing and out of perspective
titan they would have been at an earlier stage.”—Frank Thtstleton.

‘Playing by Ear
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VIOLINIST’S ETUDE
r6hat Soporific VUute
By Jean Taylor
“I can’t play those eighth notes softly,
(iuess I’ll use my mute instead.”
So the pupil clamps on his mute and
listens blissfully to the luscious tones, fool¬
ing himself into thinking that he is actually
playing the piece softly. Just so some
people still vow the earth is flat because it
looks flat.
There are just two points to be made in
this connection. One is that the mute does
not merely soften the tone. It rather
changes the quality of it, making it less
brilliant and clear and rather more dulcet.
The other point is that no mechanical de¬
vice is a proper substitute for the person- ,
ally acquired soft tones of the violin, as
rich, as varied in color, as the tint- of a
rainbow.
When a pupil uses his mute for passages
marked merely />/> he is drugging hi tones
in a manner which spells death to artistic
hopes.

"The great teachers of violin playing
know as much, even about the muscular
and nervous structure of the human body,
as do the great masters of physical cul¬
ture. They are anatomical scientists, and
it is only in the art of music that people
of a certain type of mind condemn science.
Sidney Grew. '

T5he ‘Bohemian’s Birthright
By H. E. S.
Since the Bohemians have always been
a pastoral people, content to follow the
paths of peace, they naturally'have chosen
for their favorite instrument the -oftspeaking violin. With this they can w an¬
der through fields and woods, making
music the while. The “fiddle,” moreover,
can find its corner even in the tiny cottage
of the peasant.
Here the family gather about on an eve¬
ning to listen to the whispering tones of
the violin. Sometimes, on gala occasions,
when the country-folk for miles around
gather for an evening’s merriment, the
polka or furient sounds joyously above the
laughter.
When a child is born in one of these,
cottages the parents wait with great eager¬
ness for some sign to indicate that the
child is attracted to the violin. We can
well believe that, drifting through the
mind of every Bohemian is the memory
of his being lulled into dreams to the
gentle tones of this, the most-loved of
musical instruments.

When playing in an orchestra or smaller
musical ensemble the violinist may be forced
to play from a clarinet sheet or a cornet or
saxophone sheet. A thorough knowledge of
the manner in which music for these in¬
struments is transposed on the violin is
therefore essential.
Music for B flat clarinet or cornet is
written one whole tone higher than the vio¬
lin. That is, when C is played on one of
these instruments, the tone that is sounded
corresponds to B flat when played on the
violin or piano. If the scale of C is called
for on the clarinet the violin, in using clari¬
net music, plays the scale of B flat or two
flats. Likewise, if the D scale is played the
violin uses the C scale taking away the two
sharps. The E scale being in four sharps,
two of these are removed, giving the scale
of D. From this we get the rule, “In trans¬
posing music written for B flat instruments
add two flats or subtract two sharps, as
the case may be, and play the music one
whole tone lower than written.” This is
done by placing the hand in the first posi¬
tion and reading the notes as if they were
being played in the second. It will be seen
that the violin can go no lower than the
written “A,” which is played on the open
G string. Clarinet or cornet music does not
usually run much higher than C, which is
taken with the fourth finger on the E string,
but when it does it may be played in the
higher positions in the same manner.
E flat saxophone music presents much

Vibrato
By Caroline V. Wood
A good vibrato on stringed instruments, familiarity with the higher positions opens
it can safely be said, is as important as the way for invaluable improvement in
good bowing. It is the vibrato which technic.
gives the pulsating quality so essential to
Open strings should especially be
music on the strings.
avoided, when possible, on sustained notes.
This being the case, it can readily be
The reason is obvious. Sustained notes on
seen that one who plays the violin, viola
or ’cello should learn to avoid open strings a stringed instrument are indeed beautiful,
whenever this seems advisable. The stu¬ when fired with a good vibrato, but on
dent should get out of the habit of play¬ open strings they usually sound plain and
ing too much in the first position, for here¬ unappealing.
Open strings cannot, of course, be dis¬
in lies the root of the trouble. This advice
is especially needed by those who are pensed with entirely, nor wduld that be
In swiftly mo zing pas¬
working without a teacher. They find it advantageous.
too easy to fall back upon first position sages an open string is hardly noticeable.
and open strings whenever possible. But There are times, too, when a sustained note
this habit is limiting and detrimental to on an open string cannot conveniently be
their progress.
avoided, particularly on the ’cello C-string.
It has been said that the hardest thing In such a case one will find that using the
about trying to overcome the habit of eat¬ vibrato on an unplayed note an octave
ing too much candy (or anything else) is from the played open string will give a
making up one’s mind to stop. So let the slight but unmistakable sympathetic vi¬
student make up his mind that he is not brato to the open string that is being
going to use the first position as a make¬ played. Most advanced players of stringed
shift. Besides doing away with much of instruments know this, but it is .a point
the necessity of playing on open strings, which teachers are apt to neglect.
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Sight Reading
By Alfred Jennison Tull
To gain facility in sight-reading the
student should write a melody, copy it on
three or four separate sheets of paper and
write the fingering in as many different
positions. He should go over the whole
until it has made a definite mental impres¬
sion. He should then take a copy without
any fingering marks and play it in those
same positions till facility is acquired.

Lullaby by Stanislav Sucharda.
(From “Modern and Contemporary
Czech Art,” by Matejcek and Wirth.)

the same problem. When the music calls
for C the violinist plays E flat with the
hand in the third position and with the
second finger on the A string. He reads
the music as though he were playing in
the first position always bearing in mind
the three added flats. If the signature is in
sharps he removes three. When it is in one
sharp this is removed and two flats added
and when in two sharps these are removed
and one flat added. The same rule applies
to B flat instruments. When in one' sharp
he removes this and adds one flat.
In piano or other music when the melody
runs in the bass it is taken the same as
shown here for E flat instruments except
that the signature is not altered.
As there are instruments in almost every
key it would be tedious to explain them
all in detail. The student should find no
difficulty in reasoning them out for himself
if he understands clearly that whenever an
instrument plays the written C, that tone
is produced for which the instrument is
named. Music in the C clef should be
given much study. Every violin student
should get himself a viola and learn how
to play it.
Warning against the habitual reading of
music not composed for the violin should,
however, be given, for, though a help in
time of emergency, it may lead to a faulty
technic if too often practiced.
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An absolute familiarity with positions
is essential in rapid sight reading. The
student must know them so well in scale
forms and in practiced exercises and pieces
that he can play all with equal facility
whenever they are required. This will
greatly improve ease and confidence in
playing.

"It is essential to a correct rendering that, even in the first pieces played
by a beginner, a perception of the phrasing as a whole should be acquired;
not, or is usually the case, regarding the bowing marks and the legato
signs as exclusively determinative of it.”—Carl Schroeuek.
When
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Violin Questions Answered
By Robert Braine

Teachers’ Round
Table

Ho question will be answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published.

(Continued from page 508)

rs old and has been studying sevmontlis but has very small
ds. What pieces should I give
Please give me the names of
some good duets of Grade III.—M.
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Master Discs

T3he

^Musical Home

<Reading T3able

Anything and Everything, as long as it is
Instructive and Interesting
Conducted by

A. S.

Garbett

1. You are wise in proceeding carefully
with this pupil, since musical talent is
often marred by an over-zealous desire
to advance the pupil.
- ' ' : is now well into Grade

(Continued from page 502)
“Fourth” which embodies instead the vital¬
ity and brilliance of pure optimism, thereby
presenting a strange paradox. For the
“Fourth” was written When the composer’s
unhappy marriage of-only nine weeks’ dura¬
tion had broken up in 1877 and when, after
a period of deep mental depression, his
health had given way, necessitating a trip
to the Lake of Geneva in Switzerland
under the care of his brother Anatole.

i, Lyceum and Teachers’ Courses. Repertoire
-sses.
Graduates in this school have
s well as in the United States and Canada.

bun. A May Day;
,wd Dale, Op. 270; F. P. .
ris Dance, Op. 1

wm
Playing ‘Dance 'Music

2. Anything which involves a conti.
mansion of the hand into octave [

Henselt, the Veacher

The Gree\ Lyre Club
T°..7he Etude :
.
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Public School Music
(Continued from page 510)

AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY

s^MUSIC

Chicago's Foremost School of Music
FORTY - FOURTH SEASON BEGINS
SEPTEMBER 9th
Offers Accredited Courses in All Branches
of Music and Dramatic Art leading to

DEGREE —MASTER OF MUSIC
DEGREE —BACHELOR OF MUSIC
DIPLOMAS —TEACHER’S CERTIFICATES
Under Authority State of Illinois
Thorough preparation for concert, opera and teaching
positions. Many special features, recitals, concerts with full
orchestra, lectures, etc.
Excellent Dormitories Offer Accommodations
at Moderate Rates

Unsurpassed Faculty of One
Hundred Twenty Artist-Instructors
Among these might be mentioned
Piano — Heniot Levy, Allen
Spencer, Silvio S c i o n t i,
Louise Robyn, Kurt Wanieck,
Earl Blair, Mabel Osraer,
Tomford Harris, May Doelling, Charles J. Haake, AdelI) e r t Huguelet, Crawford
Keigvvin, Olga Kuechler.

Violoncello—Hans Hess.

Voice—Karleton Hackett, Ed¬
uardo Sacerdote, Charles La
Berge, Elaine De Sellem,
John T. Read.

School of Opera — Eduardo
Sacerdote.

Violin—Jacques Gordon, Her¬
bert Butler, Adolf Weidig,
Scott A. Willits.
Organ — Wilhelm Middle
schulte, Frank Van Dusen.
Musical Theory, Composition
—Adolf Weidig, Arthur O.
Andersen, John Palmer, Lea
Sowerby.

Public School Music — O. E.
Robinson.

play French horn parts. As a temporary
expedient th ,1
la n > advantages,
The two instruments are written in the
same key and consequently ^ Probkms
of transposition are eliminated. The
melophone player may be encouraged by
this experience to undertake the study ot
the French horn. The tone quality o
e
two instruments is quite different, however, the melophone lacking the deep resonance and rich beauty of the French hor.n.
Trombone and Harmonium
HERE THE trombone is missing
the important parts for that instrument are usually assigned to the ’cello or
the double bass. Sometimes a trombone
solo may be given to the cornet, to be
played an octave higher.
The value of the harmonium, or reed organ, in a small and incomplete ensemble
fully appreciated. Otherwise many
an old harmonium stored away
obscure attic would be hauled from its hid¬
ing place to become the center of the small
orchestra. The mellow tones of the in¬
strument blend readily with string, wood
wind and brass instruments and supply a
rich harmonic background for the other
instruments. Some of the stops may effec-

W

Quite a number of editions of music sup¬
ply regular parts for the organ or har¬
monium, and, where this is not the case,
an extra piano part can easily be adapted
for the use of that instrument.

players and pouring over the parts ;•> find
the mistakes. The score also makt - con¬
venient the indicating of entrances for the
various instruments, a matter of vital im¬
portance both at rehearsals and perform-

Use of Scores
' I 'OO MUCH emphasis cannot be placed
■*- upon the value to the leader of the
school orchestra of the use of full or¬
chestra scores. Publishers of music for
schools are beginning to supply scores for
their orchestra selections, and this move

Wise and discriminating substitutions for
missing instruments tend to maintain an
artistic balance of instrumentation thereby
training the performers in the feeling for
orchestral effects. This will often lead to
an interest in the missing instruments
which is the first step toward inducing
talented students to undertake their study.

Public School Class Piano
Methods — Gail Martin
Haake.

Dramatic Art, Public Reading
—John McMahill, Tr., Louise
K. Willhour.

on their part should be encouraged by the
leaders who shouM equip the.r school
libraries withes much of this type of
ra ^ reading is not easjly
;
^ ^ .g me of the distjnguishing mark’
g{ g ^ musician Even during the proc_
^ of acquiring this ability the leader wil,
_gnd tbe scores invaluable. They make
practicabie thoroughness of preparation
for the orcbestra rehearsal otherwise impossible. The conductor can study every
effect in advance and know exactly what
to expect from each instrument in his orchestra. The score enables the leader to
anticipate the problems of missing instru¬
ments and to cue in the essential missing
melody and harmony tones in advance,
thereby saving time and energy at the re¬
hearsaL Th,s sav"’S °f time is of vast
importance not only because it means
greater accomphriunent but afao becau|
' prevents° the disorder which is so often
the accompaniment of the periods which
the leader must often spend in arranging
substitutions in certain instruments or in
finding and correcting false notes.
Time is saved at the rehearsal also be¬
cause the leader has before him in the
f
score the duplicate of every orchestral part
refer to the score on every uncerpoint or at every wrongly played pas-

Educational Study Notes
(Continued from page 535)

the songs he writes.
The opening section

• called the . Her Eggeling was born
If plainly in in Braunschweig in 1866.

Dancing—Louise K. Willhour.
Theatre Organ School—Frank
Van Dusen.
and others of equal
importance
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1. What is a Scale?
2: What does the upper figure of a time signature indicate ?

ADOLF HAHN, Director
DR. ALBINO GORNO, Dean
One of the earliest endowed schools of music in America.
Highest standards maintained. Artist faculty of international reputation.
ALL BRANCHES OF

3. How is the Augmented Sixtli Chord derived ?
4. Who was the organist who had Weber and Meyerbeer
as pupils, and about whom Browning wrote a poem ?

MUSIC AND DRAMA

5. What American grand opera has been most often per¬
formed in public?

Including OPERA, ORCHESTRA and CHORUS
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC DEPARTMENT—ACCREDITED
Courses lead to DEGREE, DIPLOMA and CERTIFICATE
The College of Music, fronting on new Central Parkway, is conveniently
located, easily reached from any part of the city or suburbs, and offers the
serious student
PRACTICAL EDUCATION FOR CULTURE OR CAREER.

6. Who is credited with having first employed the crossing of
hands in keyboard execution ?
7. In what great work is the familiar song, “O rest in the
Lord”?
8. Name in order the pitches of the Harmonic Minor Scale

Affiliated with the University of Cincinnati and St. Xavier College
DORMITORY
SEND FOR YEAR BOOK
Address all communications to the College of Music of Cincinnati

with five sharps in the signature.
9. In what sonata is there a famous Turkish March?
10. What is a Coda?
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TURN TO PAGE 548 AND CHECK UP YOUR ANSWERS.
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FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18
OPERA SCHOOL
ORCHESTRA SCHOOL
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
Courses lead to Teachers Certificate and Degrees. Faculty of nationally
known artists includes

LOUIS PERSINGER (teacher of Yehudi Menuhin)
Send for catalogue 29E outlining courses, fees and dormitory rates
MRS. FRANKLYN B. SANDERS, Director
2827 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Tohe Prima ‘Donna’s Waist
By H. Edmond Elverson
Early in the last quarter of the last waists that ever light opera “fan” had
century the name of Marie Tempest be¬ looked upon. Its eighteen inches of girth
came a household word in American mu¬ was its possessor’s pride.
Miss Tempest appeared for her appointed
sical circles where light opera, of the better
type then so popular, was appreciated. audition with the redoubtable Garcia. The
Those were days, too, when the prima master’s eyes at once encompassed that
frail waist; at least they seemed to see
donna of a light opera company had to
all the way around it.
have more than mere physical charms,
"Miss Tempest,” he said with calm but
however helpful those might be toward crushing finality, “go home and release
popularity. She must have a voice, and your stays at least six inches; then I can
she must know, too, how to use it.
hear you sing.”
It was into such a time that winsome
Miss Tempest did so; and, under the
Marie Tempest came, and saw, and con¬ guidance of her mentor, she became for
quered. Then someone discovered that she years one of London’s favorites in opera,
had still higher possibilities, and off she oratorio and concert, as well as later on
went to .“Dear Old London Town” for the legitimate dramatic stage.
All of which but points the varied paths
Now, at that time Manuel Garcia was to fame. And it is with this in mind that
still reaping the professional rewards of we are presenting to our readers the New
having saved Jenny Lind’s voice. He was Etude Gallery of Musical Celebrities, a
the lodestar of the aspiring singer,; and group of which appears in this issue.
to him went Marie Tempest.
These portraits and biographies, which
Incidentally, it so happened that those have been offered in past numbers of The
were the days of the “wasp waist.” And Etude, may he secured by correspondence
Miss Tempest had one of the “waspiest” with the publisher.

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Professional and Teachers Courses on the Daily Lesson Plan.

Degrees granted.

Departments in Piano, Voice, String and Wind Instruments
Supports its own Symphony Orchestra and Concert Band—Daily rehearsals.
Catalogue on application to Lynn B. Dana, Pres., Warren, Ohio, Desk E.
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ILLINOIS WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Four year courses leading to Bachelor of Music Degree. Instruction given
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ARTHUR E. WESTBROOK, Dean, Bloomington, Illinois
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“To cultivate art, to love it and to foster it is entirely compatible with
all that makes a successful business man!’—Otto H. Kahn

dmrinnati (fonserbatorig °fIUusic
BERTHA BAUR, President and Director
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INCORPORATED
INCORPORATED

AFFILIATED WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

Noted over Sixty Years for the Highest
Standards of Attainment
Offers courses in Piano, Voice, String
and Wind Instruments, Organ, Theory,
Composition, Opera, Symphony Orchestra,
Dramatic Art, Languages and Dancing.
Public School Music (Accredited).
Teachers’ Training School.
Master School for Artist Pupils.

Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees
Awarded.
Faculty of distinguished artists.
Beautifully situated within a ten-acre
campus, all dormitories and buildings are
owned and operated by this Conservatory.

Address Registrar for Catalogue and Information

Member of Nati

Dept. E, Highland and Burnet Aves. at Oak St., Cincinnati
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CHICAGO
MUSICAL
64th Year

COLLEGE

HERBERT WITHERSPOON, President
LEON SAMETINI, Vice-President
RUDOLPH GANZ, Vice-President

FIRST SEMESTER OPENS SEPTEMBER 9
> in
Public School Music

Osbourne McConathy,
Director Public School Music
More than 125 teachers of world-wide reputation.

Private

lessons only or courses leading to Teachers’ Certificates,
other State Boards of Education, and include all subjects required
of Supervisors in grades, junior and senior high schools, normal
Educit’0and C°llegeS and lead t0 degfees °f Bachelor of Music

Graduation and Degrees in Piano, Voice, Violin, Cello,
Church Organ,

Movie

Organ,

Theory,

Music, Dramatic Art and Expression.
pretative

Orchestra and Band Conducting
Brass and Wood wind

Instrumentation

and Classical

Public

School

Toe, Ballet, Inter¬

Dancing, School

of Opera,

Orchestral Instruments, Chautauqua, Lyceum,

all

Concert

and Languages.

Applied Music

85

In addition to the
offered in all branches.

DORMITORIES
Write for special Summer School Circular
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
1331 S. Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

P
M

'sysssi

I
ZECKWER HAHN

FREE
FELLOWSHIPS
to be awarded the first week of September to deserving students, who
after an open competitive examination, are found to possess the
greatest gift for playing or singing.

STUDENT DORMITORIES
Artistic and comfortable dormitory accommodations for men and women in
college building. Piano furnished with each room. Prices reasonable.
Make reservations now.

Teachers!
Let us send to you without cost Booklets
and Lists giving information upon the
MOST EXTENSIVELY USED TEACHING MATERIALS
Every Teacher will find this information Valuable c

COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

Address

CARL D. KINSEY, Manager

60 E. Van Buren St.

Chicago

A UNIVERSITY OF MUSIC
(Nationally Accredited)

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

Established 1867
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Summer ‘Practice

Detroit Institute of Musical Art
MICHIGAN’S FOREMOST SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Francis L. York, M. A., Mus. Doc., Chairman of the Board
Edward B. Manville, F. A. G. O., Mus. Doc., Pres
_V—
Students May Er
NOTED FACULTY OF 84 ARTISTS
Teachers' Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees.
Very Desirable Boa
For Catalogue and Vtew Book Adireee HENRY B. MANVILLE, Business 1
Dept. 2, 52 Putnam Avenue
Located in Detroit's Art Center

LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
A Department of Lawrence College
Piano, Voice, Violin, Cello, Organ, Composition, Public School Music and
Instrumental School Music Supervision. Courses Lead to Mus.B. ~
For free catalog address
CARL J. WATERMAN, Dean, Box E, Lawrence Conservatory, Appleton, Wiscom

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music
Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin and theory.
sd not exceed twelve dollars p<
Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music, Dept. 9, Ypsilanti, Mich.

COSMOPOLITAN
SCS®0L MUSIC4 dr44rmt4T,c
SHIRLEY GANDELL—President
Summer School, June 24 — July 27
Eminent faculty of 60 Artists. Normal training for
Diplomas, Degrees and Teachers’ Certificates.
Departments—Piano, Voice, Violin, Musical
Theory. Composition, Violoncello, Orches¬
tral Instruments, Public School Music,
Dramatic Art, etc. Students may enter at
Many Free Advantages and Scholarships
Piano and Violin Prizes
For particulars address—Edwin L. Stephen, Mgr.
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Box E, 16th Floor Kimball Hall Bldg., Chicago

N.U/i
SCHOOL0! i:
MUSIC

NORTHWESTERN I
UNIVERSITY
li
ar 1928-1929
MILLIKIN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
ning in music. Courses leading t
Bachelor of Mu sic Degree, Diploma, and Certifi
cate in Piano. V«_..
” o/imOrgan. Public Schc
Music Methods and Mus:
m Method
Bulletin sent free
V. ST. CLARE MINTURN. Direc

By W. HANLok
It seems that there is a great deal more
time lost in music practice than is justi¬
fiable.
Spasmodic practice and lessons
discontinued for different reasons not only
keep the child from progressing as he
should but decrease interest. Each time
he has to “start again” he has to overcome
the lack of agility as well as the lack of
interest. This takes time and energy on
the part of the mother, child and pupil and
is an added expense.
During the school term school lessons
and activities are apt to crowd out music.
Sometimes chilly rooms during certain
seasons of the year make practice at home
impossible. Why, then, should not parents
make the most of the long vacation period,
when neither interference is present?
The household tasks assigned to children
in the home do not often require much
t'me. They have many hours left in which
to romp. Some object to the heat; but one
is never so hot as when one is trying to
keep cool. Something to do keeps the
mind off the heat.
The child who has the responsibility of
definite practice periods enjoys his recrea¬
tion better for having completed definite
tasks. He finds that he has more time to
play, if he makes up his mind to practice
at set times and does it promptly, than if
he dallies around trying to put it off.
Practicing music helps to keep develop¬
ing the powers of concentration and ob¬
servation. But a child who has given his
mind complete relaxation for an extended
period of time can be bought back to

THE MUSIC TEACHER’S PIANO-SIDE READY REFERENCE CHART
Contains list of excellent piano teaching pieces classified for

serious study only with great difficulty.
If the music teacherjleaves for a vacation
or for further study he should leave sug¬
gestions as to summer work and should
likewise appoint one of his advanced stu¬
dents to overlook the progress of his
younger pupils. A mother who has some
knowledge of music and who has followed
her child’s progress can very often assist
the child to keep what he has already
learned and encourage him to advance.
The Etude with its variety of tuneful
pieces and accompanying descriptions and
directions will be of admirable service in
the home at such a time.
Even if the family is away for a con¬
siderable length of time there is usually
an available piano to he found and a store
where an Etude can be bought.
Those who keep up their music practice
in summer are more likely to enjoy the
company of others who play some musical
instrument. Thus inspiration is furnished,
as children all like to do as Mary and
Jimmie do.
If the mother systematically plans for
music practice in summer, shortening the
periods and distributing them during the
parts of the day most pleasant for practice,
the children will profit greatly. Bui she
should insist on regularity and promptness
in so far as possible during the season.
•'
It is well at the beginning of the autumn
season to provide little extra pleasures
for children who are faithful and who
have practiced in such a way as to accom¬
plish some measure of advancement.

Letters from Etude Friends

it St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Atlanta Conservatory of Music

Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Adams
TWENTY-SIXTH

ANNUAL SUMMER CLASS
FOR TEACHERS OF PIANO
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia

July 24th to August 8th, 1929
MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA
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Make THE ETUDE Your
Marketing Place
Etude Advertisers open the
Doors to Real Opportunities

ESTABLISHED 1857

A Hot Hote
To The Etude :
A little piano pupil of mine, age eight
years, simply could not remember the mean¬
ing of staccato when she saw a dot above
or below a note. Finally I asked whether

Teaching for Character
0 The Etude :
L 1felt that I could help my pupils
. _ friendly s---put soft colored oriental
turquoise and gold drapbefore lesst
iarly teaching
ug a mother brought

BALTIMORE, MD.

OTTO ORTMANN. Director
One of the Oldest and Most Noted Music Schools in America.

ETUDE
CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A GEST

Alice In VYCusic-Land

(Continued from last month)
Alice stared and stared at the words
printed on the gate. Could they he really
true ? she wondered. She looked again.
Yes, they were true enough. Alice sighed
deeply.
"But there’s no use sighing,” she scolded
herself. "It’s really your own fault. You
might have known that it would be just
as hard to travel through Music-Land as
is was to travel through Wonderland, what
with the mouse and the Mock Turtle and the
Queen and the Duchess and all the others.
Now, if you’d only practice, say—”
As Alice was counting up the hours she
might have practiced, but never had, her
eyes fell on a piano that stood on her side
iif the little gate. On top of the piano
smud two little bottles, one which had the
words printed on it, “Fast Tempo. Use
Sparingly,” and the other one, “Slow
Tempo. Use • frequently.”
The names

Gladys Hodson Leach

When you sing our own patriotic songs,
Austria is the only country that can
such as America or Star Spangled Banner, boast that her national song was written
have you ever wondered about the patriotic by one of the world's great composers.
songs which the children of other nations Most of the writers of patriotic songs are
sing? Today all the nations of the world known only for a single composition, hut
are so closely connected by cable or tele¬ Joseph Haydn is known for many. His
graph, steamship or airplane, that it seems oratorios, symphonies, chamber music, and
very necessary to know about the people, piano sonatas are loved and known wher¬
their homes, their customs, and, above all, ever music is heard.
their music, because music is the universal
The people of the Scandinavian coun¬
language.
tries have always loved two things—liberty
All people naturally love liberty, and you and their native land. The Norwegian song
will find that many patriotic songs are
based on the desire to secure liberty, or
Ndviu-au •
the joy of liberty already secured. One of
the greatest cries for liberty is the French
national song, La Marseillaise.
The words and music were both written
by Rouget de Lisle on the night of April
24, 1792. The author was a soldier and en¬
Hls.iotW LtlK
itwW
rrv fr1xAA&l'Y doYALS.
The composer of this song, Rikard Nordraak, was a friend of the great Nor¬
wegian composer, Grieg.
The official
Swedish song is sung to the same tune as
our America, but the common people sing
From Swedish Hearts a Sony Did Rise,
gineer as well as a poet and musician.
One curious thing about him is that he was
a Royalist and not one of the common
people who were rebelling. Although he
wrote this stirring .song of liberty, he
nearly lost his life in the French Revolu¬
tion, while his song was used as the battle
song of the Revolutionists.
The Italians have a favorite national
anthem which is called Garibaldi's Hymn.
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three grades compete against one another
Dorothy Bushell.
is one In touch with the higher Ideals of art and life

sounded all very well, of course, and Alice
remembered the many times she had read
them at the top of her music and then
forgotten all about them. But still she
thought very deeply before she tasted
cither bottle. Her teacher had recom¬
mended Slow Tempo so many times that
she was decidedly suspicious of it, and as
to the Fast Tempo, slie had always liked
that the best, even though it had gotten her
into plenty of trouble time and again. So
site took the top off the bottle with the
hast Tempo words, and drank it down
in one swallow.
The swallow of Fast Tempo made Alice
feel exceedingly good, but it did not help
her fingers in the least. As soon as she
sat down to play at the piano, they jumped
and leaped about in the air like excited
clowns, and in no way could she hold them
still. They would not play the melody
she wanted them to, and they hop-scotched
about on the keys in a decidedly queer fasli(Continued on next page)
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G has one sharp.
G flat has six flats.
Added together make seven,
D has two sharps,
D flat, five flats,
Added make seven.
A has three sharps,
A flat, four flats.
Adde4 make seven.
E has four sharps,
E flat, three flats,
Added make seven.
E has five sharps,
B fiat, two flats.
Added make seven.
F sharp has six sharps,
F. one flat,
Added make seven.
Seven is a magic number
In the land of Scales.
Always helps you to remember
If you learn these talcs.

PYlusical ‘Riddles
By Olga C. Moore
■Lmw SuiicLyQ Vuodv a. 9evcq
cA J rCzSQ..
by Adolf Lindblad. He was the teacher
of the famous Swedish singer, Jenny Lind.
The author of Denmark’s national song
is not known. The song has been used
as a national song since 1775 and existed

Dt. ^VvJI-Ms!

Garibaldi was an Italian patriot who led
his countrymen against their tyrannical
rulers. The melody and rhythm of this
song will remind you somewhat of the
Marseillaise. The Italians, who are an
excitable people, sing this song with a great
deal of spirit. There is some disagreement
as to just who wrote this song, and, if you
look it up, you will find two or three differ¬
ent names given by as many different
authorities.

Atajor Scale Signatures
By Gertrude Greenhalgh Walker

The Two Little Bottles—Chapter II

mothers about it. The mothers in t
quite Ukely to recommend her to their friends.
What better advertisement could a young
teacher have than her own playing? The per¬
fect willingness to play for a few members

1 Intea xor songs tnat^e
*40^^ Cord'S"
ing” like Wills "Be the Best of Whatever
Particularly spelling and meanXou Are,” and Cadman’s “Builder,” had him simlinh,
, sf,'<jomIs before leaving the
establish them as a part of his thinking and he think* Sfl at
words carefully until
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a
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hi,., .. ,n reimpairetf 111. ™
ember them until he reaches h
1 me he had
jot
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down.
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ir came with

-lesson the
_ to play the new
This helps a great deal, as the
'■ ‘ 1. just how it should

cPatriotic Songs of the Rations

By Annette M. Lingelbach

good a recommendation a
It worked! And at her next lesson, _r....
being asked what was meant by staccato,
she replied, “It’s a hot note.”
Elizabeth Joanne Schdlz.

PFAROIW CONSERVATORY

1 LflDV/1/ 1

1 and will try harder “to play It like

JUNIOR-

1. Why are measures of music like ad¬
joining fields?
2. What cannot be stopped but must al¬
ways be counted?
3. Why is rhythm like a doctor’s visit?
4. What in music never gives short
weight?
5. Which tones on the keyboard give
comfort?
6. Why are rests and notes like auto¬
matic traffic signs?
7. What is it that should express a
thought yet is not always allowed to do

Answers
1. They have bars between them.
And then, the great, country whose
language is our language also—England!
Her national song is God Save the King and
its tune is our America again. In fact they
had it first and we borrowed it from them.
The exact origin of this melody is not
definitely known. It was probably an old
Saxon folk song, but the English composer,
Henry Carey, is usually given the credit
for it. The melody is used as a national
song by more countries than any other
patriotic melody.
(Continued on next page)

3. In each, the pulse must be felt.
5. E’s (ease).
6. They tell us to stop or go.
7. A phrase.
My piano is a lovely thing,
I dust it every day,
And after I’m through practicing
1 put my books away.
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NEW YORK SCHOOLo/ MUSIC and ARTS
310 West 92nd Street, New York City (At Riverside Drive)
RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director
Junior Etude Contest

'Patriotic Songs of the Rations

How

T3eddy

Played for the fioy Scouts

As usual the Junior Etude Contests will be omitted in July and
August. Therefore the results of the April contest will be held over
until September.

(Continued from page 545)
The English have another popular pa¬
triotic song called Rule Britannia. Dr.
Arne composed the music about 1750 and
James Thomson the words. Beethoven ad¬
mired the melody so much that he wrote a
set of Variations on it for piano solo. You
will find Rule Britannia rather a difficult
£v\alft«d. -

£-oA
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song to sing and will probably agree with
the English people in preferring the simple
melody of God Save the King.

Japan's national song is very old, and
the words are very poetic. It is called in
Japanese Kimi ga yo.

1Y\(U| Bun qAat!rut £yw^La<h
tU cx lVu^saA,cl- , lJccl. Tin ibffusavd
v\cous shall u*W. rj Ttu so/wls 6-*
Hu tnovkUF rtA.Mj.'Tt SlffVLts OMcl.
Itt_a (Wt9S jiiTwt Th«c
i/YWLS fl.1 dk X- fA^vkiL. •
Sometimes you will find different words
to these foreign songs, but that is because
they have been translated into English by
various people.
The love of native land is common to all
people, and so all nations have their own
patriotic songs the singing of which stirs
the soul, whether the songs be sung in a
foreign country or in our own America.

f>\\ SdLj. Oaw virn. Scg.,{nj Hu daunts- £ctdi{
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Little Biographies ' For (flub Meetings
As a great many clubs omit their
meetings during the summer months, the
regular “Little Biography” series will be
omitted this month, too. Instead, a few
extra names will be considered—names
of composers who did very fine things
and who had a great deal of influence
upon the times in which they lived but
who yet are not as outstanding in the
history of music as the composers in
the “Little Biography” series which has
included thus far twenty composers from
Bach (1685-1750) to Massenet (18421912).
One really great composer, with whom
the “Little Biography” series might have
begun, was Palestrina, and the only reason •
that he was not included was that he
lived before Bach—with whom present
day music is said to begin—arid because
his compositions are all “polyphonic”
church music without accompaniment and
consequently impossible for Junior meet¬
ings to produce. Besides, there are not
given many opportunities of hearing these
except occasionally in the large cities. He
lived in Italy from 1526 to 1594 and, as
people are beginning to know his music
and appreciate his worth, there will no
doubt be more opportunities in the near
future to hear it than there have been in
the past.
Monteverdi was very important in Italy
as an opera composer. He even “re¬
formed” the opera as it existed at that
time and made several improvements and
changes in the manner of writing operas.
He lived from 1567 to 1643.
Alessandro Scarlatti was another Italian
opera writer of the seventeenth century

(1659-1725) and his son, Domenico Scar¬
latti (1685-1757), wrote for the “harpsi¬
chord,” one of the forerunners of the modJean-Baptiste Sully (T639-1687 was
born in Italy but spent, his life in France.
He held the position of "court composer”
to the King of France, Louis XIV.
Also in France were Frangois Couperin
(Franswa Kooper-an), 1668-1733, who
was organist in the royal chapel and Jean
Philippe Rameau (Ram-mo), 1683-1764,
who was remarkable as a musical child,
playing clavier (another forerunner of
the piano), organ and violin. He wrote
many operas one of which was revived
in Paris recently.
Another Bach, Carl Philipp Emanuel
Bach (1714-1788), was the son of the
great John Sebastian Bach and wrote a
great deal of very fine music in various
forms.
Some English composers of this early
period were William Byrd, Thomas Tallis,
Henry Purcell (1658 to 1695) and Dr.
Arne who died in 1778. Dr. Arne re¬
ceived the degree of Doctor of Music from
Oxford University.
These are some of the composers whose
names it is well to know, and those of
you who have good memories for dates
may find it useful to know the dates as
well as the names. But those of you to
whom dates are troublesome need not try
to remember them. Confine your efforts
in that direction to the more important
composers in the “Little Biography” se¬
ries—and there are lots of important ones
yet to come!

By Gladys
“I just hate counting! It gets me all
mixed up,” said Teddy at his music lesson.
“I know how you feel about it, Teddy,
but have you ever watched soldiers march¬
ing?’' asked his teacher, Miss Ray.
“Sure, I have,” said Teddy.
“Well,” continued the teacher, “did they
all march with the same step and rhythm ?”
“Why, of course, it wouldn’t be marching
if they didn’t,” replied Teddy.
“And your playing won't be music until
you learn to keep correct time, Teddy,” said
Miss Ray.
The next Monday when school was out
Teddy went to the studio for his lesson.
“My lesson is tetter to-day, Miss Ray,
and, say, that counting did help, too,” con¬
fessed Teddy.
“I'm glad to hear that,” said Miss Rey.
The lesson went well, Teddy making
fewer mistakes than ever before.
“I f you keep working like that I. shall
be proud of you!” exclaimed Miss Ray as
he finished the last piece.
Two weeks later the boy who played for
the gymnasium class was ill arid- couldn’t
play.
“The music isn’t hard, but it requires a
player who has good rhythm,” said Miss
Watson, the gymnasium teacher, as she
looked over the class for a substitute.
“Let me try it?” asked Teddy.
“I’m afraid it wouldn’t be any use, Teddy.
You know I have tried you twice before
this and you couldn’t do it,” said Miss
Watson. “I’m sorry, but rhythm is very
important'in the class drill.”
“Please, Miss Watson, just let me try it
once!” pleaded Teddy.
Miss Watson'hesitated—he had been so

M. Stein
careless the other times. But she decided
it would take less time to try him than to
talk. “Very well,” she said. “Come and
try this music.”
He took his seat at the piano, studied the
ti e j aft c, notes and tempo marks and
then started to play.
At the end of the second line she said,
“that will do, Teddy, I’ll be glad to have
you play for us to-day.”
The class drill went off finely, Teddy's
rhythmic playing putting spirit into 1 lnMiss Watson was called to the other side
of the gymnasium before he could say an
thing, and he saw that she and the Principal
were talking and watching him. But in In
hurry to get to the history class lie so. .it
forgot about them.
At his next lesson Miss Ray said, “Mi
Watson called on her way home from
school and told me how well you playo!
for the gymnasium class. And I have some
more news for you, also.”
“What is it?” asked Teddy.
“The Principal of your school wants yon
to play for the drill that the boy scouts an
to give on the Fourth of July.”
“Why, that calls for a very good player ! '
exclaimed Teddy.
“Yes, so he said—and he also said that
you played with the best rhythm of any
young boy he had ever heard. So you’ll
try hard, won’t you, Teddy, when it comes
time to practice the drill?” asked the
teacher.
“You bet I will!” answered Teddy.
He did try, and even the newspapers
spoke of his fine playing when the scouts
gave their drill on July Fourth.

Alice in FMusicLand(Continued from page 545)
ion, and as for rhythm and beauty and ex¬
pression—
“Oh, dear, dear,” said Alice. “I must
drink the other bottle!”
i

While Alice had been trying to play, a
great commotion had arisen in the garden,
and suddenly people had come hurrying to
the gate, and someone had shouted to
Alice, “Stop!
Stop! You’re ruining
Time!”
Alice had been too upset over the way
her fingers were acting to notice the

shouts or the people, and after she had
drunk down the bottle of Slow Tempo, and
had come back to play her newest melody
upon the piano, the people had vanished
as quickly as they had come, leaving the
little gate unlocked behind them.
The piano had such a singing voice, and
the new melody sounded so pretty to Alice
that she played for some time without
noticing that the little gate was opened
and that someone in pink had just put up
a new sign for her to read. When she did
notice that the gate was opened, she skipped
up to it. Just then her eyes saw the
fresh sign and she immediately thought,
It wasnt there before. Dear, dear, what
does it say ?”
“Music lovers and beautiful players are
welcomed. Please leave the gate unlocked
behind you so that others may come in.”
“Oh,” gasped Alice and stared again to
be sure that she was reading the letters
right. Yes, the letters with the round
black caps on them said so. And so they
must want her in Music-Land after all.
At this altogether beautiful thought, Alice
skipped through the gate and into the
midst of a tea-party.

??? Ask Another ???
1. Who wrote The Last Rose of Sum2. How many half-steps are there in
a diminished seventh?
3. What is a minor scale?
4. How many children did Bach have?
5. Name two great composers whose
names begin with M.
6. What is “legato”?
7. What-is the Italian term meaning
“growing faster”?
8. What instruments are used in a
piano quintette?
9. Who wrote the opera, “Manon”?
10. From what is this taken?

73he Question Box
The Question Box has not been very
busy lately. In a way this might be taken
as a compliment, because Junior Readers
are really supposed to know more regular
things and find out more extra things about
music than other people, are they not?
Also it might be taken as a compliment to
your teachers, because it shows that any
time you want to to find out anything you
want to know, your teacher can tell you.
But then there are lots of Juniors who
do not have a good opportunity to study
music with a teacher and are trying to learn
things for themselves or from their older
sisters or brothers. These Juniors must
have lots of questions to ask.
Then, too, there are many young Juniors
coming along and starting music who have
not had time to learn many things yet.
They must have lots df questions to ask,

Special Summer Courses for Teachers
Starling May 15th Students Can Enter Any Day, Six
and Ten Weeks Courses. Regular Faculty of Celebrated
American and European Artists in Attendance All
Summer.
Dormitory in School Building, Beautiful
Rooms, Private Baths, New Pianos.
^ Send for Catalogue, Summer Leaflet and Biographies of Teachers
Telephone Schuyler 4140

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
of the

JUILLIARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC
120 Claremont Ave.
New York City
FRANK DAMROSCH, Dean
A school for serious students.

Dear Junior Etude :
I am fourteen years old and have studied
music for five years. I was elected Presi¬
dent of our “MacDowell Club,” in which
there are fourteen members. We have an
orchestra which is getting along finely. At
each monthly club meeting we read from the
Junior Etude the little biography of a
great musician, which we find very inter¬
esting. We would be grateful for any sug¬
gestions to make our meetings still more en¬
tertaining and interesting, which any Jun ¬
ior readers might find time to send us.
From your friend,
Edith Gibbons, (Age 14)
22 Oxford St., Dayton, Ohio.
N. B. In this case we print the full ad¬
dress so that any Junior Club member caii
write to Edith and give her some sugges¬
tions or tell her about something your own
club has tried and found successful.
Dear Junior Etude :
1 study piano and like it very much. I
played at the last recital the Minuet by
Paderewski. 1 have one pupil who is my
sister. She is just reading notes from the
staff.
From your friend.
Chari.es Walton (Age 12)
Ohio.
Dear Junior Etude:
I have been reading the Junior Etude
regularly and was surprised to know that
the people in Japan, South Africa and so
many other countries take so much interest
in music. I think it is fine.
From your friend.
Betty Gardner (Age 10).
Florida.

Most of the questions sent in to the
Question Box< lately have been the kind
that required private answers sent by mail
(which-is always done, if requested). So
now let’s have some interesting ones sent in
for everybody to read and find out about.

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Founded by the late A. K. VIRGIL
(Originator of the Virgil Method, Inventor of the Virgil Practice Clavier)
Qnneio 1
C uVeaaa For Teachers, Players and Earnest
special
courses
Students of All Grades
For all particulars address: THE A. K. VIRGIL CLAVIER CO., or
MRS. A. K. VIRGIL, Director
Phone Trafalgar 9349 ^ other ADDRESS

Dear Junior Etude :
I have not seen any letters from New
Zealand, and so I am writing to you to
tell you how much we enjoy the Junior
Etude out here. I take music lessons and
like them very much.
From your friend,
Thelma Joan Green (Age 13).
365 Gloucester St.,
Christchurch, New Zealand.
N. B.—The Junior Etude has received,
and has printed several letters from New
Zealand and is always glad to hear from
far-away friends. But why not write a
little more and tell something about the
music and other interesting things in these
distant places?
Dear Junior Etude:
We have a real good music club and a
music history in which to paste pictures.
My mother is the music teacher. My
brother plays the saxophone, and I play
the piano. I practice an hour every day.
My mother likes music and so do I.
From your friend,
Elizabeth Ainsworth (Age 11),
Mississippi.

Answers to Ash Another
1. The Last Rose of Summer is an old
Irish Folk Song used ill the opera,
“Martha.” by Flotow.
2. Nine.
3. A scale in which the first half-step
comes between the • second and third de¬
grees of the scales, instead of between the
third and fourth, as in major. The pure
minor, melodic minor and harmonic mi¬
nor each have a different place for the
second half step.
When you write to our advi

Moderate tuition fees.

PROF. LEOPOLD AUER

(Answers at end of column.)

(flub (forner

"All branches.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
All talented advanced violin students will come under the personal
observation and instruction of

GRANBERRY
PIANO SCHOOL
149 East 61st St., New York, N. Y.
For PIANISTS, ACCOMPANISTS and
TEACHERS
MUSICAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH
SIGHT-TOUCH and HEARING.
Booklet

INTERNATIONAL &S5S&a2SS8f

Drama-Dance

MRS. BABCOCK
QFFERS Teaching Positions, Colleges, Conservatories, Schools.
Also Church and Concert Engagements
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

The Courtright
, greM,
.V?"£!feMTa?Sd0rKred °,he"- C“t*'OKU' ”f St”W System of Musical “ »>•-■='»
ALV1ENE UNIVERSITY
Kindergarten
oorrapm
66 WEST EIGHTY-FIFTH STREET
Mu.Lillian Courtright Cord, 116 Edna A e.,Bridgeport,Conn.

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL IlYWMToVA
Originator of the VIRGIL METHOD
Continuous Director Since 1891 of the

VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY
Send for Catalog

139 West 72nd St., New York City

“America is really a very musical nation, regardless of whether or not
our people have any technical education. Americans arc highly discrim¬
4. Bach had seven children by his first
wife and thirteen by his second.
inating in music and they know instinctively whether it is good, bad or in¬
5. Mendelssohn and Mozart.
different. They feel its potency and sense its effectiveness at once. Nor,
6. Continuing the tone of tme note un¬
taken as a whole, are Americans such ignoramuses in the way of musical
til the next one takes its place, with no
education. The first week in May teas ‘Music Week’ all over America,
break in sound.
and two thousand cities arranged musical festivities of various kinds during
7. Accelerando.
that period. The whole country gave itself up to music for a whole week,
8. First violin, second violin, viola,
young and old participating in programs everywhere.
America not a
’cello and piano.
musical nation? Absurd! IVc arc the most musical people in existence!"
9. Massenet.
10. Chopin Prelude in C minor.
—William Wade Hinshaw.
rtisers always mention THE ETIDE, It identifies you as one in loueli nitfi the higher ideals of art and ate.
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rteen and a sophomore in high
it year I was in two glee clubs,

MU SI C
very hard. I am looking toward to

A FIRST HISTORY OF MUSIC FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES
sons. I play pipe organ"flittk bit°Ca' 'eS"
From your friend,
Margaret Alice McFadden.
(Age 14), Iowa.
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PRETTY ROSEBUDS
H. P. HOPKINS, Op. 146, No. 1
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Musical Home Reading Table
(Continued from page )~39)
that Sunday evening as the performance
. . . began at seven. When I looked
around from my seat in the auditorium I
saw the grandest gathering I have ever
seen or ever shall see. Emperors, kings
and queens, princes and princesses, all
en grande tenue, the last wearing most
superb gowns. I remember I wore a light
blue crepe de chine tunique over a blue
silk shirt, with roses in my hair and dia¬
mond ornaments.
“At last the trumpets sounded a fan¬
fare, from the sword motive of the Walkiire, and, amidst tremendous cheering
and applauding, which lasted for some
minutes, the Emperor William I stepped
into the royal box.
“After the enthusiasm had abated, the
theater was plunged into darkness, and
sweet harmonious music, as though com¬

ing from regions unknown, struck my
ears, for there was nothing to be seen,
not even one’s neighbor. I almost held
my breath, and in the whole house a pin
could have been heard to fall, so still and
so completely absorbed was everyone by
those wonderful strains.
“Then, suddenly, the curtain rose on a
scene representing the surface and depths
of the Rhine, with the three daughters
swimming gracefully about, stealthily
watched by the Xibelung Albrecht. . . .
The silent attention of the audience was
suddenly broken by enthusiastic applause.
This, presumably, was the reason for the
distribution of a circular on the follow¬
ing day, ’ in which Richard Wagner pro¬
hibited all further demonstrations in the
shape of applause and calls before the cur¬
tain.’’

What is Singing
(Continued from page 531)
The Wagner Style

THE NEXT great controversy, practi¬

cally over the same question, was the
Wagner-.Meyerbeer episode. Again we find
in this instance, as in the former controver¬
sy, the reformer going back to the original
sources. As we know, in his later life
Wagner became so ascetic that he was
loathe to give anyone else credit for even
suggesting his theories ; but we do find him
mentioning both Peri and Monteverdi.
Wagner went so far as to abandon the aria
form almost entirely; and we have from
him, instead, a sort of flowing melodious
declamation, which is the very essence of
uttering inflection.
Wagner is said upon a certain occasion
to have waxed enthusiastic to a friend over
the beauty of a certain song he had just
composed, and, upon showing it to his
friend, lo, there were only the words. The
friend naturally asked where the music
was, and Wagner replied, “The music,
man? Ally, it's in the words!”
It is beyond doubt true that Wagner,

forced in upon himself by circumstances,
made this discovery. After being refused
the assistance of the great librettist, Scribe,
upon whom he called for the libretto to
“Rienzi,” he determined to write it him¬
self. In this first work he made a great
discovery, which he used during the rest
of his life, in all of his music dramas. In
fact, we have record of his declaration that
the true writer of song must be his own
librettist; that he himself could not ade¬
quately fit another’s words to music; that
both words and music must spring from
the same source. We must grant that this
is ideal; but the world so far has pro¬
duced only one Richard Wagner.
What is singing ? “The interpretation of
text,” as the reason for the existence of
song, seems to be established through the
ages since song has been known. It has
been lost sight of time and again, is lost
sight of to-day; but just as there have been
voices crying in the wilderness of the past,
just so at present there seems to be a most
noticeable chorus chanting the refrain of
the true use of the voice, utterance.

Free
Fellowships
WITH

Famous
Musicians
SEASON 1929-1930
First Semester Begins Sept. 9th
(40 WEEKS)

Contestants
Question

and

Answer

Department

(Continued from page 542)
the following pieces should be adequately
played, because their difficulties are less than
giving recitals I have them give a number bg those of the Mozart sonata. Program 1 :
Bach ami a Sonata. The boy is learning Beethoven, Rondo in O major, Op. 51, No 2 ■
Sonata in A’’ by Mozart. Do you think four Stephen ilelier, 2 or 3 Melodies from Op. 45
numbers for each boy and girl too long in a
recital to be given next season? Kindly sug¬ and 46: C. Reinecke, Scherzo, Bunting Song
gest a program including Mozart’s “Sonata and Toccatina, from Op. 77; J. Field, Two
Nocturnes.
in 1.”—M. L., Ontario, Canada.
A. Four or even six pieces carefully con¬
Program 2 : Beethoven, Sonata in G major.
trasted should not be too long. It is, how- Op. 14, No. 2; .7. S. Bach, Two Minuets a
ever. very hazardous to suggest any program Two Gavottes; R. Schumann, Six Alh.
without having beard the students in ques- Leaves selected from Op. 68 ; Hummel, Rondo
t on. By Mozart’s Sonata in .t, do you mean Villageois, in 0 major, Op. 122; F. Schnb
the one with the “Rondo alia Turca ?" If so,

How to Organize the Amateur Band
and Orchestra
By Ralph H. Korn
With a ready wit and words to match Mr.
worn makes organizing an orchestra a game
in which all public-spirited persons may take
Part and And, in tile rules laid down, a com¬
prehensiveness both satisfying and stimulat-

n amateur band.

are

restricted to

talented

students of limited means.

and

deserving

Competition first week

of September.

How do we go about It?"

Ureenberg, Publisher.

A Miniature History of Music
By Percy A. Scholes
Compression is a feat it has been left -to
Details as to how to tune instruments, moderns adequately to perform. We have
dress at rehearsals and at concerts, deal with essence of beef, kitchenettes and a fad for
absentees,” care for instruments and furnish slenderness. Now comes the history of music
the rehearsal quarters ore-clearly explained, related in fifty-three small pages.
ihe conductor is richer for a whole chapter
Most amazing fact, there is in this book
ot concise directions. The relations between condensation without malformation. The au¬
conductor and manager are clarified. The thor, moreover, through his originality of
local composer is given unlooked-for recogui- thought, includes ideas which, beside bulkier
The matter of programs is not neg¬ but far more barren volumes, seem luxuriant¬
lected. And, throughout the hook, the impor. ly fertile—a characterization of Debussy's
cance ot women in the amateur organization works, for instance, of surpassing keenness.
18 properly stressed.
If our reasoning Is, ,lWc ar going to have
Oxford University Press.

Application blank on request.
Complete winter catalogue on request.
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Early Preparation for Next
Season’s Teaching
A suitable supply of teaching material is
one of the important problems facing the
music teacher at the beginning of each

1929
1928
1927

FORTY YEARS OF DELIGHT

JLIST
read this letter from an Etodf. Friend, and imagine
how immensely inspired we are to go on making The Etude
better and better with every issue. Many subscribers have
had The Etude since the very first issue.

1899
1900

1926
1901
While it is not always possible to know
in advance exactly how many pupils will
1925
1902
“I would not be without my beloved Etude. I have
be enrolled, yet there is usually little
been
a
reader
of
the
magazine
since
1889,
and
a
sub¬
doubt as to the renewal of music study on
1924
scriber since 1892, when I began teaching piano, or
1903
the part of most of one's usual following
for
about
40
years.
1923
and there are always new beginners in
“It is one of the few things left which never deteri¬
1904
prospect. Continued interest in music
orates, and constantly improves. 1 have all the num¬
1922
study is largely due to some special ef¬
bers since 1892, and would not part with one. Yohr
1905
forts on the part of teachers who not only
1921
last number was a wonderful issue. Success and
preach the gospel of music, but also make
congratulations to you.”
the work so attractive and gain such
1906
1920
results that the liking for music study is
We are editing The Etude so that we may look forward
kept alive and made a definite part of
1919
1907
to thousands of letters like this in 1969, among which we
each student's activities.
cordially hope that yours may be included.
Next to the teacher's personal influence
1918
1908
nothing adds so much to the success of
the work as properly selected music, in¬
1917 - - 1916 -- 1915 - 1914 - 1913 - 1912 -- 1911 - 1910 - 1909
cluding instruction books, studies and
pieces for study and recreation. All such
supplies should he at hand the moment the
season's work begins. It is better to have
Advance of Publication Offers—July, 1929
too much instead of too little to choose
Paragraphs on These Forthcoming Publications will be found under These Notes.
from, and the teacher who can start the
These Works are in the course of Preparation and Ordered Copies will be
first hour’s work with an appropriate and
delivered when ready.
pleasant task in the wav' of a useful and
pleasing piece, a progress-making set of
e Violin—Frederick E.
studies, or a modern instruction book, has
;e Idyls—Piano—Lily Strioi
at least made a creditable start. It is un¬
wise and really unnecessary to keep a
Fox Ste
pupil waiting for something to come by
New Piano 2 bum for Young Playi
mail when an “early order” for music
New Rhythm : Orchestra Collechc
supplies will inevitably put all the need¬
American Cousinsful items in one's hands well before the
season starts. Getting a supply of music,
Chorus—
etc., on an “early order” is not the least
The
Ten
-h'.T'"3
bit complicated—just a plain statement as
Stewaj
to what is wanted and when, will safe¬
guard any teacher from 99 per cent of
the worry incidental to this annual ques¬
tion of supplies for the studio. Orders of
this kind received by August 1st, mention¬
attended special classes at the Pennsyl¬
Our Cover for This Month
ing this notice, will‘be delivered at a sav¬
vania School of Industrial Arts, and after
ing of at least half the transportation
The cover, “The Marionette Opera,” on graduating from high school, took the
charges.
this issue of The Etude provides not only four-year course in illustration at this
an interesting and attractive decoration school.
for the magazine, but also serves to re¬
Since her childhood days. Miss Shaffer
New Rhythmic Orchestra
mind that some renowned composers ac¬ lias not only seen The Etude coining into
Collection
tually wrote operas for Marionette per¬ her home, but has enjoyed it in her study
The rhythmic orchestra, so popular to¬ formance. Upon another page of this of music. Thus, it was only natural that
day, is derived directly from the Toy Sym¬ issue, mention is made of several.
early in her career in the field of art that
The original of this cover was executed she should have been inspired to paint a
phony of old. Ever since the famous Toy
Symphony of Haydn, similar works have in oils by Verna Evelyn Shaffer. Miss cover for The Etude.
been produced with enthusiastic success. Shaffer evinced a desire’to be an artist at
Among the older writers. Romberg and an early age when a little tot in kinder¬
Andre were conspicuous. The rhythmic garten classes in Scranton, Pa., to which Our Little American Cousins
orchestra at present is on a somewhat her parents moved when she was but four Six Characteristic Pieces with Words
for THE Pianoforte
different basis. It is used to aid in the years of age. New York City was her
By I.AI.I.A Ryckoff
development of a sense of rhythm in birthplace.
young music students and as an intro¬
Miss Shaffer's talent is inherent. Her
This is a fascinating little book of rec¬
duction to ensemble playing. We take father, in his youth, showed marked tal¬ reations written in highly characteristic
pleasure in announcing that we have in ents, but circumstances forced him into a vein.
Americanism “sticks out” all
preparation a new collection which con¬ business which afforded him no time to through it. Young players will attack
tains a series of very attractive numbers, study art. Profiting by bis own experi¬ these pieces with vim and enthusiasm. It
none of which will be found in any other ence, he provided for his daughter the may be considered as a nearly secondbook. This new collection will contain opportunities to study art that he missed. grade book suitable to accompany any
such popular numbers as Jolly Darkies by In 1918, the family came to Philadelphia, instruction book or graded course.' The
Bechter, Drum, Fife and Trumpet. by- and here Miss Shaffer completed her pieces are especially adapted for recital
Franklin, and Sony of the Drum by Risher. grammar school classes and later became work.
There will be separate parts for' each of a graduate of West Philadelphia High
The special introductory price in ad
the instruments, a complete piano part School.
vance of publication is 39 cents per com
and a teacher's score. A11 of the regular
During high school years. Miss Schaffer postpaid.
1
'■
percussion instruments are employed" and
in some numbers there are occasional ad
libitum parts for certain instruments of
pitch and also an occasional very easy
violin part. These additional parts give
Every Man Owes Some of His Time to the Upvariety to rhythmic orchestra work and
keep up the juvenile interest. The ad¬
building of the Profession to Which He Belongs.
vance of publication price for the com¬
plete work is $1.00 postpaid. This in¬
cludes the conductor's score, piano part
—Theodore Roosevelt
and all instrumental parts.

Summer Reading
Next fall there are going to be many
teachers who will begin teaching with a
greater zest and more assurance than, ever
before, and there will be many studerits
of music who will take up their studies
with a more intense interest than in any
previous season. Who will deny that such
teachers and students will be immensely
successful in their work next fall as com¬
pared with those who face the opening of
a new season not quite sure what it is all
about and fully conscious that others are
“head and shoulders” above them in mu¬
sical endeavors?
Those possessing that intangible force
that gives them the urge to accomplish
much, in the great majority of eases will
be those who use odd moments between
now and the fall for adding t.. their mu¬
sical knowledge, gaining new ideas and a
substantial foundation for a real under¬
standing of different things they will
meet in future musical progress.
There are hosts of books on interesting
musical subjects that everyone interested
in music will profit by reading. You can
make a choice of one or more to have
convenient for summer reading by send¬
ing to the Theodore Presser Co ,,r a free
copy of the “Descriptive Catalog of
Theoretical Works and Musical I.itera-j
ture." Send a postal to-day for your copy.
Classic and Modern Band and
Orchestra Collection
By Joseph E. Maddv and
Wii.
> Wii
Now that our Concert Orrhe. t,
completed, editorial work will
dited upon this new and import.
tion. This collection either fur
lor orchestra, will be adiniralilv adapted
for exhibition purposes and for
It will contain some standard in
entirely- new arrangements, togr
important works by contempora r
The instrumentation will be full
with something to do for even
In ordering, be sure to state wi ich band,
or which orchestra parts are
since the parts are not inter*between the band and the orchesl
eial introductory price in advane
lication for instrumental part-. < itlier for
hand or orchestra, is 25 cents c;
paid. The piano aceoinpanimen C for the
orchestra book is offered at 4u cents, i
advance of publication.
Book of Trios
For Piano, Violin and Cello
This book is one that, we believe, wii
appeal to that constantly increasing num
her of orchestra players who find enjoy
ment and profitable experience in ensem
ble playing. With the increase in schoa
orchestras there is a great number o
very capable string players who desire t
do trio work but who find even the easie
classic writings of the masters just a bi
too difficult. Tlie Book of Trios is bein|
arranged with just this particular grou)
in mind. It will contain splendidly effec
five arrangements of some of the best aii(
most suitable numbers in our catalog, to
gether with a few pieces hv standari
"riters—making a book, the contents o
ivhieh will not be found in anv othe
similar work. The arrangements have «1
been made with the greatest care, and al
parts have been kept within reason
able bounds, the 'cello part in particulai
not going out of the bass clef. The partare very evenly arranged, giving eacl
Plaver plenty to do.
The special introductory price in advanci
of publication is 75 cents a copy, postpaid

Easy Compositions for the De¬

JULY 1929
New Piano Album for

velopment of Technic and

Young Pf. ayers

Tonality
For the Pianoforte
By N. Louise Wrioht
Miss N. Louise Wright invariably has
something good to say; her easy teach¬
ing pieces are models of their kind, and
her studies, while interesting to play, con¬
tain much valuable educational material.
The new set of studies stresses some of
the more unusual keys, keys not usuallyfound in elementary books. In addition
each study has rhythmic and technical

The teacher of to-day realizes the ad¬
vantages of giving pleasing recreation ma¬
terial along with the regular course of
studies, as an attractive piece will do much
towards retaining the young students in¬
terest in music study. ‘ An album of well
selected pieces offers the most economical
method of supplying this material. Our
New Piano Album for Young Players will
contain a generous number of easy piano
pieces selected from our recent sheet music
publications printed from the special large
plates. At the advance of publication
special price, 35 cents, postpaid, it is a
genuine bargain.

V*The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents each, post¬
paid.

Blue Ridge Idyls
Light Opera Production
For School and Community
By Gwynne Burrows
This is a book for which has been a de¬
mand for a. long time. There are a thou¬
sand and one details in connection with
light opera production which may far bet¬
ter be brought to the attention of the
amateur conductor and stage manager in
- this manner, rather than that they be
learned in the school of bitter experience.
This is one of the most practical books of
its kind that we have ever seen, contain¬
ing all the necessary instructions for put¬
ting on an amateur production in a prac¬
tical, inexpensive, yet professional appearTlie special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 60 cents per copy.

Studies in Musicianship
For mu Pianoforte—Book IV
Select Studies from Stephen Hei.i.kr
Edited by Isidor Philipp
Fortunately for those who. prior to this
date, have not taken advantage of previ¬
ous opportunities to get this, the last hook
of the remarkable series of selected Heller
studies edited by Isidor Philipp, the time
consumed in getting proofs back and forth
from Philadelphia to Paris is keeping
Book IV’ on the unpublished list a little
while longer. This permits the continued
acceptance of orders for copies at the low
advance of publication offer of (iO cents,
postpaid. The three preceding books are
now on tire market, the regular price of
each being $1.25.
Many hading teachers who have been
partial to the excellent studies written by
Stephen Heller are delighted with the vol¬
umes that have thus far appeared, since
they give the best and most useful studies
from the well-known opuses and also many
gems that have been hidden away in the
midst of a voluminous mass of studies
representing the less frequently used
groups of Heller studies. Beginning with
Volume I, continuing on through the work,
these studies are arranged in progressive
order.
Every piano teacher should be ac¬
quainted with the study works of Stephen
Heller, and this compilation is the most
desirable form in which to meet them.

Fiddlin’ for Fun, or Playtime
for the Young Violinist
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World of Music

A Method for the Youngest Beginner
By Rob Roy Peery
THE PENNSYLVAJS i STATE COUNCIL
the National Associ:
Here is a little instruction book which of
its Ninth Annual Couvei
makes elementary violin work thoroughly
enjoyable. One of the reasons why violin
and Neil Baird as lead
study was not more universally cultivated
in past years lies in the fact that the in¬
troductory material was usually dry and
uninteresting. This has all been changed
and this new book is along the most
modern lines. Everything is melodious festival, in the Municipal Stadium, on the ei
of May 7th„ under the direction of I
from tlie very beginning, and the posi¬ ning
Franklin Hoxt<- ™«tion of tile fingers on the strings and tlie
s from New York and Deti
various bowings are developed naturally
and logically.
FIFTH HASLEMERE FESTIVAL
The special introductory price in ad¬ of THE
music of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen¬
vance of publication is 40 cents per copy, turies, given by the Dolmetsch family which
postpaid.

Suite for the Pianoforte
By Lily- Strickland
The composer, Lily Strickland, is Very
Necessary Jingles
don, oh June 4tli to 6th.
widely known through her many success”For the Pianoforte
ful songs and piano pieces. The Blue.
THE ANX1
By Blanche Fox Steenman
Ridge Idyls constitute a set of piano
FESTIVAL occurred this
pieces in characteristic vein, embodying
Tills little work may be used in con junc¬ 15th in Converse Collegi
__
tlie composer’s impressions of some of’ her tion with any other beginner’s book for Georges Barrere, Benjamin L. Blackwell and
native scenes. This new work is now on tiny tots. A large amount of subject Ward-Stephens as conductors, and with Louise
Dorothea Flexer, Cilia Pinnera, Frederic
tlie press and copies will be ready very matter is covered, but it is presented in Lerch,
Baer and Frederick Jagel as leading soloists.
such an attractive manner that it is easily The Converse College Chora! Society of two
The special introductory price in ad¬ grasped by even the youngest pupil. The hundred and foriy voices and a Children's Chorus
five hundred voices furnished the choral bul¬
vance of publication is 00 cents per copy, following technical points are covered: of
wark of the event. "Cavalleria Rustic-ana” hv
postpaid.
Independence of Fingers, Thumb Prepara¬ Mascagni and Mendelssohn’s “Watpurgis Night”
tion for .Scales, Key Grouping in Scales, were the principal choral offerings.
Fingering of Seales, Triads and Arpeggios
Algerian Dances
(Crossing. Hands), Wrist Work and
THE CONCF.RTGEB0U’ ORCHESTRA, of
msterdam, Holland. <mv„ ir11 May two concerts in
Chromatic Scales. Each technical problem
erlin, under the di
if Willem Mengelbere.
is worked out with appropriate verses and
This new publication is very nearly pen drawings and the child’s interest Is
ready but the special introductory offer thus stimulated throughout.
The special introductory price in ad¬
will be continued during the current
month. It is a Suite that will afford vance of publication is 30 cents a copy,
..THE OPERA COMPANY of the Theatf
splendid program material for any good postpaid.
Hiririfbas visited Paris where, beginning or
player, and for dancing purposes in the
oriental manner it is incomparable. These
The Tempest
dances were written especially for Ruth
St. Denis.
Suite for Organ
d THE^ ROYAL OPERA OF^ SWEDEN proThe special introductory price in ad¬
By H. J. Stewart
vance of publication is 60 cents per copy,
In these days of improved organs, hav¬
ing all the orchestral colors and complete
mechanical accessories, a type of music
Requiem Mass
may be written for this instrument which
SHEET MUSIC AND BOOKS. I
not so long ago would not have been of more than fifteen million dollars, were sold
For Two-Part Chorus
the Lnited States during 192k, according to
attempted. The organ is used so much ain repon
By Geremia M. Fabrizi
ofjhe Census Bureau. This is an in
nowadays
out
of
church,
for
the
theater,
Every Catholic organist is invited to
twenty-five per cent
avail himself of the opportunity afforded for picture playing and in recital work, of the music publishing than
houses are in New York;
that
much
colorful
music
is
necessary.
eighteen per cent in Illinois; eight per cent
by the special advance of publication price,
The
new
Suite
by
Dr.
Stewart
is
a
veryin
Massachusetts;
seve,
35 cents, to become acquainted with this
with Ohio and Misso
fine
example
of
what
can
be
done.
Tlie
useful Requiem. Especially in parishes
where the week-day Masses are sung by various numbers of this Suite are melodi¬
the school children will it find favor, al¬ ous and not too difficult to play. They
COMPETITIONS
though convents, academies and seminaries are all well worth study and will prove
may also include it in the repertoire of satisfying for a variety of purposes.
TIIE SWIFT AND COMPANY PRIZE of
The special introductory price in ad¬ ' e hundred
for '
'
' dollars,
' ”
tting of Catherine
their choirs.
This Requiem has the approval of the vance of publication is 60 cents per copy,
Bars fromSDagA“
postpaid.
Society of St. Gregory of America and is,
of course, strictly liturgical.
(Continued on page 556)

A Group of Etude Readers in India
The Etude takes pride in its thousands of readers in all parts of the civilized
globe. Here is a group,of students of many races (Indians, Armenians, Parsis, Gaans,
Europeans, and Anglo-Indians), sent to us by their teacher, a loyal Etude friend
and supporter in India. Many of these pupils have passed strict European examina¬
tion tests with flying colors. They are the pupils of Miss E. Leech, who may be seen
sitting in the middle of the group.

Changes of Position
Studies for the Violin
By O. Sevcik:. Op. 8
After the violin student has become pro¬
ficient in playing in the first position, the
Jiext important step is playing in the
higher positions. Right here is where a
,nost important phase of violin technic
must be mastered, namely, the ability to
shift or change from one position to an¬
other. There are no better exercises for
mastering this difficult step than the book
of studies by O. Sevcik—Op. 8, a new edi¬
tion of which is soon to be added to the
Presser Collection. This will make one
more valuable addition to the excellent
series of volumes in the Presser Collec¬
tion being edited by Mr. Otto Meyer, who
ao authorized representative of Mr.
Sevcik in this country.
Progressive teachers who desire the lat¬
est edition of a standard teaching work
will do well to place an order for this book
at the special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication of 30 cents a copy.

THE PRIZE OF ONE THOUSAND DOL¬
LARS, offered by Alfred Seligsberg. through the
Society of the Friends of Music, for a sacred or
secular cantata suitable for use by that^rganizaher ’ 1* 1929” ^Particulars may be had from
Richard Copley, 10 East 43rd Sti eet. New York

petition closes October 1, 1929, and particulars
may be had by addressing, Euridice Chorus
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania!
6 "qua e’
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, through i
June first. Full particulars may be hail from th<
IKSS3Lo£ Dar,mou4h ColIe^
PRIZES OF $500 AND $250 are offered
by the New York Federation of Music Clubs in
con] unction with the Women’s Exposition of Arts
to federatedriwomen’s chorLes^Paniculars^mav
be had from Etta H. Morris. 169 Columbia
Heights, Brooklyn, New York.
Advertisement

f
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How

to Master the Violin
By Frederick E. Hahjt
In this exhaustive’work every point to
be considered in connection with violin
playing and violin music is taken up with
the most meticulous care. Mr. Hahn him¬
self is one of the most painstaking of
violin teachers and players, and the char¬
acter of his work is thoroughly exemplified
in this book. It is planned with special
reference to the Studies of Sevcik and
other modern writers in the first place,
and in the second place to the Kreutzer
Studies. This is an invaluable work of
reference for the student, teacher and

cAnnouncing

PRIZE CONTEST
WINNERS
T

HIS is a preliminary announcement of the winners in the
Grand Prize Contest for New Subscriptions to THE ETUDE
MUSIC MAGAZINE which ended April 27th, 1929. The
Anmisr issue will contain more complete details. Look for it.

The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is $1.00 per copy,
postpaid.
Advance of Publication
Offers Withdrawn
Happy Bays in Music Play. Sequel to
Music Play for Every Bay. the most
widely acclaimed elementary piano in¬
structor published in the 'last decade.
Thousands of teachers who have started
young pupils in Music Play for Every Bay
and found it ideal for enkindling that
vital spark “enthusiasm,” so necessary for
the successful advancement of the stu¬
dent, have petitioned us to publish a book
to follow it. Happy Bays in Music Play,
while it takes up the study of music where
Music Play for Every Day ended, and is
based upon the same plan of a mixture of
play and study, at the same time absolutely
convinces both pupils and parents that
music study is one of the big vital things of
life and not a toy or a cosmetic. This
book was made by a large staff of noted
practical teaching experts. Price, $1.25.
Six Bayatelles for the Left Hand Only;
by Francesco Berger. We are this month
withdrawing from the advance-of-publication price this work which has now been
placed upo.n the market. Teachers who
seek material of this kind as a means of
strengthening the left hand of those pupils
who need such work, and players of the
early intermediate grades who desire
novelties for recital, diversion or study
will do well to get acquainted with this
meritorious book of pieces. Mr. Berger,
probably our oldest living composer, well
past ninety years of age, is still activelv
engaged in teaching at the Guild Hall
School in London. He is a pupil of Moscheles, who was a pupil of Beethoven, and
has many popular piano compositions to
his credit. Price 75 cents.
The Etude Combined With Fine
Magazines at Reduced Prices
^ On another page in this issue. The
Etude Music Magazine is combined with
the best magazines published at exceedingly attractive, money-saving prices.
Here is your opportunity to renew your
subscription for your favorite publications.
If those advertised do not include any
particular magazine in which you are in¬
terested, write us for special prices. We
will be glad to give inquiries quick atten-

Special Notice to Our
Premium Worker Friends
There is a fine assortment of rewards
offered for securing new The Etude
Music Magazine subscriptions. You will
find some announced on another page.
•All of the merchandise offered is of the
highest class and any article selected which
may appeal to you will prove most satis¬
factory; Talk to your musical friends
and acquaintances—explain the merits of
The Etude, show them the tremendous
return for the small sum of $2.00 and you
can obtain many subscriptions. Write us
for further particulars.
Send for Our

Grand Prize

A Musical Tour of Europe
Won by Mrs. Julia B. Molthop of Liberal, Kansas
Second Prize

A $1000 Grand Piano
Won by Miss Tullia Zenier of Hazleton, Penna,
Third Prize

Fourth Prize

A $250 Phonograph

A $250 Radio

Won by Mr. Otto P. Schwitz
Sixth Prize

Eighth Prize

$50 Cash

$50 Cash

Won by
S. Z. Davis
of Phila., Pa.

$50 Cash

Won by
J. Friedman
of Brooklyn, N. Y.

$50 Cash

Won by
Mrs. T. Talbott
of Bloomfield, la.

Won by
M. L. Burton
of Salt Lake City, U.

I

Securing subscriptions for THE ETUDE during spore time has T1
proven very profitable for these Jubilant Prize Winners. You l
can make your spare time just as profitable. See August issue, il

The Etude Music Magazine
-

Theodore Presser Co., Publishers -

Music Sales Service???
The Music Publishers’ Protective As¬
sociation (Mr. E. C. Mills, Chairman of
the Board) asks the Etude to warn its
readers in the matter of agents of alleged
“music service” houses who are going
about the country representing that they
can furnish leaders, organists, profes¬
sional musicians with music at a nominal
cost and that the music publishers are
combining to offer teachers and musicians
a special service at a ridiculously low
price. Mr. Mills states:
“Upon the basis of such representations
these agents solicit subscriptions to a "serv¬
ice”—generally priced at $6.00 per year
—under which the buyer is told that be
will receive a regular supply of such
material through the agency, instead of
direct from publishers. The buyer is
solicited to pay part of the sum "down”
—the balance to be paid later.
‘You are advised that none of the mem¬
bers of this Association are parties to
any such arrangement, and that the repu¬
table publishers are continuing, until you
are further advised directly by them, their
current business policies.
“It is suggested, in order that you avoid
being victimized, that before subscribing
to any such scheme you secure from the
solicitor, in writing, a list of the different
firms in whose behalf it is promised that
material will be sent under the subscrip¬
tion. If such list includes any of the
members of this Association, list of whom
is printed on the reverse side hereof,
kindly iiinnediately advise this office.”
"We will take all legal means of pre¬
venting such impositions upon you.”
Music Publishers’
Protective Association.

cAbsolutely Without Cost!

,

Just Secure NEW Subscriptions For
The Etude Music Magazine
Introduce THE ETUDE to your musical friends. Get them
to subscribe. Send each order with $2.00 direct to us. Return
mail will bring your choice of these valuable premiums, especially desirable during vacation. Send post card for complete
premium list.
-Begin Today During Yonr Spare Time!-

HANDY FLASHLIGHT

OF

PIANOFORTE PIECES
PRICE, 75 CENTS
This recently published and immediately successful
“Boy’s Own Book” is a compilation of 23 second to

The list includes practically all of the
outstanding publishers of America. The
representatives of reputable well-known
houses carry ample identification and no
intelligent teacher need be deceived.

third grade piano pieces of types that hold the interest
cf energetic and imaginative boy pupils.
Even the most hasty scanning of the contents of this

1712-14 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILA., PA.

“It Pays to Advertise”
CT%.

time-worn, and somewhat hackneyed axiom,
C' still retains, in spite of its age,, the powerful
appeal which originally created for it such uni¬
versal acceptance—not because it appeals euphonically
to the advertising fraternity; not merely because i’t
acts as a syllabus, which is handy to have around for
ready reference; but fundamentally because it presents
in concise form the very essence of truth, upon which
this great business of advertising is founded.
It does pay to advertise. But there are three bene¬
ficiaries in the insurance policy of Advertising. We
accept the truism that it pays the advertiser, but do we
fully realize that advertising pays, with huge dividends,
ihe millions whom it reaches with its message? We
look at our magazines and are apt to take it as a matter
of course that the advertising pages we see are nothing
more nor less than “stuff” used to fill up the pages and
to bring revenue, commonly known as “velvet.” to
the publishers. What we do not see is the host of
readers who are benefiting, through the great conveni¬
ence offered and the valuable information acquired bv
these multitudinous advertisements.
If you have not availed yourself of these benefits.
?HpIt"°w ai?d read the advertising columns of THE
YOU ^
’’urel-v they hold something of interest for

excellent book will serve to tell that here are pieces
Three Splendid Summer Etudes

which portray moods, imaginations, frolics, mysteries,

for Only 35 Cents
During June, July and August, we
make a special summer introductory offer
to those music lovers, music teachers and
music students who are not familiar with
Ihe Etude Music Magazine. To anyone
sending to us 35 cents, we will mail' the
June, July and August number^ Here’s
an opportunity to do a musical friend a
good turn. Music teachers, particularly,
should take advantage of this trial offer
to keep their pupils interested during the
vacation period by sending each one a
copy at his summer address. Consid¬
ering the splendid music in three num¬
bers, about 60 selections, to sav moiling of
the fine, educational articles, music ,! news,
music anecdotes, where could anyone in¬
terested in music invest 35 cents to better
advantage? It can’t be done.
This offer is good until August 3J, 1929.

adventures, sentiments, scenes and peoples that cap¬
tivate the boy. The numbers in this compilation are:
At the Camp Fire, Krentzlin; The Auto Race,
Preston; The Broomstick Parade, Preston;
Cabin Dance, Baines; The Camel Train,
Baines; The Chariot Race, Peery; The Dar\y
Fiddler, Baines; Elephant Dance, Haesche;
Frolic of the Ghosts, Preston; The Happy Shepherd. Pitcher; Hobgoblins, Williams; The
Horse Race, Baines; I Am a Pirate, Pitcher; In
a Giant’s Garden, Ewing; Indian War Dance,
Brounoff; Jolly Dar\ies, Bechter; The Mon\ey and The Elephant, Farrar; Our School
Band, Rolfe; Pride of the Regiment, Crammond; Salute to the Colors, Anthony; The
Sparrows’ Parade, Schick; The Storm, Pitcher;
Taps, Engelmann.
Whether given for use in the regular course of piano
study or as material for diversion and pleasurable recrea¬
tion at the piano, the numbers in this book are sure to be
helpful to any boy who is able to play in a creditable
manner the average second-grade piece.

Beware of Frauds
If you are approached by strangers
offering unusual bargains in’ magazines,
pay no money unless you thoroughly in¬
vestigate and are willing to take the re¬
sponsibility, when paying out cash. It is
sad, but it is true, that too many smooth
crooks impose on the music-loving public
by offering bargains in Etcde subscrip¬
tions Scrutinize credentials carefully and
satisfy yourself of the responsibility of
the solicitor. We cannot make good money
that is lost through swindlers.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
direct mail service on everything in music publications
MUSIC PUBLISHERS, DEALERS AND IMPORTERS • WORLD’S LARGEST STOCK
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET

BURNS PARING KNIFE

THE G CLEF
TWO PART CHORUS BOOK

Book of Indoor Marches for the Piano
Send All Subscriptions With Payment to

,7^?ODORE PRESSER CO.
1712-1714 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

YOUNG MEN WHO PLAY THE PIANO FOR SCHOOL
ASSEMBLIES FIND THIS AN IMMENSELY
HELPFUL BOOK

Price, 50 Cents .
Discounts on Quantity Lots

and wnmJuf s^booIs* girls’ glee clobs
sew cofeetion °n,SeS 8hou,<1 ®et tbis
fehVHiZfP" . Privileges externleft to
school supervisors and chorus directors
1712-14 Chestnut St.

These Desirable and Useful Articles
May Easily and Quickly Be Yours

The Etude Music Magazine
In Canada $2.25

—,

$2.00 a Year

1712-14 CHESTNUT STREET

>

Foreign $3.00

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PRICE, 75 CENTS
ipossible
(-called marches for indoor marching, drilling 01
therefore, this book is immensely useful, with
. its contents limi.
’ id strictly to numbers
that have a definite
„„ „„„‘ right
.
" ...
'lythm, keeping to
speed for in¬
door work The preface tells considerable about maiching and
gives bugle calls, signal chords and vamp measure:
''“'■Y useful to the school, lodge or gymnasium pi

<iA W‘Iconic c-Announcement
To the Many Teachers Wanting

an Equally Interesting

Book to Continue the Piano Instruction of the Great Host
of Children Who Started With“Music

Just Published!

“Music

Play for Every Day.”

Wonderful Sequel to

Play for Every Day”

Happy Days in Music Play
the Delightful, Distinctive and Immensely Successful
Features of the Plan for Very First Piano Instruction
found in Music Play for Every Day ”

ppsBSagggs

ifSpsS
ANY TEACHER MAY SECURE A COMPLETE
COPY OF “HAPPY DAYS IN MUSIC PLAY’’
FOR EXAMINATION. THOSE WHO BY ANY
CHANCE HAVE NOT SEEN “MUSIC PLAY
FOR EVERY DAY” ARE INVITED TO RE¬
QUEST EXAMINATION PRIVILEGES AS
WELL ON THIS VERY FIRST PIANO BOOK
THAT HAS AN IRRESISTIBLE APPEAL
TO YOUNG FOLK.

Numerous fetters ^Along the fines of This One deceived
From a Successful Teacher in the sMiddle West Inspired the
Careful. Preparation of

“Happy

Days

in

Mdsic

Play”_

May I endorse your new book, “Music Play for Every
Day.
Am just finishing it with three beginners and
have never before felt the sense of achievement as
accomplished with this book. It is as nearly perfect
as one can find. My one regret is that it has not been
followed up by a similar second grade book. Am still
no°tP“/S 5b°U” °0kmg/0r suitable material that will
not let down my enthusiastic little pupils.

studygwith thr^Lihlf procedures! cL-St^icturef1? ? ^

°f pi-ano

BfyTmMvsi S°,IthTts^deligSg aLH ^

^ to'“Happy
helpful and enjoyable little pieces^ and
^ beneJficial }i«Ie exercises,
people who also studied music in their childhood days!^ ^ St°neS ab°Ut great

B°\

Gained Throug^toe Ento^usmot
T°TLD
New Pupils Were
Learning to Play By “Music Play for FvE»lRnLl™E.-iPIEKDS
" ERE
Play" is Another Boon eoTthe Te“„!I bLa^; t
D*™ ■» Music
Continued Interest in Music Study.
s It Will Hold Pupils to

For Sale by All Leading
Dealers or the Publishers

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
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